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Summary

The object of this research was that of demonstrating the usefulness of multiangular

remote sensing for the extraction of plant canopy structure information, in order to

detect crop water and nitrogen stress. These stresses have been shown to affect canopy

structure. Rapid and inexpensive methods for the estimation of canopy structure

parameters are extremely valuable for example in the development of precision farming

technologies. The focus of the research was the development of methodologies for the

retrieval of plant canopy structure information from field-based multiangular remote

sensing, through the inversion of physically based models of the vegetation.

Two different approaches were tested. In the first one the VIFIS (Variable Interference

Filter Imaging Spectrometer) was employed to obtain hyperspectral multiangular data

on canopies subject to different nitrogen fertilisation treatments. LAI was estimated

from measured data through the inversion of PROSAIL and PROKUUSK models, using

a numerical optimization procedure. However, rather large experimental error was

included in the measurements, mainly because the instrument height above the canopy

did not allow a sufficient, unbiased, averaging of the different image components (sunlit

and shaded leaves and soil).

This suggested that the directional variation of these image components could be

exploited in order to derive canopy structure information following a novel alternative

approach. In this approach, multiangular images obtained using the VIFIS and a colour-

infrared digital camera (Dycam ADC) were classified into their components (shaded

and sunlit foliage and soil). These classification results were then directly used in the

inversion of a simple ray tracing canopy model. The inversion technique was based on a
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look-up-table approach. The main canopy structure parameter, LAI, was estimated

successfully from measurements carried out on an extensive data set, gathered on potato

canopies subject to contrasting irrigation and nitrogen fertilisation treatments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The objective of the present research was to demonstrate the usefulness of remote

sensing multiangular approaches for the extraction of plant canopy structure information

in order to detect crop water and nitrogen stress. There is a need for rapid and

inexpensive techniques for monitoring water and nitrogen stress in crop canopies for

agricultural management applications. Such monitoring techniques would be useful, for

example, in the development of precision farming technologies and especially in the

optimisation of the localised control of irrigation and fertilisation. The main goal of this

research was the development of such methodologies through the retrieval of plant

canopy structure information from multiangular remote sensing data and inversion of

physical models of the vegetation.

A basic assumption was that water and nitrogen stress have a detectable and possibly

differential effect on plant canopy structure. The justifications for this assumption are

explored in the background notes included in the following section. A short review of

the existing methodologies for the measurement and estimation of canopy structure

properties from remote sensing, with a particular emphasis on multiangular approaches

is also reported in this Chapter.

1.1. Background

For most plant species, the shortage of nitrogen or water causes a reduction in leaf area

development, changes in leaf tissue composition, leaf cell structure and plant water

content. Nitrogen availability typically affects leaf pigment concentration (e.g.

chlorophyll) with a clear effect on leaf spectral reflectance. In response to water stress,
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plants generally reduce stomatal conductance, causing a decrease in assimilation rate.

Stomatal closure, hence reduced transpiration rate, affects the leaf energy balance

leading to higher leaf temperatures (Jones, 1999).

In addition, in many species, leaf area and leaf angle distribution vary according to plant

water status. Leaf angle changes as leaves wilt in broad leaved herbaceous species and

leaf rolling occurs in grasses. Several plant species have been shown to be able to adjust

leaf angle in response to limited soil moisture (Berg and Hsiao, 1986; Ehleringer and

Forseth, 1989; Meyer and Walker, 1981; Oosterhuis et al., 1985; Wien and Wallace,

1973). Under water stress, paraheliotropic movements occur, where leaves are set

parallel to the sun angle, with the result of reducing leaf solar irradiance and

temperature. Leaf inclination adjustments are related to the amount of water stress and

are rapidly reversible when the stress is alleviated. These mechanisms are widespread

also in cultivated species such as bean (Dubetz, 1969; Wien and Wallace, 1973; Berg

and Hsiao, 1986), faba bean (Ridao and Oliveira, 1996), cotton (Lang, 1973; Ehleringer

and Hammond, 1987; Thanisawanyangkura et al., 1997), soybean (Meyer  and Walker,

1981; Wofford and Allen, 1982; Oosterhuis et al., 1985), sunflower (Shell et al., 1974;

Shell and Lang, 1976; Lang and Begg, 1979) and alfalfa (Moran et al., 1989).

Nitrogen deficiency has been shown to cause a reduction of leaf area in many crops

(Fricke, 1997; Vos and van der Putten, 1998), while the effect on leaf angle distribution

has not been much investigated.

Differences in leaf spectral reflectance, in particular those related to variations in the

chlorophyll content of the leaves, have been used as an indirect means to assess nitrogen

stress (Hinzmann et al., 1986; Curran, 1989). However predicting leaf N or chlorophyll

content from reflectance measurements alone, has proved to be difficult at the canopy

scale. The confounding effect of canopy structure, through effects on the amount of soil
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background included in the canopy reflectance, often masks more subtle leaf spectral

reflectance differences (Bausch and Duke, 1996; Daughtry et al., 2000). In addition in

these methods, nitrogen content is assessed assuming a strong relationship with

chlorophyll, although it has been shown that this is not always the case (Baret and

Fourty, 1997).

Remote sensing of water stress has been carried out in the past mainly by assessing

canopy to air temperature differences, caused by stomatal response to stress (Jones,

1999).

Remote sensing approaches to the extraction of information on plant canopy structure

(such as leaf area and leaf angle distribution) for the detection of water and nitrogen

stress seem therefore particularly interesting.

1.2. Remote sensing of canopy structure properties

Canopy structure is a term generally used to indicate the spatial arrangement of the

above-gound organs of plants in a plant community (Campbell and Norman, 1989).

Since it influences all major processes involved in the interactions between plants and

the above-ground environment, including light interception, biomass production and

energy and mass exchanges, numerous investigations have been carried out in the last

30 years on methods to describe and summarize canopy properties (Ross, 1981;

Campbell and Norman, 1989). Direct measurement of canopy structure parameters is

often too tedious and labour consuming to be practically feasible and it has the

additional disadvantage of being destructive or intrusive, therefore the development of

indirect methods, in particular remote sensing methods, is of great interest.

The estimation of plant canopy structure properties from remote sensing has been

attempted at several scales (ground to satellite) and approaches, for a variety of aims

and applications.
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Although other parameters might be employed to characterise plant canopy structure,

leaf area index (LAI) and leaf angle distribution function (LAD) are the most useful for

stress diagnosis. LAI is the total one-sided leaf area per unit area of ground. Leaf angle

distribution function describes the frequency distribution of leaf area at different

inclinations (i.e. leaf zenith angles, defined as the angles between the normal to the leaf

surface and the vertical) and azimuth (angle between a horizontal projection of the leaf

perpendicular and the North). Generally it is assumed that most plants have azimuthal

symmetry (Norman and Campbell, 1991) so that leaf angle distribution function

effectively only deals with leaf inclination distribution, although several studies have

shown that this assumption is often violated in reality (Drouet and Moulia, 1997).

Measurements have shown that the angular distribution of leaf area in real canopies can

be often approximated by the distribution of surface area of geometric solid figures such

as cylinders, spheres or spheroids (Campbell, 1986). The latter case is particularly

useful since it is possible to approximate a wide range of leaf angle distributions ranging

from planophile (mostly horizontal leaves) to erectophile (mostly vertical leaves). A

single parameter x=b/a is required to describe the shape of the distribution, where b is

the horizontal and a is the vertical semiaxis of the spheroid. Oblate spheroids (x>1)

represent planophile canopies, while prolate spheroids (x<1) approximate erectophile

canopies.

Parameters linked to the leaf angle distribution function are G (θ) (Ross, 1981) and the

corresponding K (θ) extinction coefficient. G (θ) is the ratio of leaf area projected in the

direction θ to the actual leaf area, while K(θ) is the ratio of leaf area projected to a

horizontal surface (shadow area) to actual leaf area. These parameters are valuable in

the characterisation of the radiation regime of plant canopies (Ross, 1981).
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In the following sections short background information will be given on canopy

structure measurement and estimation techniques at a range of scales.

1.2.1. Multiangular remote sensing

When solar radiation interacts with natural objects it is partly transmitted, partly

absorbed and partly reflected. For the purposes of remote sensing we are mostly

interested in the reflected component. This component is for convenience divided into a

specular and a diffusely scattered part. When the surface irregularities (roughness) are

small in relation to the incident radiation wavelengths, the radiation is reflected in a

specular way. In a perfect specular reflection the light is reflected at the same angle with

the normal to the surface as the incident light. When the surface is rough in relation to

the wavelength it acts as a diffuse scatterer. In the case of perfectly diffuse reflection the

light is scattered uniformly over the hemisphere. At any given point the reflected

radiance is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the view direction and the

surface normal according to Lambert’s law. So a perfectly diffuse reflecting surface is

also called Lambertian or isotropic.

The radiation reflected by plant leaves can be specular and diffuse at the same time, the

former component being mainly due to epidermis characteristics such as wax layers,

while the latter is mostly due to internal scattering inside the leaf as well as to

pubescence. Thus leaves are anisotropic reflecting surfaces, as has also been shown by

measurements (Walter-Shea et al., 1989).  When we deal with whole plant canopies, we

have also to consider the influence of soil and of shading of plant parts and soil on the

scene reflectance. This means that plant canopy reflectance is strongly anisotropic, i.e.

for a given illumination (sun) angle it varies strongly with the viewing direction. The

distribution of shadows and of gaps in the canopy is largely responsible for the shape of

multiangular reflectance data, which typically show a peak, called the  “hot spot”, where
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the view angle coincides with the sun angle (in the back-scattering direction) and a

minimum at around nadir (Sandmeier et al., 1998).

There is great interest in collecting multiangular measurements of plant canopies at a

range of scales and specific space-borne instruments have being designed and launched

(e.g. MISR, ATSR-2, POLDER, CHRIS-PROBA). The interest is motivated by the fact

that, because of the mechanisms outlined above, multiangle measurements contain

information on the geometrical and structural characteristics of surfaces.

When we measure the radiation reflected from a surface, what we measure is actually a

spectral radiance i.e. the radiant flux density emanating from a given surface per unit

solid angle and per unit wavelength, expressed in W m-2 sr-1 µm-1. Reflectance, a ratio of

incoming to outgoing radiation,  can be defined in a number of ways depending on the

viewing and illumination properties: these could be directional (restricted to a small

angle) or hemispherical (integrating from the whole sky or surface). Usually, in the

definition of reflectance, the degree of collimation of the light source followed by that

of the detector are prefixed to the word reflectance (Hapke, 1993). Thus we have:

a. Directional-directional (or bi-directional) reflectance, when the solid angles in the

illumination and viewing directions are infinitesimally small.

b. Directional-hemispherical reflectance, when the solid angle in the illumination

direction is infinitesimally small, but the solid angle in the viewing direction is so large

that it integrates over the whole hemisphere above the surface. This is also called

“black-sky albedo”.

c. Hemispherical-directional reflectance, when the solid angle in the viewing direction

is infinitesimally small, but the solid angle in the illumination direction covers the

whole hemisphere.
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d. Hemispherical-hemispherical reflectance, when both the illumination and viewing

solid angles comprise the whole hemisphere above the surface. This is also often called

albedo. In the absence of a direct component and when the diffuse component can be

considered isotropic (such as when we have a uniformly overcast sky) we have the so

called “white sky albedo” (Lewis and Barnsley, 1994).

Each of the above definitions can be further specified as a spectral reflectance by

considering a specific wavelength, although for albedo the integrated solar spectrum

broadband (0.3 - 5.0 µm) is usually employed. In reality, no sensor has an

infinitesimally small view angle, nor is the sun a point source. So, strictly, the term

“conical” instead of “directional” should be used when we refer to actual measurements

(e.g. bi-conical reflectance), however the term bi-directional reflectance is widely used

instead, in a rather loose way.

To fully characterise the reflectance behaviour of a surface we would aim to measure its

bi-directional reflectance distribution function, or BRDF (f(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr)). As defined

above, this is the ratio of the radiance reflected into an infinitesimally small solid angle

in the direction (θr, ϕr) to the irradiance incident on a surface from a given direction (θi,

ϕi) (Nicodemus et al, 1977).

f(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr)= dLr (θr, ϕr)/dEi(θi, ϕi)      (sr-1)                              (1.1)

Where θi and ϕi refer to illumination zenith and azimuth angles, θr and ϕr to view zenith

and azimuth angles, dLr to reflected radiance and dEi to incident irradiance for the

infinitesimally small view and incident angles. However the only measurements that can

be usually made are those to estimate the Bidirectional Reflectance Factor (BRF) (R(θi,

ϕi; θr, ϕr)). This is defined as the ratio of the radiance reflected by a surface in a given

direction (infinitesimally small solid angle) to that which would be reflected into the
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same reflected-beam geometry by an ideal (lossless, i.e. having 100% reflectivity)

perfectly diffuse (i.e. Lambertian) standard surface irradiated in exactly the same way as

the target surface (Nicodemus et al., 1977).

R(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr) = [dLt (θr, ϕr)/dLp(θr, ϕr)]k(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr)                   (1.2)

Where dLt is the radiance reflected from the target surface and dLp is the radiance

reflected from the reference panel. The factor k is necessary to convert from a real to an

ideal reference panel. In fact no real panel is perfectly lossless and perfectly

Lambertian.

The estimated BRF can be used to derive BRDF, since

R(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr) = π f(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr)                                    (1.3)

in fact the irradiance dE is equal to the radiance reflected from a Lambertian lossless

panel integrated over the whole hemisphere. And for a given view direction the radiance

reflected is dE/π (see e.g. Monteith and Unsworth, 1990).

If field measurements are carried out during completely clear weather conditions using a

narrow field of view sensor, solar irradiance is dominated by the direct beam

component, so that the approximation is made that the reflectance data correspond to the

BRF, while actually these are more correctly defined as hemispherical-directional

reflectance factor (HDRF). This approximation is used for the description of the

measurements carried out throughout this thesis.

The assumptions in this BRF measurement approach are therefore: (1) that the incident

radiation is dominated by its directional component, the direct beam irradiance (i.e.,

clear sky); (2) that the instrument responds linearly to entrant flux; (3) that the reference

surface is viewed in the same manner as the subject and the conditions of illumination

are the same; (4) that the entrance aperture is sufficiently distant from the subject and
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that the angular field of view is small with respect to the hemisphere of reflected beams,

and (5) that the angular and spectral reflectance properties of the reference surface are

known.

Measurements to estimate BRF with a reasonable accuracy are extremely difficult to

achieve in practice because of numerous sources of error that can be either random or

systematic in nature (Milton et al., 1995). Errors related to the diffuse irradiation are

always present because of the atmospheric scattering that exists even in perfectly clear

sky conditions, so the assumption (1) is always violated. Several approaches have been

tried to correct for this, through measurement or modelling of sky radiance distribution

or of optical atmospheric properties (see Lyapustin and Privette, 1999). It is worth

noting that also the radiation reflected by the operator (especially if wearing bright

clothes) or other objects (tripods, platforms, cars etc..) onto the target may contribute to

the error (Deering, 1989). Other errors are due to the fact that a non-ideal reference

panel is used. While in the past most people used custom-made aluminium boards

painted with BaSO4,  nowadays much better and consistent results can be achieved

using a special sintered PolyTetraFluoroEthylene (PTFE) marketed as Spectralon® by

Labsphere (Jackson et al., 1992). The reflectivity of this material can be around 99% all

across the solar radiation waveband, nevertheless the panels are not Lambertian.

Although procedures have been developed for the directional calibration of the panels

(Jackson et al., 1987) they can only take into account the direct component of incident

solar radiation, while in the field the panel is illuminated by a combination of direct and

diffuse flux distributed non-uniformly (Gu et al., 1992;  Rollin et al., 1997).

Unless two intercalibrated instruments are used to measure the reflectance of the target

and of the reference panel simultaneously in the so called “dual beam” mode (Rollin,

1998), another significant error is due to the time delay between the target and the
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reference panel measurements. Also in apparently stable clear sky conditions, invisible

patches of water vapour cause rapid fluctuations in the downwelling spectral irradiance

(Milton and Goetz, 1997).

If we aim to have BRF measurements representative of a specific surface such as a plant

canopy we need to devise some form of spatial and/or temporal sampling. This  brings

in the problem of temporal changes of the surface, e.g. caused by wind or heliotropism

(Kimes and Kirchner, 1983) and of spatial variability. For the latter Daughtry et al.

(1982) in a specific study, especially warned of the problems caused by measuring nadir

reflectance in row crop canopies at sensor heights where the diameter of the field-of-

view at the top of the canopy is smaller than several multiples of the row spacing.

1.2.2. Measurement techniques

1.2.2.1. Ground measurement

Several techniques have been developed using measurements on the ground above or

below the plant canopy for the indirect estimation of structure parameters.

1.2.2.1.1. Within canopy measurements

A range of techniques and commercially available instruments (e.g. Delta-T Sunscan,

Licor LAI-2000) has been developed, that need the placement of sensors within or

below the canopy (Welles and Cohen, 1996). Most of the techniques are based on the

measurement of gap fraction, i.e. the fraction of sky visible through the canopy, at

different angles. Light sensors are used to estimate gap fraction and usually a turbid

medium model is inverted or alternatively empirical equations are used to estimate LAI

and sometimes leaf angle distribution. Some techniques have proved to be fairly

accurate, especially considering recent improvements in measurement, logging and

processing capability as well as theory, e.g. consideration of canopy gap size
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distribution (Chen and Cihlar, 1995). However the major disadvantage of field

measurements is their limited spatial and temporal coverage, as well as sometimes their

labour requirement or their restriction to specific light conditions or canopy types.

Remote sensing methods would provide a unique way to systematically obtain the

distribution of canopy properties over larger areas.

1.2.2.1.2. Above canopy measurements

Measurements have been carried out from above the canopy using field radiometers,

often with broad band acceptance characteristics similar to those of satellite sensors. For

example, the Barnes MMR (Barnes Engineering Co., Stamford, CN, USA) simulates

the Landsat Thematic Mapper. In most applications the red and NIR bands have been

used, often to derive a vegetation index correlated with canopy structure parameters

(e.g. Asrar et al., 1984). Field spectroradiometers have also been used to derive narrow

band indices (Blackburn, 1998). In some circumstances multiangular measurements

have been performed and the directional as well as the spectral information has been

exploited for canopy parameter estimation (Sandmeier et al., 1999). Recently imaging

spectrometers suitable for field use, based on tunable filter technology, have been

developed (Evans et al., 1998; Inoue and Penuelas, 2001).

Other measurement techniques for canopy structure estimation, rely on similar

principles to those used for within canopy measurements. These include hemispherical

photography (usually in the NIR) from above the canopy, and night-time photography

of lighted bars placed inside the canopy (Norman and Campbell, 1991).
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1.2.2.2. Aircraft

A high spatial resolution can be provided by using airborne sensors and these have been

used extensively to infer canopy structure (Jacquemoud et al., 1995a; Chen et al., 1999;

Hu et al., 2000). In most occasions airborne sensors have been used in a  development

study phase leading to their subsequent deployment on satellite platforms. So usually

airborne systems use state-of-the-art technology such as hyperspectral sensors.

Typically remote sensing has used multispectral imaging devices which image over a

small number of broad spectral bands. Due to the low number of spectral bands

detected, these instruments lack sufficient spectral resolution for more precise surface

studies. In recent decades, instruments called imaging spectrometers (a category of

hyperspectral sensors) have been developed. These typically collect 200 or more bands

of data, which enables the construction of an effectively continuous spectrum for every

pixel in the scene. The VIFIS system used in this research (described in later sections)

belongs to this category of instruments. The first commercially available airborne

hyperspectral scanner was the Canadian CASI (Compact Airborne Spectrographic

Imager) which uses a CCD linear array to collect data in 288 programmable bands

between 400 and 900 nm. NASA developed the AVIRIS (Airborne Visible-Infrared

Imaging Spectrometer) which collects data in 244 bands between 400 and 2450 nm. It is

typically flown at an altitude of 20 km obtaining a ground pixel resolution of about 20

m.

Other currently operating airborne hyperspectral sensors include the DAIS (Chang et

al., 1993), which covers the spectral range from the visible to the thermal infrared in 79

bands wavelengths at a spatial resolution varying from 3 to 20 m depending on the

carrier aircraft flight altitude and ROSIS (c.450 - 950 nm) (Kunkel et al, 1991).
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The main problems of airborne remote sensing, preventing its routine use for

agricultural management applications, are both the cost of obtaining frequent

measurements and the problems associated with geometric correction. The correction of

aircraft tilt, pitch and roll movements and the co-registration of images can be

particularly difficult for pushbroom hyperspectral sensors (Gu, 2000) and even more so

for whiskbroom sensors.

1.2.2.3. Satellite

There has been considerable interest in the scientific community for the estimation of

canopy structure from space and some specific space application programs are now

almost at an operational stage. A major need for the estimation of canopy structure

parameters at a small scale (regional to global) stems from the use of regional or global

scale models of terrestrial ecosystems functioning. Work in this area is essential for

global climate change research. A massive effort is under way to obtain large spatial

and temporal scale estimates of LAI and fPAR, the fraction of photosynthetic active

radiation absorbed by plant canopies, key state variables in most of these models

(Buermann et al., 2001).

Satellite borne sensors useful for the estimation of canopy structure parameters are

usually multispectral scanners providing reflectance in the red and near-infrared bands.

Examples of sensors which have been used for satellite based canopy structure

estimation include the AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) on board

the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) series of

meteorological satellites (Buermann et al., 2001), Thematic Mapper on board the

LANDSAT satellites (Tian et al., 2000; Kuusk, 1998), Vegetation on board the SPOT4

satellite and more recently the multiangular MISR on board the TERRA EOS satellite
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(Knyazikhin et al, 1998a) and POLDER on the ADEOS satellite (Bicheron and Leroy,

1999).

While these algorithms and products are extremely important for ecological research

and applications, a much higher resolution and a much lower turn-around time and

revisit period may have to be obtained in order for them to be useful for farm

management use. While advances in technology are allowing always higher spatial

resolution (e.g. 1 m with the Panchromatic Ikonos sensor), the required delivery of the

processed information ideally within 24h of the acquisition as well as the twice weekly

revisit period seems much harder to achieve with satellite systems (Moran, 2000),

except possibly with low resolution systems such as NOAA.

1.2.3. Estimation techniques

A wide range of different approaches, already mentioned above, has been used to

extract canopy structure parameters from remote sensing measurements. An enormous

amount of work has been devoted in the last decades to the development of the theory

for the retrieval of canopy parameters, especially LAI, LAD, fPAR (the fraction of

photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the canopy) and chlorophyll

concentration, from remote sensing. Two main approaches have been followed: a

statistical one and physical modelling one.

1.2.3.1. Statistical and empirical relationships

The first to be used and the most popular of the approaches developed, exploits the

differences in the spectral reflectance of soil and vegetation, deriving spectral indices

based on linear or non-linear combinations of reflectance acquired in two or more

wavebands. Probably the most widely used is the normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI), calculated as
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NVDI = (ρNIR - ρRed)/(ρNIR + ρRed)                                              (1.4)

Where ρNIR and  ρRed are the reflectances in the NIR and Red bands respectively.

Many studies have experimentally or theoretically related vegetation indices (VI) to

canopy parameters (for reviews see: De Wulf, 1992; Baret, 1995; Myneni et al., 1995a).

Although a great variety of indices have been proposed, Baret and Guyot (1991) showed

that most can be defined as a measure of the distance from the 1:1 soil line. This is

defined as the linear relationship observed for bare soil between reflectance in two

wavelengths. Vegetation indices are influenced by leaf and soil spectral properties,

canopy geometry, illumination and view zenith angles. In addition a saturation in the

VI-LAI relationship can occur at LAI values higher than some threshold depending on

the crop type, sometimes as low as 2 or 3 (Carlson and Ripley, 1997; Baret and Guyot,

1991). Some indices were specifically developed to minimise the influence of soil such

as SAVI (Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index), TSAVI (Transformed Soil Adjusted

Vegetation Index) and MSAVI (Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index).

While these indices have been obtained in the past using reflectance measurements in

two or more broad wavebands, more recently new indices based on narrow bands (few

nm) or derivatives of spectra have been increasingly employed (Carter, 1994; Penuelas,

1994), given the availability of spectroradiometers and imaging spectrometers with a

much higher spectral resolution. Among the methods based on hyperspectral data a

considerable importance has been given to the use of the sharp increase in plant

reflectance in the transition from red to near infrared, the so called “red edge” (Horler et

al., 1983).

For the extraction of canopy structure information from the above-mentioned indices, a

statistical relationship is obtained between the index and the vegetation property (e.g.

LAI, chlorophyll concentration etc...). Although some apparently general relationships
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have been derived, they can apply only to situations similar to those in which they were

derived and extrapolation to other contexts is questionable.

1.2.3.2. Modelling

In this approach, the physics of the interactions between solar radiation and the

vegetation is studied and summarised in a simplified (mathematical or computer) model.

The model should have a general validity when the assumptions on which it is based do

not differ too much from the plant canopy considered. Many models have been

developed to calculate canopy reflectance from given geometrical, spectral and

structural vegetation parameters. The models have originally been developed to be used

in what is called the “direct mode” (simulation of canopy reflectance for a given a set of

parameters). However if we want to retrieve the vegetation parameters from the model

output, the model must be used in the “inverse mode”. A brief summary of the main

categories of canopy reflectance models is presented here as a background and some

introductory notes on model inversion will follow.

The number of physically based canopy reflectance models developed in the recent

decades is huge. Some reviews have been made in the past by Goel (1988), Myneni et

al., (1989) and more recently by Lewis (1996). Most existing models can be classified

into the following categories, although others (which could be termed hybrid) combine

features of more than one class.

1.2.3.2.1. Turbid medium models

These models are originally based on the theory developed by Kubelka and Munk in

1931 to describe radiation transfer in one dimension. The basic assumptions and

simplifications adopted by most of these models are: 1) the canopy is composed of an
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infinitely extended horizontal slab 2) inside this slab, vegetation elements (typically

only leaves are considered) are distributed uniformly in plane-parallel horizontal layers.

Because of the horizontal homogeneity, only one dimension (the vertical one) is

considered. The location of any particular vegetation element is not specified and the

canopy structure is described by statistical distributions (e.g. leaf area density and leaf

angle distributions). Most of the models assume that plant elements are distributed

randomly inside the canopy, following the Poisson distribution, although ways to deal

with more clumped or more regular (spaced) distributions of plant elements have been

sought (Nilson, 1971; Chen and Cihlar, 1995). In practice these models treat the leaf

canopy as a gas, i.e. a turbid medium, with the advantage that classical radiation transfer

physical theory developed in other fields (e.g. Astrophysics) can be adapted to the case

of vegetation. In practice they are most suited to homogeneous agricultural crops after

canopy closure has occurred, in which case they can agree quite well with observations.

One of the earliest turbid medium models was developed by Suits (1972). This model

has been extensively used and was the first to be inverted to retrieve plant canopy

parameters (Goel and Strebel, 1983). The downward and upward diffuse radiation

fluxes are considered. The leaves are assumed to be small and flat Lambertian scatterers

randomly distributed inside the canopy and every leaf is replaced by its horizontal and

vertical projections. The soil is also a Lambertian reflector with hemispherical

reflectance ρs. The model uses six canopy parameters: ρ, τ (respectively hemispherical

reflectance and transmittance of the leaves), LAI, ρs (soil hemispherical reflectance),

SKYL (the fraction of diffuse incident radiation) and ALA (average leaf inclination

angle). The Suits model was extended to allow for any distribution of leaf angles by

Verhoef (1984) in the SAIL (Scattering by Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves) model. This

model has been widely used both in the direct and in the inverse mode, though many
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changes have been made to the original version of SAIL. Goel and Thompson (1984)

replaced the original 13 leaf angles used for the approximation of the LAD with a two

parameters beta distribution (Goel, 1989). In this version the SAIL model has 7 canopy

parameters: the same as the Suits model except that the 2 LAD parameters replace

ALA. Goel and Thompson (1984) showed that this model is mathematically invertible,

i.e. in theory one can uniquely estimate all 7 parameters from the calculated reflectance

values. This model assumes an infinite number of uncorrelated non-dimensional

Lambertian scatterers. So it does not consider the specular reflection and the hot spot

phenomenon, since point scatterers cannot cast shadows.

The most important development was to include treatment of finite leaf size to allow

estimation of the “hot spot” (Nilson and Kuusk,1989). This model takes into account the

hot spot in the treatment of the first order scattering introducing a correction function

which is based on consideration of the finite size of the leaves. It also accounts for the

specular reflection of the leaves, while (non Lambertian) first order soil reflectance is

calculated using an empirical bi-directional model derived from Walthall et al. (1985).

The LAD is described using an elliptical distribution with two parameters that is a

generalisation of Campbell (1986) ellipsoidal distribution. Multiple scattering is treated

using an approximate analytical expression. This model has 9 parameters including one

specifying the dimensionless linear size of the phytoelements, and two parameters of the

specular reflection which are not physically measurable: an index of refraction of the

leaf cuticle wax and a leaf hair index parameter. This model was inverted to retrieve

canopy parameters from simulated and measured reflectance data (Nilson and Kuusk,

1989; Kuusk, 1991). It was shown to be capable of simulating quite well the BRDF

especially in the visible wavebands. For simulations in the NIR, the approximations in
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the treatment of multiple-scattering caused larger deviations from measurements

(Kuusk, 1991).

A subsequent refinement by Kuusk (1995a) combined the first order scattering part

from the Nilson and Kuusk (1989) model with the four stream approximation of the

diffuse fluxes (multiple scattering) from the SAIL model into an efficient and fast

computer code. Subsequently the treatment of the hot spot and of the specular reflection

has also been included in a newer  version of the SAIL model (Andrieu et al., 1997).

A major step forward has been brought by the inclusion, in canopy reflectance models,

of sub-models dealing with the spectral reflectance of leaves, soil and the atmosphere.

Instead of using a different set of spectral parameters for each simulation in a different

waveband (e.g. specifying new diffuse leaf reflectance and transmittance), these

parameters are calculated using specific (sub-)models. The PROSPECT model by

Jacquemoud and Baret (1990), which simulates diffuse leaf reflectance and

transmittance spectra in the wavelength range 400-2500 nm, was the first to be

combined with the SAIL model (Jacquemoud, 1993). The required parameters of this

first version of the PROSPECT model are Cab, the pigment concentration (chlorophyll a,

b and carotenoids), Cw, the equivalent leaf water thickness, and N, a parameter

characterising mesophyll structure. In later versions of PROSPECT, parameters for

other biochemical constituents, such as  protein and cellulose+lignin, were included. In

combining PROSPECT and SAIL (Jacquemoud, 1993) the soil spectral reflectance was

calculated using the SOILSPECT model (Jacquemoud et al., 1992), while the sky light

diffuse fraction of solar irradiance was considered constant.

Kuusk (1994) also incorporated the PROSPECT model into his FCR (fast canopy

reflectance) model described above (Kuusk, 1995a). He re-adapted and simplified

functions developed by Price (1990) to describe soil spectral reflectance. He also
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included a spectral description of skylight fraction adding only a new parameter, the

Ångström turbidity factor.

Both these multispectral models (PROSAIL and PROKUUSK) have the capability to

simulate the multiangular reflectance for the whole optical spectrum and have been

successfully inverted to retrieve canopy parameters from reflectances. These kinds of

models are particularly interesting because, in theory, they allow one to estimate leaf

biochemical parameters such as chlorophyll concentration and water content from

canopy reflectance measurements.

Other models include the one developed by Verstraete et al. (1990) who considered a

canopy of infinite thickness. An accurate evaluation of first order scattering and a two-

stream model for multiple scattering were included in an advanced model by Iaquinta

(1995). Gobron et al. (1997) combined a description of first order scattering as a

function of the number, size, and orientation of the leaves, as well as the total height of

the canopy with a discrete ordinate turbid medium approach, used to represent the

contribution to the total reflectance due to the light scattering at orders higher than 1.

Also the latter two models, known as IAPI and NADI, were combined with the

PROSPECT model and compared with PROSAIL and PROKUUSK (Jacquemoud et al.,

2000). Globally, the four multispectral models showed a good agreement in terms of

simulated reflectances and parameter sensitivities.

1.2.3.2.2. Geometrical-optical models

In  these models the canopy is assumed to consist of geometrical objects of given shape

and dimensions (such as cylinders, spheres, cones, ellipsoids) and optical properties

(reflectance, transmittance and absorptance) placed on the ground using some statistical

distribution. Light interception and shadowing by these objects are calculated. From

geometrical considerations the fraction of sunlit and shaded crowns and sunlit and
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shaded soil viewed in a given direction for a specific sun angle is computed. Assuming

that an average reflectance (for a given wavelength) can be assigned to each class, the

overall reflectance is computed as a weighted average reflectance by summing the

products of the specific reflectances by the area fractions of each class. These models

were specifically designed for heterogeneous canopies. Otterman and Weiss (1985) first

developed a model which assumes that canopy elements are thin vertical cylinders. Li

and Strahler (1985), modelled a forest canopy as Lambertian cones with a fixed

base/height ratio but with heights and radii lognormally distributed. Spatial tree

distribution could be uniform, Poisson (random) or Neyman (clumped) with a specified

density. Li and Strahler (1985) inverted their model to retrieve tree parameters (such as

tree density, average radius and height). A subsequent extension of this kind of model is

to consider trees as geometrical shapes filled with "turbid-medium" leaves, i.e. leaves

randomly distributed inside defined solids. Chen and Leblanc (1997) have further

extended this approach by considering also branch architecture inside trees.

1.2.3.2.3. Monte Carlo ray tracing and radiosity models

This heterogeneous group of models is generally based on sophisticated numerical

techniques implemented through computer algorithms. In these models, the precise

shape of plants as well as their spatial and geometrical organisation in a three

dimensional (3-D) co-ordinate space is described. Measurements carried out in real

canopies e.g. with 3-D digitizers, or mathematical simulations of plant architecture

using simple shapes or even fractals or L-systems (Prusinkiewicz and Lyndenmaier,

1990), can be used as input for the 3-D description of the canopy. Different

computational techniques that simulate the interactions of a large number of lines (or

"rays" or "photons") with these canopies can then be used to obtain simulations of

canopy radiation transfer. The simplest "rendering" techniques, developed for computer
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graphics use, which allow one to obtain images of the 3-D scene, use calculations of the

projections of the objects on a (view) plane. Algorithms such as the "z-buffer" or

successive modifications are easy to program and have become very popular in

computer graphics (Lindley, 1992). Monte Carlo ray tracing techniques use random

sampling methods to determine the fate of a large number of "rays" fired from a light

source to the canopy or, for computational efficiency, from the sensor to the

illumination hemisphere.  Probability density functions specified for all the surfaces

considered, determine for each interaction between rays and a canopy element how the

rays are absorbed, transmitted or reflected and the solid angles in which they are

scattered. Each ray continues to interact (bounce) within the canopy until it either

escapes from the top of the canopy or the energy level associated with it reaches a

minimum which has to be specified. If the aim of the model is to simulate canopy

BRDF, the number and the energy level of the rays which escape from the canopy  in a

given direction are calculated. The most intensive calculation performed by the ray

tracer is the computation of the intersections occurring between the rays and the 3-D

objects. In this context two main ray tracing schemes exist, a forward  and a reverse

one. In the forward schemes (e.g. Govaerts and Verstraete, 1998) the rays are fired from

the light sources and followed through all their interactions with the canopy until they

reach a "sensor". Obviously a large number of photons will be scattered in other

directions and will not be detected by the sensor. Although physically meaningful this

approach is not computationally efficient. Conversely, in the reverse schemes (e.g.

Lewis, 1996), the rays are fired from the sensor to the light source (i.e. backward). Most

computer graphics ray tracers (such as POV for example, used for the model described

in Chapter 3) use this more efficient technique. However, in order to have realistic

results, a large number of rays (and of interactions with the 3-D canopy) has to be used,
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so ray tracing is most suitable for simulation of direct radiation, as for diffuse radiation

the calculations become prohibitively long. The radiosity method (Borel et al., 1991) is

a general scheme for calculating all the exchanges of light (reflected, transmitted or

emitted) between the small elementary patches that compose the 3-D canopy. It is better

suited to the treatment of diffuse radiation, but its main drawback is that for each patch

a "radiosity equation" has to be calculated which includes computation of the view

factor (the fraction of radiative energy leaving the one patch and reaching all the other

patches). This makes the method very slow to work in practice with the computers

currently available.

1.2.3.2.4. Kernel driven and empirical models

In an attempt to simplify models for faster operational use and easier inversion, some

empirical or semi-empirical models have been developed, in order to simulate the

directional reflectance of vegetation or soil (Roujean et al., 1992; Walthall et al, 1985).

Models can be combined together to calculate reflectance as a linear weighted sum of

terms (the so-called kernels) characterising different scattering modes. These usually

include (Barnsley, 2002): (i) a constant term that describes the Lambertian component

of the scattering from the observed surface (equal reflectance in all directions); (ii) a

term that accounts for volume scattering, related to the density of scattering elements,

such as plant leaves, present on the ground. This is usually based on a “kernel” derived

from classical radiative-transfer theory (e.g. RossThick kernel derived by Roujean et al.,

1992) that describes the form of the BRDF caused by the scattering of radiation inside

the volume of the canopy; (iii) a geometrical-optical term that takes into account the

shadowing and masking effects caused by vertical elements (such as single trees) in the

observed scene. This is based on geometrical-optics theory (such as the LiSparse kernel

derived by Wanner et al., 1995). The resulting combined BRDF model is called a
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kernel-driven BRDF model (Wanner et al., 1995). Such a BRDF model is linear in its

parameters and can often be inverted analytically with a great advantage especially in

extensive operational data processing schemes.

1.2.3.2.5. Model inversion

As mentioned above, simply stated, the problem that has to be solved in the inversion of

canopy radiation transfer models is the following: given a set of measurements,

determine the set of model parameters such that the model output best fits the

measurements. In practice the assessment of the fit between model and measurements is

performed by evaluating a merit function such as for example:

∑
=

−=
n

1j

2
jjj )rmro(wF                                                       (1.5)

where F is the merit function value, roj is the measured reflectance in measurement j,

rmj is the modelled reflectance, n is the number of reflectance measurements and w is

the weight given to a particular measurements j (Goel, 1989). For instance, since

reflectance values at different view angles may be different by more than a factor of 2,

to warrant equal relative fit the weight could be wj = 1/ rj. In addition a penalty function

can be used to limit the parameters to physically acceptable values (Kuusk, 1991). Since

most canopy radiation transfer models are complex and non-linear, numerical

optimization techniques are used, most often using multidimensional minimization if

more than one parameter is involved.

Some commonly used multidimensional minimisation methods are Nelder-Mead’s

downhill simplex method, Powell’s direction set method and simulated annealing (Press

et al., 1986).

Goel and his colleagues pioneered the study of model inversion in remote sensing of

vegetation in a series of papers beginning in 1993. After the development of the
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theoretical background, they inverted several one-dimensional models, notably the Suits

(Goel and Strebel, 1983) and  SAIL (Goel and Thompson, 1984) models. General

discussion on model inversion and some central ideas can be found in Goel (1989),

Privette et al. (1994) and Myneni et al. (1995b). The ability to determine canopy

parameters correctly depends mainly on: the validity of the model, the number and the

accuracy of measurements available and the ability of the minimisation procedure to

find a global (and not a local) minimum. If model parameters are correlated between

themselves the retrieval of one parameter can be affected by the starting value of the

others. In addition, measurements are always associated with experimental error and the

estimate of parameter values can be greatly affected by this. For example Goel (1989)

using simulated data with the SAIL model has shown that introducing only 1% as

random error can yield as much as 73% error in the estimate of the LAI when all

parameters are estimated concurrently. Also Jacquemoud et al. (1995a), in the inversion

of the PROSPECT+SAIL model, found that some parameters had to be constrained to

fixed values if an acceptable estimate of other parameters was to be obtained. Moreover

they found that even in that case LAI and average leaf angle could not be realistically

estimated from inversion of nadir hyperspectral measurements.

More recently some alternative inversion approaches have been developed to replace

numerical optimization procedures. These include the use of artificial neural networks

that can be trained using measurements or model data (Kimes and Nelson, 1998) and

the use of the look-up-table (LUT) approach (Knyazikhin et al., 1998b; Weiss et al.,

2000). The latter consists of producing a large number of model outputs (the LUT)

using a wide range of parameter values, then the inversion is reduced to searching the

LUT for the best fit with the measured data or even interpolating between them to get a

more precise estimate of the best parameters (O’Dwyer, 1999).
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1.3. Required accuracy of remotely sensed canopy structure information for stress

detection and crop management

From what presented above, multiangular remote sensing techniques seem to have the

potential for rapid and (relatively) inexpensive assessment of canopy structure

properties. In order to evaluate the agronomic potential of these techniques and the

sensitivity required, it is necessary to consider the changes in variables such as LAI or

leaf angle that would be physiologically relevant for the diagnosis of water or nitrogen

stress in terms of detectable yield reduction.

1.3.1 Effects of water and nitrogen stress on canopy properties

A review of the literature on field experiments shows that nitrogen and water stress can

have extremely variable effects on canopy structure. The magnitude of these effects

depends mainly on the amount of stress imposed, the crop type, variety, growth stage,

soil and climatic factors. Baush and Duke (1996), using a range of N fertilisation

treatments on maize, report differences in maximum LAI of about 1 (corresponding to

about 25%), significant at α=0.05, only between the zero N and all the other treatments,

among which no difference was detected despite fertilisation rates ranging between 102

and 220 kg N ha-1. Zero N LAI began to differ from the other treatments only after the

10th leaf  (V10) stage, but the greatest differences with the other treatments occurred

after the onset of leaf senescence. There was a yield difference between the zero N and

the 102 kg N ha-1 treatment of 22% (P<0.05), but there was also a difference of 14%

(P<0.05) between the latter and the 220 kg N ha-1, between which visible LAI

differences appeared only during senescence.

Pattey et al. (2001) showed significant differences in LAI (as assessed by 95%

confidence bars) between low N (17 kg N ha-1) and high N (155 kg N ha-1) maize
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treatments at much earlier growth stages. The absolute differences were of about 0.5

LAI, corresponding to 25-40% differences according to the growth stage. In this case,

LAI was different in the period between 35 and 50 days after emergence, after which no

significant differences appeared until the start of senescence. The yield difference,

assessed using a yield monitor, was small (5%) but statistically significant. For sugar

beet Pospišil et al. (2000) report an increase in LAI of 0.3 (least significant difference at

5%) between 60 and 180 kg N ha-1 topdressing and at the inflorescence appearance

stage. No differences were found at a later stage. Several field experiments carried out

by Firman et al (1995) on potato, showed LAI increases of about 1 (25%) between zero

and 180 kg N ha-1 treatments at maximum LAI. Much larger differences were reported

on potato by Allen and Scott (1980). In this case the maximum LAI attained was about

1.7 for zero N, 4.5 for 100 kg N ha-1, 5.5 for 200 kg N ha-1 and 6.5 for 300 kg N ha-1

treatments. For oilseed rape Allen and Morgan (1972) reported marked differences

between zero N and fertilised treatments already at two weeks after sowing, but the

largest differences were apparent at maximum LAI, with the zero N having LAI of 0.5

as compared to 3.5 of the 105 kg N ha-1 and 4.3 of the 210 kg N ha-1 treatments.

It is difficult to quantify the amount of nitrogen stress that occurred in these (and other)

experimental trials, since even with adequate N supply, crops can fluctuate from

situations of ‘luxury’ N consumption to situations of sub-optimal N nutrition according

to changes in soil N availability (Lemaire and Gastal, 1997). A more standardized

assessment of the effect of N stress on LAI can be carried out by considering the

nitrogen nutrition index (NNI), the ratio of actual biomass dry weight N concentration

to the critical N concentration required to produce maximum dry matter (Lemaire and

Gastal, 1997). Nitrogen deficiency occurs when NNI<1. Using such an approach
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Vouillot et al. (1998) showed that wheat at a NNI of 0.6 had an LAI of about 70%-75%

that of the unstressed control (which had a NNI not significantly different from 1).

Water stress effects on LAI have been reported by Jefferies and MacKerron (1993) for

19 potato varieties. The differences in LAI between irrigated and droughted treatments

ranged between about 0.5 and 4 at maximum LAI according to the variety and were

most evident at 40 days after emergence. However in 18 of the 19 genotypes the

difference in tuber yield was highly significant (P<0.01) and there was an average yield

reduction of 63%. Guiducci et al. (1993) report trends of LAI of well watered and

droughted treatments for several field crops. The differences in maximum LAI are of

about 1 for beans and maize, 1.2 for sunflower and 3.5 for soybean. Differences started

to appear about 50 days after sowing.

Concerning the interaction between nitrogen and water, Fernandez et al. (1994) showed

that for wheat at anthesis, LAI was about 3 for non-fertilised non-irrigated treatment,

3.5 for the irrigated non-fertilised, 4.5 for the non-irrigated fertilised (200 kg N ha-1) and

5.3 for the irrigated fertilised treatment. Clutterbuck and Simpson (1978) showed

differences of about 0.5 maximum LAI between irrigated and non-irrigated potato at a

fertilisation level of 200 kg N ha-1, which increased to differences of about 1.5 at 300 kg

N ha-1.

It has to be noted that in the studies cited above, LAI was measured using different

techniques (e.g. harvest and direct leaf area measurement or use of allometric

relationships between leaf dimensions and area) and very different sample sizes.

Due to the difficulties in the measurement few reports are available to quantify the

effect of water stress on leaf angle distribution, while no study has been found

concerning the effect of N on this canopy property. In addition the range of techniques

used and the way this parameter is expressed in most cases make it impossible to extract
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from the data a leaf angle distribution parameter such as Campbell’s X (Campbell,

1986). Guiducci et al. (1993) shows that total PAR extinction coefficient increased

considerably after irrigation for water stressed treatments, e.g. from 0.2 to 0.4 in field

beans, from 0.4 to 0.7 in soybean, from 0.8 to 1.2 in sunflower and from 0.4 to 0.6 in

maize. These changes indicated that leaf orientation became on average more horizontal

after irrigation. Water stressed treatments had extinction coefficients on average 50%

lower as compared to corresponding well watered treatments, indicating that as an effect

of water stress canopies became more erectophile.

Calculations based on data presented by Jones (1972), for cotton grown in controlled

conditions, confirm that as water stress increased (lower leaf water potential) the leaf

angle distribution became more erectophile (Fig.1.1).

 In summary it is clear from the studies reported above that in many cases the

conventional agronomic experiments quoted were only able to detect differences in LAI

of the order of 0.5 to 1 (often equivalent to a change of about 25%). These differences

Fig.1.1. Effect of water stress  on leaf angle distribution in cotton, expressed as
Campbell (1986) leaf angle distribution parameter X. Data from Jones (1972).
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generally corresponded to the minimum detectable agronomically significant responses

to water or nitrogen deficit, with much larger responses often being observed in

response to drought or nitrogen stress. It is however important to realise the implications

of the use of this information for crop management purposes.

1.3.2. Importance of canopy structure for yield

The yield of a crop can be summarised in a simple way as the product of four processes:

radiation interception, conversion of intercepted radiation into biomass, partitioning of

dry matter between storage organs (seed, tubers etc.) and the rest of the plant, regulation

of storage organ dry matter (Hay and Walker, 1989). The studies reported above (and

many others) have shown that nitrogen and water stress can act on LAI and leaf angle

distribution, thus influencing the amount of radiation intercepted by the canopy. Several

studies have revealed that this is the main effect through which they affect crop yields.

For example, for potato, the main mechanism through which nitrogen affects yield is by

stimulating canopy leaf area development and duration. Nitrogen fertilisation increases

the branching particularly at the top of the canopy, resulting in a larger number of leaves

per plant. Increase in LAI is also due to increased leaf expansion and thus leaf size (Vos

and Biemond, 1992). This will affect the amount of intercepted radiation. There is

experimental evidence showing that the efficiency of the conversion of radiation into

biomass is barely influenced by the nitrogen status of the crop (Millard and Marshall,

1986; Vos and van der Putten, 1998).

Also for several other crops it has been shown by many experiments that the

photosynthetic efficiency is only marginally affected by N stress in field conditions,

where unlike in controlled conditions, severe N deficiency is unlikely to occur due to

soil N supply (Hay and Walker, 1989).
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Since the amount of intercepted radiation will only slightly increase above an LAI value

of 3 or 4 (corresponding to 100% ground cover), the objective of successful crop

management is to produce this leaf area as soon as practical and to maintain it in an

efficient status until some time before the intended harvest date.

Detection of LAI reductions, for example using remote sensing techniques, will not be

very useful, unless these are assessed at a very early stage of crop growth. When

detected later, for example at the time of maximum LAI, potential yield would have

already been lost due to the diminished amount of intercepted radiation. Furthermore in

some crops it will be unpractical to carry out the required adjustment operations after

the early stages. For example, in maize, N fertilisation can be carried out using normal

farm machinery until plants are not too high (around the 10 leaves stage). But from what

reported above, LAI differences might not appear until quite late in crop development.

What is then the practical purpose of canopy structure monitoring through remote

sensing? The question can be seen in the light of crop management strategies. An

example is reported below for potato N fertilisation, but similar considerations could be

applied to other crops and management factors.

Nitrogen management of potato implies “dealing with the unknown” (Vos and

MacKerron, 2000). First of all the choice of what constitutes the optimum level of N

application depends on economic as well as environmental considerations which will

vary with time and space. The optimum N application is not simply the amount that will

give the highest yield. Excessive N application rates will provide diminishing economic

returns, nitrogen will be lost to the environment through leaching and volatilization,

tuber quality and safety will worsen and there will be additional problems for some

operations such as harvest in presence of excessively green biomass.
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The choice of the application rate relies on the forecast of crop N uptake. This depends

on the expected yield and on the crop nitrogen content. Expected yield will in turn

depend on soil and weather factors as well as other biotic or abiotic constraints.

Given the difficulty of forecasting these influences at the beginning of the growth cycle,

the most sensible option for potato N management is that of splitting fertiliser

applications. An insufficient N amount should be given to the crop at sowing and

supplementary applications can be given after assessing crop N uptake during the

growth season, when uncertainties in the estimation of the expected yield will decrease

(MacKerron, 2000).

In this context, the possibility to monitor LAI is extremely valuable, in order to estimate

for example nitrogen uptake and final yield and adjust topdressing consequently. The

use of crop growth models or decision support systems might help the farmers in the use

of this information (Hofman and Salomez, 2000).

1.3.3 Accuracy of measurement

It is difficult to establish a required level of accuracy in the estimation of canopy

properties for such applications, as it will depend on the growth stage, the canopy

architecture, the photosynthetic conversion efficiency, the harvest index of the crop in

addition to environmental and soil factors. Perhaps one has to consider the accuracy of

the alternative techniques available and the range of natural variation occurring in field

crop canopy properties. For example Daughtry and Hollinger (1984) reported a mean

coefficient of variation of 9.4% when directly measuring the area of each leaf in a plant

of maize using an area meter. They calculated that in order to assess a 10% difference in

LAI at a α=0.05 and 90% probability of success, using this method, it would be

necessary to fully measure 21 plants in each treatment. For practical reasons in most

direct measurements, however, leaf area is measured from much smaller samples,
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usually in sub-samples scaled up using above-ground fresh weight. The error of such

direct measurements could well be around ±10% or more. For example, Pattey et al.

(2001) show 95% confidence bars of about 0.3 LAI, corresponding to ±15% at LAI=2

and ±10% at LAI=3. The standard deviation bars (for n=3) in the data of Vouillot et al.

(1998) correspond to 3-5% variations of LAI, which would become 0.7-10.2% for the

95% confidence intervals.

In addition it has to be noted that due to the cost and labour involved, direct LAI

measurement is not a feasible option for the kind of application described above.

Concerning indirect methods, technical literature report that for example LAI-2000

estimates are within ±15% of the direct LAI measurements (Welles and Norman, 1991).

However detailed comparisons of available commercial instruments with accurate direct

measurements reveal that all tested systems (Licor LAI-2000, Delta-T Sunscan,

Decagon AccuPar) estimates are mostly within ±20% of the direct LAI, in some cases

showing also considerable bias towards underestimation (Wilhelm et al., 2000). Their

data show that the absolute RMSE between direct and indirect measurements are at best

0.52 for the Accupar and up to 0.74 for the LAI-2000 using all 5 rings, decreasing to

0.56 for the LAI-2000 using only 4 rings.

In summary, it can be concluded that a fast inexpensive remote sensing method showing

an accuracy in the estimation of LAI of ±15% can be considered extremely valuable as

an alternative to other available techniques. Our objective therefore was to test the

hypothesis that multiangular remote sensing can be developed to estimate LAI to this

degree of precision and to investigate the degree to which the technique also provides

information on leaf angle distribution.
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1.4. Organisation of the Thesis

The attempt to reach the objectives set for this research was pursued through

experimental and modelling work. In Chapter 2 the equipment used, the measurement

procedures, data acquisition and processing for the field experiments carried out at

Dundee (Scotland) and at Viterbo (Italy) are presented. These experiments were aimed

at the collection of multiangular remote sensing data on contrasting vegetation canopies,

subject to water or nitrogen stress. In particular most of the data were acquired on potato

canopies using different ground based remote sensing techniques. The VIFIS system

was used to obtain hyperspectral data, while a colour-infrared digital camera (Dycam

ADC) was used to obtain multiangular red/NIR images then classified in the sunlit and

shaded foliage and soil components. In Chapter 3 the work on canopy reflectance

models useful for the inversion of multiangular datasets is reported, including sensitivity

analysis and inversion tests. A simple ray tracing geometric canopy model was

developed using the POV-ray software. Sensitivity analysis and several tests on the

inversion of this model using a look-up-table approach are also reported in this Chapter.

In Chapter 4 the multiangular data collected on the different canopy treatments are

presented. The inversion of the models presented in Chapter 3 is then attempted using

these data, in order to estimate canopy structure parameters. The discussion of the

merits of the proposed methodology and of the problems encountered, in addition to

suggestions for future work, is reported in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Material and methods

In this Chapter a detailed description is made of the equipment used, the measurement

methodology and the data processing procedures carried out. Multiangular ground-

based measurement were made at Dundee (Scotland) and at Viterbo (Italy) using

different equipment. At Dundee the Variable Interference Filter Imaging Spectrometer

(VIFIS) was employed to obtain hyperspectral multiangular data on barley and potato

canopies subject to different nitrogen fertilisation treatments. The data were processed

using two different approaches. In the first approach, spectra of the average

bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) were obtained from the VIFIS images, while in

the second approach the images were classified into their components (shaded and sunlit

foliage and soil). A spectroradiometer (GER 1500) was also used in order provide a

comparison term to the results obtained with the VIFIS.

At Viterbo a colour-infra-red digital camera (Dycam ADC) was used to acquire

multiangular red/NIR images on potato canopies in which irrigation and nitrogen stress

had been imposed. Supervised classification of the images, into shaded and sunlit

foliage and soil classes, was then carried out. The data acquired using the

methodologies described in this Chapter were used for the estimation of canopy

structure properties using the modelling approaches described in Chapter 3.

2.1 Experiments carried out at Dundee (VIFIS)

Field based multiangular measurements were carried out in 1999 at Dundee using the

VIFIS system. Additionally, in order to compare data obtained with the VIFIS to those

acquired using a spectroradiometer, a GER-1500 was concurrently employed for field
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based measurements. In the following sections a short description of the VIFIS system,

its use in the field and the data processing procedures are reported. Descriptions of the

concurrent measurement procedure with the GER-1500, field reference panel calibration

and field use are also included.

2.1.1. The VIFIS system

2.1.1.1. System description

The low cost imaging spectrometer called VIFIS (Variable Interference Filter Imaging

Spectrometer) was developed at the University of Dundee (Sun and Anderson, 1993) as

an airborne pushbroom system (Gu, 2000). Since its first engineering test in 1991 the

VIFIS has been widely involved in many scientific researches, including water quality

protection, bathymetry measurement, land use inspection, fishery, tidal research,

vegetation study and so on.

VIFIS was first used as a field sensor for vegetation monitoring by York (1995). The

main advantages of using the VIFIS for field based multiangular remote sensing of

vegetation are that it is a cheap and extremely small and light sensor (Fig. 2.1 top) with

a fairly good spatial and spectral resolution.

The system consists of sensor heads, data acquisition equipment and data processing

unit. The sensors are developed from CCD shutter cameras (Pulnix TM765) by

cementing a linearly variable interference filter in front of the 752 x 582 pixel CCD

array.  The variable interference filter causes the pass wavelength to vary in different

regions along one axis of the 2-D CCD array (Fig. 2.1 bottom). An image obtained with

the camera contains spectral together with geometrical information and it is visually

recognisable.
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Fig. 2.1. The VIFIS camera with the plumb and protractor system
over a potato canopy (top) and the principle of operation of the
VIFIS camera (bottom).

2-D CCD array (752 x 582)

Interference 
filterLens
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A number of VIFIS camera prototypes has been assembled since the first developments.

These cover either the visible range (VIS) over wavelengths from 420 nm to 620 nm at

10 nm resolution, or the near infra-red range (NIR) between 620nm and 870 nm at 12

nm resolution. In this work only the NIR camera was used since it was unpractical to

operate both cameras simultaneously in the field. In addition it was considered that the

main spectral features of the vegetation would have been included in the spectral range

of the NIR camera. In fact, although one of the peaks of maximum reflectance

sensitivity to chlorophyll concentration (550 nm) would have been excluded, reflectance

at 675 has been shown to be useful to estimate leaf chlorophyll content (Penuelas and

Filella, 1998). Most remote sensing vegetation studies exploit the relative difference in

reflectance in the red (622-700 nm) and NIR (700-1300) between soils and plants. In

addition the wavelength of  maximum slope in the increase of reflectance from red to

NIR has been found to be useful for estimating chlorophyll and plant phenology

(Penuelas and Filella, 1998).

During the assembling of the sensors, the interference filter is trimmed to adjust it to the

dimensions of the CCD array. This results in different cameras having slightly different

spectral ranges and needing a specific spectral calibration (Gu et al., 1999).

Instrument settings include interchangeable lenses with adjustable focus and aperture

and electronic shutter (integration) speeds.

The data acquisition equipment consisted of a Sony Hi-8 tape video recorder.  The data

processing unit employed a Targa 2000 EISA frame grabber board used to digitise the

video data and save it as 8-bit binary files on a PC. This quantization of DNs will allow

only 256 possible values. Considering the extraction of spectral reflectance using the

procedure detailed in section 2.1.3, it should be noted that the linear response range of

the CCD is roughly between 40 and 220 DN (Gu, 2000). Therefore given the instrument
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quantization, the smallest reflectance difference that can be detected is of 0.6%. For

some applications this may not be sensitive enough for the detection of differences

between water or nitrogen treatments. For example in the data of Fig. 3 in Filella et al.

(1995) it would only be possible to detect differences between the reflectances of wheat

N treatments at 158 days after sowing, but not on other dates. It is more difficult to

determine, a priori, whether this would also be a problem for the monitoring of different

treatments using the retrieval of LAI through model inversion of multiangular canopy

reflectance data, as it largely depends on the sensitivity of the model.

2.1.1.2. Preliminary instrument and panel tests

To convert raw digital numbers of raw VIFIS images into reflectances, the procedure

used was basically that of ratioing plant canopy images to reference panel images after

subtraction of dark current images, as described in detail in the following section.

Therefore a preliminary investigation of some aspects related to the VIFIS sensor dark

current errors and as to reference panels was carried out and is reported in the following

sections.

2.1.1.2.1. VIFIS dark current assessment experiment

In the field operation of the VIFIS, temperature induced dark current noise error is

present in the images. As discussed below (section 2.1.3.1) this type of additive noise

can be removed by subtracting, from the data images, a corresponding dark current

image. This can be easily obtained in the field by acquiring images while keeping the

lens cap on, if the assumption that the lens cap is opaque all across the visible and NIR

wavebands acquired by the VIFIS is true. However this assumption needed to be

verified and thus the following points required investigation :

1. What is the amount of dark current induced noise present in VIFIS images?
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2. Does it increase with higher temperatures in the range encountered in the field

measurements?

3. Is it influenced by shutter speed setting?

4. Can we use an image taken in the field with the lens cap on the camera, to get

representative dark current values to subtract, on a pixel by pixel basis, from images

taken within that dataset run?

Methods

The VIFIS dark current experiment was carried out in the lab on 9/6/1999 by setting up

the VIFIS NIR 9402 camera, with the 50 mm lens as used in the field measurements,

inside a temperature controlled incubator.  The VCR and the LCD monitor were left

outside the incubator, by using a special outlet for the leads so that the incubator door

did not need to be opened to make the recordings and checks. To check whether the lens

lid provided a sufficient shielding to light, so that it could be used to obtain a dark

current reading, measurements were done with the camera with the cap on and the

incubator internal illumination either switched on or off.

The temperature response of the dark current was subsequently assessed with the cap on

and the incubator lights off by setting the temperature to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and

33.6°C and allowing at least 40 min to stabilise the temperature each time before

recording data. Statistical analysis of the results was carried out using one-way

ANOVA.

Results

Referring to the points listed above, the results of the laboratory test on dark current

revealed a highly significant effect of temperature on dark current noise (P<0.0001) as

assessed from DN values averaged over the whole dark current images. Dark current
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level seemed to increase with temperature up to 25°C after which it remained roughly

constant (Fig. 2.2).

No significant difference was found between images taken with the incubator lights on

or off, showing thus that the lid on the lens was a sufficient screen.

Changing shutter speed setting (from 16.7 to 0.25 ms) seemed to have an effect on the

level of dark current (Fig. 2.3) though the differences were not statistically significant in

the ANOVA performed.
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Fig. 2.2. Relationship between temperature and dark current
noise for the VIFIS NIR 9402 camera

Fig. 2.3. Relationship between shutter speed setting and dark
current noise for VIFIS NIR 9402 camera. Mean DN for the
CCD with their standard error bars are shown.
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2.1.1.2.2 Reference panels directional field calibration

In order to obtain an estimate of downwelling radiation necessary for the computation

of BRF, reference panel images can be used, if the panel can be considered

approximately Lambertian and has a very high reflectivity all across the wavebands

employed (see section 1.2.1). Usually the reference panels used consist of aluminium

boards painted using Barium Sulphate (BaSO4) or more recently of Spectralon®, a

sintered PTFE formulation which was shown to have a very high reflectivity in the

visible and near infrared as well as a almost Lambertian scattering behaviour.

Spectralon panels are however very expensive, so for the VIFIS field measurements an

alternative (cheaper) white formica panel was used, assuming a calibration could be

carried out to take into account the directional and  spectral differences to a lossless

Lambertian panel. A Spectralon panel was available on loan from National

Environmental Research Council (NERC) Equipment Pool for Field Spectroscopy

(EPFS) for a short time, and during that time a field directional calibration of the

formica and of the Spectralon panel was carried out. A Spectralon panel was also loaned

by Professor J. Grace (University of Edinburgh) for a period.

Methods

The angular field calibration of the Formica panel as well as of the Spectralon 99%

panel on loan from NERC EPFS was carried out using the methodology described by

Jackson et al. (1987). A GER-1500 spectroradiometer was mounted on a precision

tilting device which included a built-in protractor. The GER was set vertically (levelled)

over the panel (horizontally levelled) at a distance of 51 cm from the panel to the GER

lens. The tilting device was oriented towards the sun and was tilted as much as it could,

without the GER-1500 shading the panel. The sun zenith angle was then measured using

the shadow cast by the short arm of an L shaped device placed over the panel. The
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corresponding angle on the tilting device protractor was recorded. Subsequently a pair

of measurements was acquired with or without a shadow cast over the panel. The

shadow was cast by a black plastic (PVC) rectangle (32 x 54 cm) held at approximately

2 m from the panel by a tripod with an extended arm, thus blocking a 0.043 streradians

solid angle. Similar measurements were acquired by increasing the angle in 5° steps,

until the maximum angle allowed by the tilting device was reached. Measurements were

then taken backwards decreasing the angle in 5° steps. At the end of the set (when the

angle where the instrument shaded the panel was reached) the sun zenith angle was

again measured. GER-1500 measurements were performed using the “stand alone”

mode.

Results

Two important points related to the measurement technique were the determination of

the directional reflectance characteristics of the Spectralon and Formica reference

panels used and the determination of the absolute spectral reflectance of the Formica

panel. Some results of the panel directional field calibration are reported in Fig. 2.4.
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Here the average directional response of the two panels is shown, normalised by

dividing by the cosine of the smallest apparent sun zenith angle measured. In practice

this figure shows by how much the panels differ from a perfect Lambertian panel and it

refers only to direct radiation measurements. The results for the Spectralon panel are

well in agreement with those shown by Rollin et al. (1997). They indicate that non-

Lambertian reflectance only occurs at sun zenith angles exceeding 60°. Thus for

measurements carried out at smaller SZAs, a correction for non-Lambertian behaviour

may not be necessary as already indicated by Rollin (1999). The Formica panel appears

to be much less isotropic, therefore a correction factor, which can be derived from these

experiments following for example the procedure used by Jackson et al. (1987), needs

to be used at any SZA. As pointed out by Rollin et al. (1997), the anisotropy due to the

diffuse radiation component is expected to be more influenced by the diffuse:direct ratio

than by the panel reflectance behaviour. The spectral reflectance of the Formica panel is

shown in Fig. 2.5 under conditions of completely diffuse natural illumination (uniform

overcast sky).
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The panel shows a high and quite constant reflectance (around 88%) in the range 500-

900 nm, while it absorbs more at wavelengths shorter than 430 nm and more scatter is

present for data in the NIR above c.900 nm (due to the decreased spectral irradiance in

that waveband). Overall it emerged that as a first approximation this panel can be used

as a reference in the wavelength range of the VIFIS (400-900 nm) provided a calibration

equation is available to correct for its spectral and directional reflectance features.

2.1.1.2.3 GER-1500 intercomparison

In order to compare BRF measurements of plant canopies obtained with the VIFIS, a

successful application to the NERC EPFS allowed to have on loan 2 GER-1500

spectroradiometers and a calibrated Spectralon 99 panel for the period between the 12 to

30 July 1999. The GER-1500 is a field portable spectroradiometer with a spectral

resolution of 3 nm in the range 300-1100 nm. It uses a diffraction grating with a silicon

diode array. The silicon array has 512 discrete detectors that provide the capability to

read 512 spectral bands. Therefore an important difference between the GER-1500 and

the VIFIS is that the former is not an imaging instrument, providing measurements of

spectral radiance (or reflectance if the data are ratioed to the downwelling solar

radiation, e.g. using a Spectralon panel) rather than an image. The two GER-1500

spectroradiometers were operated in the field in the "dual-beam" mode (Rollin, 1998).

This procedure consists in the acquisition of spectral reflectances simultaneously from

two spectroradiometers, one of which is aiming at a Spectralon reference panel while

the other is aiming at the target (plant canopy in our case). Field intercalibration of the

two spectroradiometers, carried out by aiming both of them simultaneously at the

Spectralon panel, was carried out on each measurement day. The program
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DFOVCAL.EXE v1.0 (Kerr, 1998a), which takes into account panel spectral

calibration, was then used to generate an average intercalibration spectrum usually from

12 single spectra. The program REFGDFOV.EXE v1.0 (Kerr, 1998b), which takes into

account spectroradiometer intercalibration and Spectralon panel calibration, was then

used to convert “dual-beam” measurement sets into absolute reflectance.

The same set-up (tripod, platform, plumb) as for the VIFIS (see VIFIS measurement

section) was used for canopy reflectance measurements. Multiple-view angle

measurements with the GER-1500 were carried out within half an hour of

corresponding VIFIS measurements. A field of view (FOV) of 3° was used.

2.1.2. VIFIS field measurement set-up and procedures

The VIFIS was conceived as an airborne system to be used in the pushboom mode (Fig.

2.6) so that hyperspectral images could be built by recovering a second spatial

dimension from the continuous scan in the along-track direction.

Fig. 2.6. The airborne VIFIS pushbroom operation
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Ground-based use of the system would offer, however, a series of advantages for

vegetation studies as compared to airborne measurements: greater flexibility in terms of

sampling, ease of instrument deployment, higher spatial resolution, possibility of

collecting extensive multiangular data sets in a short time. For these reasons the VIFIS

was only used for field based measurements in this project. As already described by

York (1995) there are two possible ways of using the VIFIS system in the field. The

first would be that of assembling a rail system over the canopy that would allow the

scanning of the target (vegetation) in a way similar to the airborne pushbroom mode. In

this way hyperspectral image reconstruction is possible in theory. In practice, however,

in order to allow the reconstruction of an image in a given waveband, by mosaicking

pixel columns from the sequence of frames captured during the sweeping motion, the

scan has to be carried out at very slow speeds. This results from the need to compensate

for faster changes of image features in the along-track direction caused by the much

smaller ground area sampled as compared to airborne data acquisition. Furthermore

hyperspectral image reconstruction might still not be feasible for scans over vegetation

canopies, as wind-induced foliage movements can occur during the pushbroom

movement of the sensor.

As an alternative, fixed spectrally variable image frames could be acquired by keeping

the sensor steady and used to extract average spectral data from the whole image,

assuming that the image is filled by a reasonably homogeneous target, as already tried

by York (1995).

Given the fact that the possibility of acquiring data from multiple view angles in a short

time on different plant canopy types was considered a priority for the objectives of this

project, the first option seemed excessively unpractical to implement. Instead we
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decided to assemble a protractor system to be attached to a photographic tripod allowing

rapid measurements at different view angles (Fig. 2.1 top).

Also of concern was the dimension of the field of view of the sensor. If a lens providing

a large field of view is used, the view angle will differ between the centre and the sides

of the image. Due to the spectral gradient present in the VIFIS images such data would

not allow the retrieval of directional reflectance data for each wavelength. On the other

hand, some initial tests carried out on a grass canopy using a 200 mm lens, providing a

field of view of about 1°, showed that the area viewed from the height reached with a

tripod was too small (typically a fraction of a leaf) so that an excessively high number

of replications would be required to obtain a reasonable sampling of the canopy. A good

compromise was reached by using a 50 mm lens providing a field of view of about 6° x

4° (width x height of the image viewed) or 7° diagonal

For the field measurements the camera was fitted to a tripod with a protractor and freely

rotating plumb weight to determine the vertical. The view angles used were

approximately in the principal (solar) plane (the azimuth was determined using a

compass). The view zenith angles (VZA) used ranged between 0° (nadir) and ± 60° with

steps of 10°. The camera was rotated manually between each view angle which was

read on the protractor. The images were recorded on a Sony Hi-8 VCR using a LCD

monitor to make sure that focus and shutter speed setting were adequate. A

measurement sequence was bracketed by reference panel measurements and typically

lasted about 5 min for 11 view angles. A white Formica panel or, for a limited number

of days, a 99% Spectralon panel were used as reference. Initially measurements were

performed with tripods standing on the ground, but later as the canopy height increased,

a platform standing about 1.8 m from the top of the canopy was built and measurements
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taken from there. This corresponded to decreasing the projected ground area of images

taken at nadir from about 400 cm2 (from the tripod) to 225 cm2 (from the platform).

A list including relevant information on the details of the measurements performed is

reported in Appendix 1.

2.1.3. VIFIS data processing

2.1.3.1. Processing considerations

VIFIS data consist of 8-bit binary images, therefore the digital number (DN) for each

pixel ranges between 0 and 255. These DNs bear a relationship to the radiance received

by the CCD pixels, as each pixel has a linear response to light within its dynamic range.

However the actual values of the DNs are also determined by other factors. These

include system settings (lens, aperture, electronic shutter speed) and noise (Gu, 2000).

Lens and aperture influence the image pattern (image aberration) and the depth of focus

on the image plane, influencing the radiometric response distribution. The electronic

shutter speed also influences the CCD output. Additive and non-additive noise is

present in the VIFIS raw data (Gu et al., 1999). The former includes temperature

dependent dark current as well as noise introduced by the tape recorder (reading device

non uniformity and replaying system noise) and by the digitisation process (quantization

noise). Non additive noise (shot noise) is caused by the uncertainty in the number of

electrons stored at a collection site.

Therefore, within the dynamic range of the VIFIS it can be considered that (Gu, 2000):

DN(x,y,S) = K(sp)*RC(x,y,S)*Rad(x,y,λ)+K1N1(x,y,tp)+K2N2(x,y,t)+K3N3(x,y,rad)  (2.2)

where DN(x,y,S) = the raw digital number for a pixel having coordinates (x, y).
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Rad(x,y,λ) = the radiance at the entrance pupil of VIFIS.

K(sp) = the integrating time (shutter speed) related to the exposure factor.

RC = the radiometric coefficient matrix. The product of RC and Ks  provide the

relationship (gain factor) between radiance received and sensor response.

N1(x,y,tp) = the number of free electrons generated from dark current.

N2(x,y,t) = the number of electrons related to the temporal additive noise.

N3(x,y,rad) = the number of electrons related to the non-additive noise.

K1 K2 K3 = conversion factors of electrons at collection site to the digital

output.

y x, = continuous co-ordinates of collection sites on the sensor plane.

S = the VIFIS setting (including lens, aperture).

sp = the VIFIS shutter speed.

tp= the VIFIS reading device variable.

t = time.

λ= wavelength.

Temporal additive and non additive noise have zero mean distributions, so they can be

eliminated by averaging a number of frames for the same image. Therefore, after

averaging n frames, the brightness value (DN) of a given pixel with co-ordinates x and y

would be:

  )tp,y,x(NKy,Rad(x,*S)y,RC(x,*(sp)K  S)y,DN(x,
n
1

11

n

0i
s∑

=

+)= λ          (2.3)

Averging n=18 frames was considered adequate (Gu, 2000).

The dark current is present as an offset in the DN values while the product of the

radiometric coefficient matrix (RC) and the shutter speed factor (Ks) provides the

relationship (gain factor) between radiance received and sensor response. This gain

factor is different for each pixel of the CCD array, because of pixel non-uniformity
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during the CCD array assembly and it is affected by shutter speed, lens and aperture

used.

Two possible ways exist of using VIFIS to obtain quantitative data on vegetation

canopies that can be used for spatial or temporal comparisons. One is the retrieval of

absolute radiance values from the target vegetation and the other is the conversion into

spectral reflectance. To convert VIFIS DNs into radiance (expressed in W m-2 sr-1 nm-1)

one has to employ pixel specific gain factor values obtained through a radiometric

calibration of the sensor, carried out at similar system settings as those used for field

measurements. Subtracting the dark current value from the DN of each pixel and

dividing by the known specific gain factor, assuming that other noise sources can be

ignored, a radiance value can be obtained. However, in order to compare measurements

taken at different times and on different canopies, spectral radiance measured over

vegetation will have to be related to the incoming spectral irradiance. The radiometric

calibration that had been carried out for the VIFIS (Gu, 2000), did not include the

settings used in this work for multiangular field based measurements (e.g. the 50 mm

lens, see section on measurements). In addition, for field based measurements the short

distance between the  focal plane and the targets imposed adjustment of the lens focus,

introducing an additional setting factor to those already mentioned.

As an alternative, direct conversion of VIFIS data into reflectance could be carried out

by acquiring images of a perfectly lossless Lambertian reference panel at time intervals

reasonably close to the acquisition of canopy images, using the same viewing geometry.

If n images of both targets are averaged, subtracting the dark current from both images

and ratioing them will give:
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Where DNc(x,y,S) and DNp(x,y,S) are the digital numbers of the canopy and panel

images respectively, while Radc(x,y,λ) and Radp(x,y,λ) are the spectral radiances

received by the VIFIS from canopy and panel targets.

If no system setting has been changed between the acquisition of the images of canopy

and of the panel, the expression can be simplified into:
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Thus allowing the measurement of the bidirectional reflectance factor BRF under the

assumptions that: 1) measurements on the vegetation and on the panel should be carried

out at the same time and with the same settings and viewing geometry; 2) a perfectly

lossless and uniform Lambertian panel is used; 3) the CCD response is linear in the

given dynamic range including target and reference measurements.

In practice, the high reflectivity of the reference panel means that faster shutter speeds

(i.e. decreased exposures) should be used for panel images as compared to canopy

images to avoid saturation and blooming of the CCD sensor. It has been shown (Gu,

2000) that shutter speed changes will only cause a proportional variation which is

constant for all system settings. The factor between e.g. shutter speed setting 5 and 6

(typically used respectively for canopy and panel), Ksp5/sp6,  can described as:

ttanconsK
S)y,(x,RC*K(sp6)
S)y,(x,RC*K(sp5)

6sp/5sp
2

1 ==                               (2.6)

This factor can be obtained from the ratio of images taken on the same target at different

shutter speeds after subtraction of the dark current:
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Therefore the procedure to be used should be that of correcting images acquired on the

reference panel at different shutter speeds from those used for canopy images by

multiplying them by a shutter speed factor, e.g. Ksp5/sp6, assuming that the irradiance did

not change between images, e.g.:

)=) λλ y,(x,Rad*S)y,(x,RC*K(sp6)*Ky,(x,Rad*S)y,(x,RC*K(sp5) c26sp/5spc1      (2.8)

Subsequently the corrected images can be used as the denominators for the ratio

between canopy and panel images.

2.1.3.2. Average spectra extraction

Considering the variable spectral response along one dimension of the VIFIS images,

whole image spectra can be extracted averaging over each image pixel column.

The steps used in the processing of the VIFIS images were the following:

1. Tape recordings of the VIFIS were digitised using the Targa 2000 EISA frame

grabber and the VIFIS200 software (Gu, 2000). The software allowed the averaging

of 18 frames from a digitised sequence. For each measurement angle, single frames

and averages of 18 frames were saved as 8-bit raw binary image files (768 x 575

pixels). Images of reference panels and a  dark current image for each measurement

set were also digitised as averages of 18 frames.

2. The digitized images were imported into the image processing package ENVI

(R.S.I, Boulder, Co., U.S.A).

3. The dark current was then removed from plant canopy images and from reference

panel images by subtracting a dark current image. Assuming that temperature
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changes during a measurement sequence were small, a single dark level image was

used for each set. This was obtained by averaging 18 frames taken with the lens cap

on, immediately following each measurement set, at the same shutter speed as the

canopy images.

4. A correction factor image for the shutter speed changes between plant canopy and

panel images was obtained by dividing images (averages of 18 frames, from which

the dark current had been subtracted) acquired on the same panel at different shutter

speeds. These images were acquired during uniformly overcast condition on

07/22/99, so that saturation did not occur for any shutter speed setting.

5. The edges of the images were trimmed because the useful CCD area image was

slightly smaller than the digitised size.

6. The canopy images were then ratioed to images of the reference panel which had

been multiplied by the correction factor image derived in point 4.

7. The resulting floating point (real 32-bit) “reflectance” images were then saved as

ASCII files.

8. A small program written in C (Appendix 3, Listing L1) was used to process the

ASCII files by calculating the average for each pixel column.

9. Pixel column numbers were matched to the appropriate wavelength using the

spectral calibration results reported for the different VIFIS sensors (Sun, 1993; Gu,

2000) e.g.:

ii y3487.09.881 ⋅−=λ                for the VIFIS NIR 9701;                                  (2.9)

where λ is the wavelength and y is pixel column number. This spectral calibration

should be independent of temperature since the variable interference filter does not

change within the operating temperature range.
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The data were then imported for plotting into MS Excel or Sigmaplot (SPSS Inc.).

In theory, the VIFIS system has the ultimate ability of generating 768 hyperspectral

bands (equal to number of pixels per column), if the spectral resolution of the

variable interference filter (VIF) is better than a pixel width. Research reveals

however that the number of effective bands is limited by the spectral resolution and

the spectral range of a particular filter. Taking into consideration to the spectral

resolution of the VIF and the need to have an integer number of bands comprising

an integer number of pixel columns, a compromise solution was chosen (Gu, 2000)

of having 31 bands with an average bandwith of 10.4 nm. This choice corresponded

to a width of 24 pixels. Therefore  the data were averaged for each band

corresponding to the wavelengths reported by Gu (2000) in his Table 1.4 and

appropriately matched to their wavebands.

2.1.3.3. Extraction of scene component fractions

The average spectra extracted from VIFIS images are useful to evaluate the spectral

BRF and they represent the mean reflectance for all the surfaces visible within the

viewed area, including soil and leaves and shaded and sunlit areas. However this

average BRF does not exploit the potentially enormous amount of information that is

available from the frequency distribution of radiances within the image area. A

procedure was therefore investigated to extract pixel fractions corresponding to the

different image components: sunlit and shaded leaves and sunlit and shaded soil. This

procedure consisted in the classification  of multiangular VIFIS images. As already

mentioned these are spectrally variable along one direction of the CCD (see section

2.1.1.1 and Fig. 4.2). This makes image classification difficult since image brightness

will vary along this direction. Therefore classification was only possible within subsets
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of images of similar brightness. From the VIFIS spectral gradient reflectance images,

portions corresponding to the 743-809 nm band were used assuming a nearly constant

spectral reflectance for that band. This assumption was based on inspection of the

overall reflectance spectra of several samples. The fraction of pixels corresponding to

sunlit or shaded foliage and soil  were calculated after using the image histograms to

identify the class thresholds. It was not possible, using the present technique, to

discriminate between sunlit and shaded soil. The steps involved in this stage of the

processing were the following:

1. Reflectance images were trimmed to retain only the pixel columns corresponding to

the 742.7-809.3 nm band (pixel columns 355-563 on the 9402 NIR VIFIS camera).

2. Histograms of the images were obtained and saved as ASCII files (Statistics

procedure in ENVI).

3. Image thresholding limits were set by evaluating the histogram and by visual

comparison of the original and of the thresholded image.

4. The fraction of pixels falling into each class was calculated from the histogram data.

2.1.4. Field experiment descriptions

Measurement using the VIFIS was carried out in 1999 at two field sites, both part of the

experimental farm of the Scottish Crop Research Institute, on spring barley and on

potato (Appendix 1). Some  notes on crop husbandry practices and on the ancillary data

gathered on these crops are reported here below.

2.1.4.1. Spring barley Gourdie Farm (Dundee)

 Spring barley variety Chariot was sown at a seed rate of 160 kg ha-1 on the Gowrie East

field (lat. 56°28’50’’ N,  long. 03°03’00’’ W, alt. 63 m) of the Gourdie farm (about 9

ha) on 25/3/1999. The soil is a sandy loam brown forest soil belonging to the Forfar
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Airntully series. The pH is 6.3, organic matter 4.4%, P and K are 62 and 121 ppm

respectively. Fertilisation with 400 kg ha-1 of 22-4-14 NKP and 7.5 S corresponding to

88, 16 and 56 kg ha-1 of respectively N, P and K was applied at sowing only in the full

nitrogen plot. A plot of 80 x 30 m  (0.24 ha) was left on which no fertiliser was applied.

A supplement of 50 kg K ha-1 was applied on both plots on the 19/4/1999 and a foliar

application of manganese at 2.5 l ha-1 was applied on 9/6/1999. Weeds were controlled

with one application of Ally (methsulforon methyl) at a dose of 6 g ha-1 a.p. on

25/5/1999 and one application of Gallup at 4 l ha-1 on 10/8/99 against perennial weeds.

2.1.4.2. Potato SCRI (Invergowrie)

The potato variety King Edward was planted on 26 and 27/4/1999 on two 50 x 40 m

(0.2 ha) plots in the Low Pilmore field (lat. 56°27’10’’ N, long 03°04’44’’, alt. 15 m) of

the Scottish Crop Research Institute (SCRI) farm at Invergowrie (Dundee). The soil is a

sandy loam brown forest soil belonging to the Forfar Airntully series. The pH is 6.1,

organic matter 5.6%, P and K are 92 and 132 ppm respectively. The plots have a slope

of about 5 degrees and aspect to South.

The target planting density used was of 4.4 plants m-2 with an interrow spacing of 78 cm

and a row spacing of 35 cm. A base fertilisation with 50 kg K ha-1 on 2/4/99 was

applied on both plots. On the full nitrogen plot a fertilisation using 1050 kg ha-1 of

14.14.21, corresponding to 147 kg ha-1 of N and P and 220 kg K ha-1 was carried out on

7/4/1999. On the other plot 147 kg P ha-1 and 100 kg K ha-1, but no nitrogen, were

applied on 14/5/99.  Weeds were controlled by applying Lexone at 0.5 kg ha-1, Stomp

400 at 3.3 kg ha-1, and Gramoxone at 3 kg ha-1 on the 17/05/1999.

The field was sprayed  5 times during the vegetative period with Aphox at 280 g ha-1 to

control aphids and with 2.8 kg ha-1 of Zebra Flo to control potato blight. The crop was

desiccated chemically using 25 l ha-1 of sulphuric acid on 22/8/99 and 29/8/99.
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2.1.5. Ancillary data collection

2.1.5.1. Plant biomass and direct LAI sampling

2.1.5.1.1. Spring barley at Gourdie farm

 Shoot biomass samples were collected on 18/5/1999 from spring barley growing at

Gourdie farm. The correspondent growth stage was on the average 13-22 (three leaves

unfolded, main shoot and 2 tillers) on the Zadoks Growth Stage (ZGS) scale (Tottman

et al., 1979).  Five replicates of 0.5 m lengths of row (corresponding to 0.065 m2) were

collected for each treatment by cutting off the plants at ground level. Samples were

dried at 70°C for 48 hours prior to determining dry weight of leaves and stems. Dry

weights were scaled to an area basis knowing total fresh biomass and the area harvested.

Leaf area was measured on a sub-sample of fresh green leaves and stems on a Delta-T

area meter.

2.1.5.1.2. Potato at Invergowrie

Above-ground biomass and LAI of the potato crop was determined twice, on 25/6/99

and on 30/7/99. For the first sampling date, plants from 4 replicates of 0.69 m2 area for

each treatment were uprooted and taken to the lab, where the roots were removed. For

the second sampling date 6 plants from 4 replicated lengths of row per treatment were

collected. Dry biomass and leaf area determination was carried out as described for the

barley.

2.1.5.2. Chlorophyll analysis

Leaf chlorophyll analysis was carried out for each plant sampling date: 26/5/99 for

spring barley, 25/6/99 and 30/7/99 for potato.

10 leaf discs were punched for each replicate using a borer. Leaf discs were dried in the

oven at 70°C. Chlorophyll was then extracted with methanol, grinding the samples
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using glass powder, centrifuging for 5 min, collecting the supernatant and repeating the

procedure until the supernatant appeared clear. The absorptance spectra of the extracts

were then  measured using a dual beam Shimatzu spectrophotometer. Chlorophyll a and

b concentrations were then calculated from absorbance at 666 and 653 nm using the

equations proposed by Lichtenthaler and Wellburn (1983):

666653b

653666a

A21.11A05.27C
A34.7A65.15C

−=
−=

                                                (2.10)

where Ca and Cb are respectively chlorophyll a and b concentration (in µg ml-1 of plant

extract) and A666 and A653 are the measured absorbance values at 666 and 653 nm.

Leaf chlorophyll content (mg cm-2) was obtained by scaling the measured concentration

to leaf area using the leaf disc area. Canopy chlorophyll content was estimated using the

measured LAI to scale it up from the leaf to the canopy.

2.1.5.3. Sunscan

Measurements with a Sunscan Canopy Analysis System (Delta-T, Burwell, Cambridge,

UK) were made concurrently with the VIFIS measurements. Its beam fraction sensor

(BFS), which incorporates two photodiodes one of which can be shaded from the direct

solar using a shade ring, was used to record continuously the PAR irradiance and to

provide an indication of the fraction of diffuse radiation. In addition, measurements of

PAR transmittance inside the canopy with the Sunscan probe were carried out in several

occasions for the purpose of estimating independently leaf angle distribution.

In fact, by measuring the fraction of transmitted PAR through the canopy and knowing

the fraction of direct incoming radiation (beam fraction) it is possible to estimate LAI

for a given leaf angle distribution, expressed as Campbell’s X parameter (1986). This is

calculated automatically by the Sunscan using a simplified version of a model by

Norman and Jarvis (1975), from the measured fraction of PAR transmitted through the
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canopy, the direct beam fraction, the sun zenith angle and assumed values for leaf PAR

absorptivity and X.

For example:

LAI = (((1 - (1 / (2 * K))) * fb - 1) * Ln(τ)) / (A * (1 - 0.47 * fb))                            (2.11)

where fb is the beam fraction, τ is PAR canopy transmittance, A is

A = 0.283 + 0.785 * abso - 0.159 * abso 2                                                                 (2.12)

where abso is leaf PAR absorptivity (usually considered around 0.85) and K is the

extinction coefficient calculated as

K = (Sqr((X 2) + (Tan(SZAr)) 2)) / (X + 1.774 * (X + 1.182) -0.733 )                          (2.13)

where X is the leaf angle distribution parameter and SZAr is sun zenith angle in radians.

Normally LAI is estimated using the above model from measured τ, fb and SZAr

assuming abso = 0.85 and X=1. However if independently measured values of LAI are

available in addition to all the other measured parameters, this same model can be

inverted to estimate X. This method was applied to estimate the leaf angle distribution

parameter X from Sunscan measurements, using LAI values obtained from direct

sampling on potato plots.

The successful inversion of Norman’s model depends, however, on the value of sun

zenith angle at which measurements were carried out. In fact the extinction coefficient

K is nearly independent of canopy structure at a sun zenith angle of 57° (Jones, 1992).

The sensitivity of the LAI retrieval to changes in the X parameter will thus decrease as

the sun zenith angle approaches 57°. This means that for a specific situation (e.g.

measured PAR canopy transmittance of 0.5 and direct beam fraction of 0.8) at sun

zenith angles near 57°, the estimated LAI will always be 0.8  regardless of the X value

(Fig. 2.7).
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Thus it will not be possible to force the model to estimate X using different values of

direct measured LAI. Therefore in the application of this procedure, the inversion

converged successfully for measurements mostly taken near solar noon when the sun

zenith angle was around 20°.

2.2. Experiment carried out at Viterbo (ADC)

In the 2001 season a field experiment was carried out at Viterbo University

Experimental farm using a colour-infrared digital  camera to acquire multiangular data

on potato canopies subject to water and nitrogen stress. The description of the

equipment, of the measurement methodology, including the collection of ancillary data

and of the data processing procedure is reported here below.

Fig. 2.7. Sensitivity of Norman's model LAI estimation to the variation of the X
parameter at different sun zenith angles (SZA). Other parameters were: PAR leaf
absorbivity = 0.85; Beam fraction =0.8 ; fraction of transmitted PAR = 0.5.
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2.2.1. Equipment

The colour–near infrared digital camera used was the Dycam Agricultural Digital

Camera (ADC, Dycam Inc., Chatsthereworth, CA, USA). The ADC records images of

dimension 496 x 365 pixels using an 8.5-mm f4.5 lens. Brightness values are measured

with a charge-coupled device (CCD) consisting of a colour filter array sensitive to red

(R) and near infrared (NIR) wavelengths. The colour filter array records radiation from

0.6 µm to 1.05 µm with 80% of the recorded value determined by radiation between

0.615 µm and 0.985 µm. Adjacent colour filter array elements respond to different

wavelengths: R between 0.6 µm and 0.75 µm and NIR between 0.75 µm and 1.05 µm.

A Wratten 29 red filter is used to block radiation below 0.6 µm. The full CCD has an

angular field-of-view of 31.5 x 24.25°. At a distance of 1 m, this equals an image size of

565 x 429 mm. The images are stored in a camera native format and can then be

downloaded to a PC and saved as 24 bit colour images using all the most common

graphics file formats (*.bmp, *.tif etc…). If images are taken using the red filter, the

available bands will be only R (in the red colour channel) and NIR (in the green colour

channel). The version of the camera used (DY404AXL) had 4 Mb of memory allowing

the storage of a maximum of 35 images using the uncompressed camera format. A

particularly useful feature of the camera is the possibility of remote triggering by cable.

The ADC comes with software which allows the rapid computation of the ground cover

fraction as well as some spectral indices such as NDVI and SAVI.

2.2.2. Field experiment description

The field trial was carried out at the Experimental farm of the University of Viterbo

(Italy) (lat. 42°25’12” N, long. 12°04’48” E, alt. 310 m). A split-plot experimental

design with 4 replicates was used to obtain canopies of contrasting structure by
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imposing water and/or nitrogen stress on a potato crop. The treatments in the main plots

were zero vs. full irrigation and the treatments in the sub-plots were zero vs. full

nitrogen fertilisation. The soil is a volcanic Ando Eutric Cambisol (lithic phase), the

main soil characteristics are reported in Table 2.1.

In the irrigated plots water was applied 4 times weekly using dripper lines (Netafim

Streamline with 1 l h-1 drippers each 30 cm) installed alongside each row, restoring the

soil moisture deficit to field capacity at each irrigation. On the fertilised plots, 150 kg N

ha-1 were supplied as urea at sowing time and additional 50 kg N ha-1 were applied as

Urea just before flowering (18 days after emergence). Sowing was carried out manually

on April 2nd 2001, using the potato Cv Monalisa, at a seed rate of 3.9 tubers m-2.

Emergence was completed on April 26th (i.e. 24 days after sowing). Two treatments

against Colorado beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata L.) and potato blight (Phytophtora

infestans L.) were carried out on May 14th and June 1st using respectively Imidacloprid

17.8% at  75 ml hl-1 and Cimoxanil 30% at 70 gr hl-1.

Bulk density (g cm-3) 1.21
Permanent wilting point (m3 m-3) 0.17
Field capacity (m3 m-3) 0.24
Coarse sand (% w) 35.0
Fine sand (% w) 37.3
Silt (% w) 20.9
Clay (% w) 6.7
Coarse fragment content (% w) 10.9
pH 6.9
Organic matter (% w) 1.7
Total nitrogen (% w) 0.1
Calcium carbonate (% w) 0.0

Table 2.1. Soil characteristics measured in 
the plots of the 2001 potato field trial at 
Viterbo. Average values (0-30 cm)
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For the first part of the growing season rainfall was exceeding the seasonal average so

that irrigation was not needed until May 17th (21 days after emergence). According to

the current practice in Central Italy, soil ridging is usually carried out soon after canopy

closure, but soil conditions were unsuitable, due to the frequent rainfall, until it was too

late to carry out this operation on the plots where canopy development was higher, i.e.

the fertilised plots. Therefore ridging was carried out on May 30th only on zero nitrogen

plots. The growing cycle ended on August 6th with mechanical harvest.

A similar experiment was also conducted in 2002, although the analysis of results from

it have not been included here, it will provide data for subsequent testing of the

approaches developed in this thesis.

2.2.3. Ancillary data

2.2.3.1. Plant biomass and direct LAI sampling

 For each plot all above ground biomass in a 1 m2 quadrat was harvested on June 14th

(Block 1), June 15th (Block 2) and June 18th (Block 3 and 4). Sub-samples were dried at

70°C for 48 hours to determine dry weight of leaves and stems. Dry weights were

scaled to an area basis knowing total sample fresh biomass and the area harvested. Leaf

area was measured on a sub-sample of fresh green leaves using a Delta-T (Burwell,

Cambridge, UK) area meter and scaled to LAI using total sample fresh biomass and

quadrat area. Leaf and leaflet size distribution was also recorded.

 On June 21st a measurement of the amount of leaf cupping (visibly linked to water

stress) was carried out. Four leaves at the top of the canopy (each one with the mid-rib

aligned to a different cardinal angle) were marked in each plot. The apparent and real

maximum width of each leaflet in all the leaves was recorded at two different times of
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the day (8:00-9:00 and midday), where apparent leaflet width was measured with the

leaf cupped while real width was measured with the leaflet stretched.

 On June 22nd leaf samples for nitrogen and chlorophyll analysis were obtained by

punching 9 mm diameter discs out of the centre of terminal leaflet at the top of the

canopy. 4 sets of 5 leaf discs per plot were obtained and immediately stored in a freezer

at –20°C. Total nitrogen content was then assessed on dried samples using the Kjeldhal

method.

 Potato yields were assessed by harvesting all the tubers in 0.9 m2 quadrats for each plot

on July 27th . Fresh weight as well as tuber number and size distribution was recorded.

2.2.3.2. Sunscan

The Sunscan Canopy Analysis System (Delta-T, Burwell, Cambridge, UK) was also

employed to obtain additional LAI estimates as well as for providing leaf angle

distribution estimates (as described in section 2.1.5.3). Measurement sets typically

included 10 below canopy PAR measurements per each plot. Data were obtained on the

following dates: June 4th, 5th, 14th, 15th, 18th and 19th (Appendix 2).

2.2.4. ADC multiangular image acquisition procedure

A metal frame was specifically assembled using light steel pipes to be used for

multiangular image acquisition using the ADC (Fig. 2.8).
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The ADC was attached at the centre of a horizontal pole whose height from the ground

could be adjusted by extending the vertical poles of the frame (legs).  On one of the legs

a protractor with a plumb system and a compass was fitted to allow the measurement of

view zenith and azimuth angles (Fig. 2.9).

Fig. 2.8. Metal frame used for multiangular image
acquisition with the ADC, which can be seen
attached to the top horizontal pole.

Fig. 2.9. Protractor with plumb system and compass
attached to the metal frame used for multiangular
image acquisition with the ADC. The camera remote
trigger switch is also visible on the top.
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Images were taken along the sun principal plane using VZA ranging from –60° to +60 °

at 10° intervals by tilting the frame so that the camera was always pointing at roughly

the same spot on the ground. Height from the ground was 2.6 m at nadir view for the

measurement sets taken on May 31st and June 4th, 6th and 7th of measurements and 2 m

during the other dates. Considering a recorded plant height of about 0.6 m the height of

the camera above the plant canopy was about 1.4 m. Using the 2 m height the

multiangular measurements could be performed easily and quickly by just one person.

A 13 VZA data set was typically acquired in less than 1 and a half minutes. Extending

frame legs to increase camera height required two persons to hold the frame, but the

time required for a data set acquisition was the same.

A summary of the data sets acquired is reported in Appendix 2.

2.2.5. ADC data processing

The 74 ADC data sets obtained, each consisting of the 13 images taken at different view

zenith angles along the sun principal plane on a given date and plot, were processed in

order to obtain from their classification the fractions of sunlit and shaded foliage and

soil.

The successful retrieval of the fractions occupied by the 4 informational classes from

these bi-spectral (R & NIR) images is only feasible if it is possible to distinguish these

classes by differences in brightness values or in spectral response.

Fig. 2.10 shows that  the classes are well separated in the RED-NIR spectral space,

however the figure also shows that using a vegetation index such as the NDVI, it is not

possible easily  to discriminate 3 of the 4 classes.
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Several classification tests using the BRIV32 Dycam software were carried out. The

software allows a very fast and easy separation of green canopy from soil by employing

a user defined “soil ratio” (R/NIR) as a threshold value: all pixels whose R/NIR value is

below 99.5% of the “soil ratio” are classified as canopy and all above are classified as

soil. However, to obtain the desired 4 informational classes (shaded and sunlit

vegetation and soil) a number of additional steps involving image enhancement,

thresholding and ratioing were necessary. Moreover the software did not allow the

output of classified image result statistics (such as class fractional image area). A faster

processing procedure providing very good classification results was instead put in place

by employing a supervised classification in ENVI (R.S. I., Boulder, CO, USA) using the

minimum distance to means algorithm. The following processing steps were used:

1. Camera format images (*.DCA) were saved as 24 bit colour *.BMP files. In

these images the blue channel provides no information (DNs are all zero)

while the red channel contains the brightness values acquired in the 0.6-0.75

µm (red) band and the green channel contains the brightness values acquired
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Fig. 2.10. Plot of the plant canopy 4 image fractions in the
RED - NIR space. Data are from a fully irrigated zero N
potato plot (block 1) for the 31st of May at VZA of –60°.
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in the 0.75-1.05 µm (NIR) band. Using the information stored in the ADC

format image header, the date and time of acquisition were extracted so that

the relative SZA could be calculated.

2. If necessary images were digitally retouched using the Dycam Image32

software to delete irrigation pipes or other objects erroneously included other

than the potato leaves or soil. This was done without changing basic image

composition.

3. After importing the images into ENVI, they were saved in ENVI image

format to be able to use classification algorithms.

4. On one image for each data set, a training area (called ROI, region of

interest, in ENVI) was delineated for each of the 4 information classes

(sunlit soil, sunlit leaves, shaded soil, shaded leaves). The spectral

information for each class was stored by saving the ROIs into a file. Usually

the image taken at –60° SZA (in the forward scattering direction) was used

for the definition of ROIs to be used for the whole set. Some tests had in fact

revealed that classification errors in the other images of the dataset increased

when ROIs were defined using an image taken in the backscattering

direction, where less shadows are usually present. As shown later in some

tests this was possible since image brightness did not vary much between

differen VZAs due to the automatic regulation of the exposure by the

camera.

5. The supervised classification was then carried out for each image of the

dataset using the minimum distance algorithm, after having imported the

ROIs spectral information.
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6. The classified images statistics were then output as a text file. This contained

the image fractional area for each class.

2.2.6. Classification accuracy assessment

The accuracy of the classification procedure can only be assessed if we have a

way of obtaining “ground truth” data, but in our case only the images themselves

can provide the information on the occurrence of sunlit or shaded leaves or soil.

Although visual inspection of the classified images seemed to indicate good

results (Fig. 2.11), a quantitative evaluation of the classification accuracy was

considered necessary.  Using training areas on the images themselves, two

accuracy assessment procedures were carried out.

2.2.6.1. Procedure 1

In the first procedure the results for an image classified using ROIs defined in

another image are evaluated using as ground truth the same image, but classified

Sunlit leaves
Shaded leaves
Shaded soil
Sunlit soil

Fig. 2.11 Top: false colour (Red=red, NIR=green) ADC image of an irrigated zero nitrogen potato
canopy at VZA=+10 (with 2% linear stretching applied for better visualization) and the result of
the supervised classification using training areas (ROIs) from a different image (VZA =-60) of the
same data set.
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using ROIs defined in the image itself:

1. ROIs (i.e. training areas) were defined in one test image A and stored into a

file.

2. Other ROIs were also defined in another test image B and stored into a file.

Theoretically one would want to assign manually extensive areas (if not all)

of the image to the 4 classes. In practice this is not possible because of the

uncertainty in assigning visually some pixels to the right classes.

3. The ROI information from image A was imported and used for the

supervised classification of image B.

4. The ROIs defined in image B were also used for another supervised

classification of image B.

5. The uncertainty in the classification of image B using ROIs defined in image

A was assessed. This was done using the image B classified using ROIs

defined in the image itself as a ground truth image. The results were evalued

as a confusion matrix (Table 2.2). This gives an indication of the variance

that might be expected in the classification results.
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2.2.6.2. Procedure 2

In the second procedure, the results for an image classified using ROIs defined

in another image were assessed using as ground truth the ROIs (not the whole

image) defined in the image itself:

1. Extensive ROIs were defined for each class in a test image C and stored to a

file.

Overall Accuracy = (167981/181040)  92.7867%  
Kappa Coefficient = 0.9008  
  
                  Ground Truth (Pixels)  
Class Unclassified Sunlit leaves Shaded leaves Shaded soil Sunlit soil Total
Unclassified 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sunlit leaves 0 46979 0 0 1138 48117
Shaded leaves 0 3699 54544 668 0 58911
Shaded soil 0 0 1752 19752 0 21504
Sunlit soil 0 395 2624 2783 46706 52508
Total 0 51073 58920 23203 47844 181040
  
  
                 Ground Truth (Percent)  
Class Unclassified Sunlit leaves Shaded leaves Shaded soil Sunlit soil Total
Unclassified 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sunlit leaves 0 91.98 0 0 2.38 26.58
Shaded leaves 0 7.24 92.57 2.88 0 32.54
Shaded soil 0 0 2.97 85.13 0 11.88
Sunlit soil 0 0.77 4.45 11.99 97.62 29
Total 0 100 100 100 100 100
  
Class Commission Omission Commission Omission

(Percent) (Percent) (Pixels) (Pixels)
Unclassified 0 0 0/0 0/0
Sunlit leaves 2.37 8.02 1138/51073 4094/51073
Shaded leaves 7.41 7.43 4367/58920 4376/58920
Shaded soil 8.15 14.87 1752/23203 3451/23203
Sunlit soil 11.05 2.38 5802/47844 1138/47844
  
  
Class Prod. Acc. User Acc. Prod. Acc. User Acc.

(Percent) (Percent) (Pixels) (Pixels)
Unclassified 0 0 0/0 0/0
Sunlit leaves 91.98 97.63 46979/51073 46979/48117
Shaded leaves 92.57 92.59 54544/58920 54544/58911
Shaded soil 85.13 91.85 19752/23203 19752/21504
Sunlit soil 97.62 88.95 46706/47844 46706/52508

Table 2.2. Confusion matrix of a test image classified using minimum distance
algorithm using ROIs defined in another image. Ground truth consists of the image
classified using ROIs defined in the image itself. Columns correspond to ground
truth classes and rows to classification results.
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2. The image C was classified using ROIs defined in another image B.

3. The accuracy of the classification of image C was assessed by using the

ROIs defined in the image itself (defined in step 1) as “ground truth”. The

results were reported as a confusion matrix (Table 2.3).

In general the classification accuracy assessment seemed quite satisfactory

(Table 2.2 and 2.3) with an overall accuracy of 93% for the first procedure and

99% for the second. This means that for example for the first procedure (Table

2.2), 93% of the pixels were assigned to the right classes. In this case the

classification accuracy was best for the sunlit soil for which 46706 of the 47844

pixels (i.e. 97.62 %) were correctly assigned. Shaded soil had the worst error of

omission (i.e. pixels assigned to other classes) mostly due to the fact that 12% of

the pixels were wrongly assigned to sunlit soil. The largest error of commission

(when pixels belonging to another class are labeled as belonging to the class of

interest) occurred for sunlit soil to which some pixels of sunlit leaves were

wrongly assigned. The producer accuracy indicates the fraction of pixels

correctly assigned to a given class. It was lowest for the shaded soil (85%). The

user accuracy expresses the probability that a pixel classified in a given class

really belongs to that class. It was lowest for the sunlit soil class (89%).

For the second procedure (Table 2.3) the number of pixels considered was much

smaller since the ground truth consisted only of the ROIs defined in the image

itself. The results were very good with most accuracy values around 99%. These

results also agreed substantially with the visual assessment. The effect of the

uncertainty in the image classification (and of the ADC measurement procedure)

on the retrieval of the LAI and X_parameter has been evaluated using a

modelling experiment in section  3.2.3.1.
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Overall Accuracy = (9776/9836)  99.3900%  
Kappa Coefficient = 0.9911  
  
                  Ground Truth (Pixels)  
Class Sunlit leaves Shaded leaves Shaded soil Sunlit soil Total
Unclassified 0 0 0 0 0
Sunlit leaves 1654 5 0 0 1659
Shaded leaves 0 960 20 0 980
Shaded soil 0 1 4157 2 4160
Sunlit soil 1 0 31 3005 3037
Total 1655 966 4208 3007 9836
  
  
                 Ground Truth (Percent)  
Class Sunlit leaves Shaded leaves Shaded soil Sunlit soil Total
Unclassified 0 0 0 0 0
Sunlit leaves 99.94 0.52 0 0 16.87
Shaded leaves 0 99.38 0.48 0 9.96
Shaded soil 0 0.1 98.79 0.07 42.29
Sunlit soil 0.06 0 0.74 99.93 30.88
Total 100 100 100 100 100
  
  
  
Class Commission Omission Commission Omission

(Percent) (Percent) (Pixels) (Pixels)
Sunlit leaves 0.3 0.06 5/1655 1/1655
Shaded leaves 2.04 0.62 20/966 6/966
Shaded soil 0.07 1.21 3/4208 51/4208
Sunlit soil 1.05 0.07 32/3007 2/3007
  
  
Class Prod. Acc. User Acc. Prod. Acc. User Acc.

(Percent) (Percent) (Pixels) (Pixels)
Sunlit leaves 99.94 99.7 1654/1655 1654/1659
Shaded leaves 99.38 97.96 960/966 960/980
Shaded soil 98.79 99.93 4157/4208 4157/4160
Sunlit soil 99.93 98.95 3005/3007 3005/3037

Table 2.3. Confusion matrix of a test image classified using minimum distance
algorithm using ROIs defined in another image. Ground truth consists of ROIs
defined in the image itself.
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Chapter 3

Plant canopy modelling

In this Chapter the methods for the retrieval of canopy structure information from

multiangular data acquired in the field, using the different equipment and techniques

described in Chapter 2, are explored. Two different approaches were attempted, based

on the inversion of plant canopy models. The first approach, suitable for multiangular

BRF data, such as those obtained using average spectra extracted from VIFIS images

and GER-1500 data, involved the inversion of canopy reflectance models using

numerical optimization techniques.

A second, novel, approach was developed for exploiting the information content of

multiangular images classified into shaded and sunlit foliage and soil image fractions.

This required the inversion of a suitable geometrical-optical or ray tracing canopy

model. It was decided to develop a simple ray tracing model of a plant canopy in order

to allow maximum modelling flexibility. The latter model was inverted using a look-up-

table approach, in order to estimate canopy structure parameters. A detailed description

of the model developed, its sensitivity analysis and several additional tests are reported

in addition to the description of the inversion procedure.

3.1. Canopy reflectance models

Several authors in the last decades have inverted canopy reflectance models for the

estimation of biophysical parameters from BRF measurements. The models most widely

used for this purpose belong to the one-dimensional (i.e. turbid medium) group.

Dozens of appropriate models are available and the choice of the one to use can be

based on different criteria according to the specific objectives. In general, for inversion

purposes the most important criteria are the following: a) the model should be able to
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simulate realistically multiangular canopy reflectance and b) it should be highly

sensitive to the variation of canopy  parameters that we need to retrieve. In addition, the

numbers of input parameters should be small and the model should be fast to run, if we

want to use numerical optimisation procedures. For this reasons the models that we

chose to test in the inversion of multiangular hyperspectral data were PROKUUSK

(Kuusk, 1995b) and PROSAIL (Jacquemoud, 1993).

The model developed by Kuusk (1995b) is a one-dimensional model based on the turbid

medium analogy. It was developed by combining the first order scattering treatment

from the Nilson and Kuusk (1989) model with the four stream approximation of the

diffuse fluxes (multiple scattering) from the SAIL model (Kuusk, 1995a). This allowed

the inclusion of the "hot-spot" and specular reflectance phenomena in a fast computer

code. Subsequently the leaf model PROSPECT (Jacquemoud et al., 1990) has been

incorporated to account for leaf spectral reflectance as influenced by leaf biochemical

and physical properties. The non random spatial leaf distribution (i.e. clumping) was

simulated by adding a Markov chain parameter (Kuusk, 1995b). The model has been

validated with good results and used extensively in the inverse mode for the retrieval of

canopy structure information (Kuusk, 1997; Bicheron and Leroy, 1999; Jacquemoud et

al., 2000).

Another model frequently used in the inverse mode is the PROSAIL, which combines

SAIL and PROSPECT. The version used here included the simulation of the hotspot.

An advantage offered by this model is the reduced number of parameters and the ease

and speed with which multiangular spectra can be simulated.

In the following sections the method used for the inversion of these two models

(PROKUUSK and PROSAIL) is described along with some preliminary tests carried

out to verify the inversion accuracy.
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3.1.1. PROKUUSK model

3.1.1.1. Description

The PROKUUSK model assumes the canopy to be horizontally homogeneous,

composed by thin plates with both Lambertian and specular reflectance. It has been

extensively described by Kuusk (1995a, 1995b) so it will not be further discussed here.

The version used in the present work comprised 20 input parameters in total (Table 3.1).

However some parameters are those related to the illumination and viewing geometry,

while others are derived from the Price (1990) soil reflectance model or from the

PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990) leaf reflectance model. Canopy structure is

characterised by LAI, leaf angle distribution and the leaf size parameter (which is used

Table 3.1. Parameters of PROKUUSK (1995b) model

Parameter Description Default value
th0 sun zenith angle (degrees) 30
phi relative azimuth angle (degrees) 0
bAng Angstrom turbidity factor 0.068
L LAI
sl leaf size parameter 0.05
lmbd_z Markov parameter 0.9
eln eccentricity of elliptical leaf angle distribution 0
thm modal leaf angle (degrees) 57
lmbda wavelength (nm)
n_ratio - factor for the refractive index 0.9
th* sun zenith angle for soil reflectance (degrees) 45
rsli: soil reflectance parameters
rsli:

rsl1 0.02
rsl2 -0.005
rsl3 0
rsl4 0

cAB leaf chlorophyll content (µg cm-2) 24
cW equivalent leaf water thickness (cm) 0.05
cP leaf protein content (g cm-2) 0.002
cC leaf cellulose+lignin content (g cm-2) 0.002
N effective number of elementary layers in a leaf 1.24
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for the simulation of the hotspot phenomenon). Leaf angle distribution is approximated

by a two parameter elliptical distribution model (Kuusk,  1995a). This is a

generalisation of Campbell’s ellipsoidal model (1986). The parameter thm is the modal

leaf inclination, while ee is the eccentricity of the main axis of the ellipse. In practice

ee=0 corresponds to a spherical leaf angle distribution, while ee=1 corresponds to a

conical distribution (all leaves having the same inclination angle thm). The parameter

thm can be related to the mean leaf angle using the equations reported by Kuusk

(1995a). The relationship between the ee parameter and the ellipsoidal leaf angle

distribution parameter X (Campbell, 1986) is given by the equation (Kuusk, 1995a):

2

2

1
b
aee −=                                                          (3.1)

where a is the vertical and b is the horizontal semiaxes of the ellipse.

Wang and Jarvis (1988) reported the relationships between the parameter X and mean

leaf angle for ellipsoidal distributions.

In the version of the model used in the present work, the parameter ee is substituted by

eln which is defined as :

)eeln(lne −−= 1                                                     (3.2)

As with other similar reflectance models (e.g. SAIL), the sensitivity to LAI depends on

the wavelength chosen and it is higher in the NIR than in the red, as shown in Fig. 3.1

(note that reflectance scales are different for the two wavelengths). In this Figure and

throughout this Thesis the convention is made that negative view zenith angles

correspond to the backscattering direction.
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3.1.1.2. Inversion procedure

The inversion procedure involved fixing most model parameters to arbitrary values,

realistically corresponding to the canopy under study (potato), while the other

parameters (free parameters) were estimated by minimizing a function of the difference

between observed and modelled reflectances. The parameters for which the inversion

was attempted were LAI and the two leaf angle distribution parameters thm and eln.

Fig. 3.1. Sensitivity of Kuusk model to changes in the LAI parameter in
the (A) red (640 nm) and (B) NIR (720 nm) wavelength. All other
parameter values are reported in Table 3.1
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To carry out the inversion, a merit function has to be defined and a numerical

optimization routine has to be chosen in order to find the minimum of that function. The

merit function was defined in the same way as Nilson and Kuusk (1989):

( ) ( )[ ]
2m
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i

2
b,ii

n
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j

elmod
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==

−+
ρ

ρ−ρ
=                                                            (3.3)

where ρmeas and ρmodel are respectively measured and modelled reflectance, n is the

number of observations, m the number of free parameters, xi,b is the limiting value of

parameter i.  If xi  is between xi,min  and xi,max then wi=0, otherwise wi=w, with w given a

very large value. The  xi,min  and xi,max extrema correspond to the validity range of

parameter xi. In this way, if during the optimization process the estimated parameters

assume unrealistic values, a penalty is assigned to the merit function. The method

chosen for the iterative minimization of the merit function was the downhill simplex

method of Nelder and Mead (Press et al., 1986).  Although several algorithms are

available, Privette et al. (1994) recommended this algorithm after having tested several

different inversion methods. In practice the procedure was implemented on a Unix

platform using the program “InvKuusk.c” (Appendix 3: Listing L2) which is a main

program calling the function “Amoeba.c” (from Press et al., 1986) which calls the

function “Funk.c”, the latter computes the merit function.

The model was inverted using multiangular datasets at fixed wavelengths. A dataset

comprised 13 view zenith angles (-60° to +60° at 10° steps) as it corresponded to

similar sets acquired during field measurements (see Chapter 2).

To verify the robustness of the inversion procedure, a series of model runs in the direct

mode were used to generate ‘measurements’ on which the inversion was successively

tested. This is considered not a proof, but a necessary test of the invertibility of the

model (Jacquemoud et al., 2000). Parameter values used were lmbda=720, L = 2, 3, 4,
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eln=0, 1, 2 and thm=30, 40, 50, while the other parameters were kept as in Table 3.1, for

a total of 27 model runs. The inversion was subsequently attempted considering the

model outputs as ‘measurements’.

To evaluate the inversion results, the root mean square error (RMSE) was computed as:

( )∑
=

−=
n

i
ii yx

n
RMSE

1

21                                                    (3.4)

where xi is the parameter value used in the direct mode and yi the corresponding value

retrieved from the inversion procedure in the run i, where n is the total number of runs

carried out.

3.1.1.3.  Results

As with other numerical optimization algorithms, the downhill simplex method in

multidimensions is sensitive to the starting values chosen, i.e. the first guesses of

parameter values in our case. For the initialization of the simplex, the user has to

provide n+1 starting points to define an initial simplex, where n is the number of

dimensions, i.e. of parameters to estimate (Press et al.,  1986).

Our preliminary tests revealed that the success of the inversion largely depended on the

initial parameter values. Only if the correct parameter values were included in the intial

guess was the inversion always successful, i.e. the right parameter values were

retrieved.

In the following tests, therefore, the parameter set used to initialize the simplex was kept

fixed using values of L=3, eln=1 and thm=40 and the characteristic length scale used for

the other simplex vertices (Press et al., 1986) was 10.

In this case, for the 27 tests carried out by varying  LAI and leaf angle parameters in the

direct mode, the inversion results showed that L was retrieved more accurately than eln
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or  thm, as shown by the RMSE which was 0.084 for L, 1.134 for eln and 8.237 for thm.

The reason for the better accuracy in the retrieval of LAI as compared to the leaf angle

distribution parameters lies in the higher model output sensitivity to the former as

compared to the latter. It has to be noted that whatever the RMSE between ‘measured’

and retrieved parameter values, the corresponding values of the merit function (Eq. 3.3)

were always very small, ranging from 0 to 0.00021. This suggests that very similar BRF

patterns can be simulated by slightly different combinations of canopy structure

parameter values.

3.1.2. PROSAIL model

3.1.2.1. Description

The version of the PROSAIL model employed here (Jacquemoud et al., 2000) used 13

parameters in total (Table 3.2), also including those related to sensor and sun geometry

definition.

It included the latest version of the leaf PROSPECT model (Jacquemoud et al., 1996) in

which leaf biochemical properties are specified by 4 parameters: leaf chlorophyll a+b

Table 3.2. Parameters of PROSAIL (Jacquemoud et al., 2000) model
Parameter Description Default value
isat sensor (0= spectroradiometer) 0
ihot hot spot flag (1= use hot spot) 1
Theta_s sun zenith angle (degrees) 30
tl mean leaf inclination (degrees)
l leaf area index
vai leaf internal structure parameter 1.5
cab leaf chlorophyll a+b content (µg cm-2) 30
cw leaf equivalent water thickness (g cm-2) 0.015
cm leaf dry matter content (g cm-2) 0.0035
sl Leaf size / crop height 0.05
vis Horizontal visibility 50
n number of interpolation directions (Theta_v,Phi_v) 13
Rsoil soil albedo
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concentration, leaf structural parameter N (numbers of equivalent layers), equivalent

water thickness and dry matter content. The effect of canopy structure is simulated

using 3 parameters: LAI, mean leaf angle of the ellipsoidal (Campbell, 1986)

distribution and the hotspot parameter given by the ratio of leaf size to canopy height. A

soil reflectance spectrum can be provided by means of an input file. In our tests we

employed a soil spectrum acquired using the GER-1500 spectroradiometer on the 26th

of June 1999 on a bare soil plot at Invergowrie (Dundee) next to where the potato field

trial was carried out.

The model allows the simulation of wavebands corresponding to several sensors

(AVIRIS, MODIS, MERIS, TM etc.) through the inclusion of the specific filter

functions. However it can also simulate a spectroradiometer generating spectra at 5 nm

intervals in the range 400-2500 nm.

3.1.2.2. Inversion procedure

The inversion procedure was the same as that used for the inversion of the PROKUUSK

model. However in this case the tests were done using simulated multiangular

hyperspectral data. Spectra for the waveband 400-1100 nm at 5 nm intervals (i.e. 141

wavelengths) were generated at 13 view zenith angles (-60° to +60° at 10° intervals).

Therefore the merit function (Equation 3.3) was computed using the differences

between the 1833 (141 wavelengths for 13 view zenith angles) modelled and measured

reflectances.

All parameters were kept fixed to the values listed in Table 3.2 except for l and tl for

which the retrieval was attempted.

The code used for the inversion procedure is included in the programs ‘InvSail.c’ and

‘funk.c’ (Appendix 3: Listing L3).
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Again a series of runs in the direct mode were used to generate ‘measurements’ on

which the inversion was successively tested.

The simulations were carried out using l values of 1, 2, 3, 4 and tl values of 20, 40, 60,

80 (for a total of 16 simulations), while keeping the other parameters as in Table 3.2.

The simplex was initialized using the following set: point1: l=1, tl=10, point 2:

l=3,tl=45 and point 3 l=5, tl=85. Following these tests, Gaussian noise with zero mean

and increasing standard deviation values (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) was added to the outputs

of the model runs before attempting again the inversion.

3.1.2.3. Results

The inversion procedure allowed correct retrieval of the starting values of the

parameters used in the direct mode runs of the model in each of the 16 simulations

(RMSE=0). The number of evaluations of the merit function, an indication of the speed

of the inversion, was 109 on average. When random Gaussian noise with zero mean and

standard deviation of 0.01 was added, the inversion procedure was still successful, i.e.

the algorithm converged to a local minimum.

The RMSE was 0.210 for l and 3.009 for tl. These RMSE values are smaller than those

reported in the tests carried out by Weiss et al. (2000), they are also much smaller than

those reported by Jacquemoud et al. (1995a) between LAI estimated from the PROSAIL

model inversion and direct measurements (their minimum RMSE was 0.73). After the

addition of noise with a standard deviation of 0.05, in some cases the algorithm did not

converge and in others it provided values rather different from those used in the direct

mode (Fig. 3.2).
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It has to be noted that additions of random noise with a standard deviation of 0.01 or

0.05 correspond to reflectance errors of about ±0.02 and ±0.1 respectively, for a

confidence level of 95%. For the NIR band this would mean respectively a 4% or 20%

error for the 0.01 and 0.05 standard deviation cases. This error levels can be considered

quite large if compared for example to the estimated overall ±2.76% reflectance error of

a field calibration site computed by Gu et al. (1992). Adding a larger error caused in

most cases the failure of the inversion algorithm.

3.2. Ray tracing model

Ray tracing models allow an arbitrarily complex description of the geometry of the

plant canopies to be used, so that many of the assumptions made in turbid medium and
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Fig. 3.2. Retrieval of LAI from the inversion of the PROSAIL
model using synthetic data, generated by direct mode runs of the
model itself and the addition of Gaussian noise with zero mean and
standard deviation of 0.01 or 0.05. For each LAI and standard
deviation the different points correspond to the inversions results
for the 4 different tl values used (see text).
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geometric-optic models can be avoided.  In the simplest form, calculation of the

intersections of a large number of lines (rays) with geometrical objects representing the

canopy, placed in a 3-D coordinate system, are used to verify if the objects are visible

and illuminated, given the coordinates of a light source and a view point. The model

output is often an image of the simulated canopy viewed according to the specified light

and sensor (view point and camera model definition) characteristics. The main

advantage of using a ray tracing model is the extreme flexibility in the simulation of the

widest possible range of viewing, lighting and canopy structure combinations.

In the present work the main interest was not in developing a complete canopy radiation

transfer model, but rather a simple geometrical description of plant canopies that would

allow the simulation of multiangular image fractions, i.e. the fractions of sunlit and

shaded leaves and soil viewed from different angles. Therefore although it is entirely

possible in ray tracing models to develop highly realistic canopy representations (e.g.

using L-systems, or data from 3-D digitizers) and to simulate accurately the scattering

of photons by the canopy,  we employed the ray tracing algorithms only for the

calculation of sunlit and shaded fractions of leaves and soil. Effectively the model

developed can be defined as a geometrical optical model in which the interaction of

light with the 3-D geometrical shapes used to simulate the vegetation is computed using

ray tracing algorithms.

The model was in effect primarily developed in order to invert it, to retrieve canopy

parameters from multiangular images classified into their component fractions: shaded

and sunlit leaves and soil.  Although the model was kept as simple as possible, it was

not practical to implement an inversion procedure based on numerical optimization

techniques. This would have been too slow due to computation time required by the ray

tracing algorithms. Therefore the approach used for the inversion was based on the
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compilation of a look-up-table (LUT), in which the outputs of model runs in the direct

mode for a range of parameter values were stored. The inversion itself was then reduced

to the search of the best fit between measurements results and LUT values.

In the following sections the description of the model, its sensitivity analysis and

several tests of the model performance are reported. A description of the LUT inversion

procedure along with several tests carried out to verify the effects of several factors on

the inversion accuracy are also included.

3.2.1. Model description

A simple model of a vegetation canopy was developed using the freeware POV-ray

(Persistence of Vision Raytracer, version 3.1). POV-ray is a ray tracing software,

devoted to image synthesis, which allows definition of the elements of the scene from

numerous shapes, as well as from the geometry (i.e. location and direction) of the  light

sources and that of the camera looking at the scene. It has been previously used for

scientific work by Sinoquet et al. (1998), Planchais and Sinoquet (1998) and Rakocevic

et al. (2000). The advantage of using POV-ray is that the scripting language for the

scene description is effectively a fully functional programming language (POV-team,

1999). The canopy model was developed and run using the version of the software for

the PC Windows 95/98/NT platform, although the availability of versions for other

platforms (currently MS-DOS/Windows 3.1, Linux for Intel X86, SunOS, Apple

Mcintosh and Amiga) allows the full portability of the code. The listing of the model is

reported in Appendix 3 (listing L4). Model parameters are listed in Table 3.3.
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In short, the model structure is as follows: it is assumed that the vegetation canopy can

be represented by a set of disks of uniform size randomly positioned within a predefined

volume (i.e. a parallelpiped), at some specified distance (plant base height) over a plane

representing the soil (Fig. 3.3). Of course this is a crude and unrealistic approximation

of a plant canopy, similar to the geometric description used by Borel et al. (1991) in

their radiosity model. Disks are very simple primitives available in POV-ray and their

use minimizes the number of parameters to be used, since it necessary to specify only

the coordinates of the centre, the radius and the normal vector orientation. The use of

elliptical shapes, more similar to actual leaves, can be obtained in POV-ray by

stretching (scaling) disks along one direction, but this would have introduced additional

parameters. Ross and Marshak (1991), using Monte Carlo models  showed that

increasing leaf ellipticity can decrease considerably the BRDF in the hotspot and nadir.

They suggest that a “projective leaf cover” effect might be the cause.

Chelle et al. (1997) showed that the BRF of a ‘virtual canopy’ of randomly positioned

and oriented triangles had a similar pattern to that of a more accurate maize 3-D model

generated using L-system, however the same BRF pattern corresponded to a LAI of 4

for the triangle canopy and of 3.5 for the ‘maize’ canopy.

Table 3.3. Parameters of the POV-ray model
Name Description
Camera_FOV Horizontal field of view of the virtual camera (degrees)
Camera_height Distance of the view point from the soil at the centre of the plot (relative POV units
canopy_displ Minimum height of the canopy above the soil (relative POV units)
canopy_height Maximum height of the canopy above the soil (relative POV units)
LAI Leaf area index (unitless)
nlsz Normalized leaf size (unitless)
plot_size Length of one side of the canopy plot (relative POV units)
RAA Relative azimuth angle between camera and sun (degrees)
SZA Sun zenith angle (degrees)
VZA View zenith angle (degrees)
X_parameter Leaf angle distribution parameter (unitless)
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In the present application we opted for the simplest possible geometric canopy

representation, i.e. disks.

In the code this is achieved by first defining the parameter values for plot area, LAI  and

leaf size. The plot_area (the area above which the leaves will be positioned) has to be

large enough to be fully included in the FOV at all the view zenith angles (VZA) used.

The leaf size (i.e. disc radius) is specified by using the parameter nlsz (normalized leaf

size) which is the ratio of the canopy height to leaf radius. The number of leaves that

has to be included in the canopy is then calculated for the given LAI and leaf size. Each

leaf is then positioned in the canopy volume by defining its spatial coordinates using a

pseudo-random number generation function built into the POV scripting language. The

random function returns the next pseudo-random number from the stream initialized by

a seed function. This generates uniformly distributed random numbers in the range 0 to

1 which are then transformed so that the range of the x, y and z coordinates will fall

within the defined canopy volume. No mechanism was introduced to avoid the possible

intersection or overlapping of leaves positioned by consecutive assignment of a random

positions.
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This is most likely to occur at high LAI values. If the seed stream is the same when

successive runs of the model are made, the positions of the leaves remain the same and

the canopy does not change from one run to the other. This feature is useful for example

when multiple runs at different view zenith angles (VZA) are made, without changing

the canopy geometry from one VZA to the other. For example, from careful examination

of Fig. 3.4 it will be noted that the leaf positions are the same at different VZAs and

camera heights.

Leaf angle distribution is modelled by setting disk tilting angle distribution in a similar

way to the ellipsoidal leaf angle distribution function of Campbell (1986). This is

accomplished by constraining leaf normal vectors inside spheroids of specified

horizontal and vertical semiaxes by appropriate transformation of another pseudo-

random number sequence. Adjustment of the ratio between the horizontal and vertical

semi axes (i.e. the X_parameter) allows simulation of a wide range of leaf angle

Fig. 3.3. General view of a model 'virtual canopy' with 7000 leaves (LAI =1.4). The
colours used here are only for illustrative purpose.
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distributions. A prolate spheroid (X_parameter < 1) simulates a tendency to a

planophile leaf angle distribution while an oblate spheroid (X_parameter > 1) a more

erectophile one. This is the inverse of Campbell’s (1986) original formulation.

An uniform leaf azimuth distribution is assumed in the model.

Arbitrary measurement units were used for the definition of the dimensions of all the

objects in the scene as well as the distances of camera and light source, although the

relative proportions were aimed to be in scale for a realistic simulation of a

homogeneous low crop canopy.

In the model, a perspective projection camera is simulated with a specified FOV in the

horizontal direction of the image. Since the aspect ratio of the images generated is kept

at 4:3 to avoid distortions caused by computer monitor aspect ratio, the FOV in the

vertical direction of the image is 3/4 the camera FOV, specified as a parameter

(Camera_FOV).

For multiangular model applications, data sets were obtained by changing the camera

position, but keeping constant the distance from the camera to a point on the soil at the

centre of the plot and varying the view zenith angle. Each set of simulations generally

consisted of 25 runs using VZA from -60° to + 60° with 5° steps. The parameter RAA

allows the definition of the relative azimuth angle between the sun and the camera. For

most applications and the generation of the look-up-table the camera was kept within

the sun principal plane, using a relative azimuth angle value of zero.

The output generated by the model consists of 24-bit colour images. In the model the

colours of the objects in the scene were chosen in order to allow immediate

classification of the output images into the fractions of illuminated and shaded disks

(foliage) and background (soil). A Microsoft Visual Basic program was written (listing

L5 in Appendix 3) to automate the processing of the model output. This is carried out
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by first converting the output 24-bit colour images into greyscale, with each class

corresponding to a single pixel value. Then by generating the histogram of the images,

the fractions of pixels corresponding to each class are computed and saved into an

ASCII file. A procedure for batch processing whole sets of output files was added to the

program as well as the facility for setting up multiple model runs by specifying the

range and increase steps of parameter values. The latter automated the generation of the

look-up-table used for model inversion and the sensitivity analysis.

It should be kept in mind that in the present application the ray tracing model is used

only to calculate the fraction of illuminated and shaded objects according to geometrical

optics, i.e. using ray intersections with the scene objects, but the overall canopy

reflectance is not of concern. The reflection model implemented in the ray tracer, which

takes into account optical scattering characteristics of the objects represented in the

scene, is therefore irrelevant. In this respect the approach used is basically different

from the one of classical Monte Carlo ray tracing models where stochastic sampling

techniques are used to simulate the interactions between rays and objects based on

probability density functions describing objects scattering behaviour (Disney et al.,

2000). One advantage of the present approach is that the model is faster to run than

typical Monte Carlo ray tracing models: on a PC with a Pentium II Xeon processor at

600 MHz and 264 MB of memory it takes 10.20 s for a run with LAI=1 (i.e. 8842

leaves) and 44.53 s for LAI=5 (44210 leaves).

3.2.2. Model verification and sensitivity analysis

3.2.2.1. Sampling issues

Since in the present model the canopy is generated by the random number definition of
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the leaf coordinates, a modelled canopy will only be a single instance of a possible

frequency distribution of samples corresponding to a given parameter set.

Sampling errors are thus included in single model runs corresponding to specified

parameter sets. These are due to: 1) the already mentioned sampling of a specific leaf

arrangement, 2) the limited sampling of the specific canopy due to camera field of view,

3) the limited sampling of the specified canopy due to the number of rays used as

defined in image output resolution.

Fig. 3.4. Views of the model 'virtual canopy' from the forward scattering (left hand side, VZA=45°), nadir
(centre, VZA=0) and backscattering hotspot (right hand side, VZA=-45°) directions, for different camera
heights. Top: Camera_height=25; centre: Camera_height=80; bottom: Camera_height=200. LAI =1, other
parameter values as in Table 3.4. Colours correspond to the different image fractions: green = illuminated
leaves; black = shaded leaves; white= illuminated soil; grey = shaded soil.
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The extension of the area observed depends on the elevation above the canopy (Fig. 3.4)

and on the FOV specified for the sensor. Since the scene is made of finite objects (the

disks), the variance included in the images decreases by increasing the area of the

imaged canopy. If the camera is too close to the canopy, or if the FOV is too narrow, a

possible bias (e.g. in the fraction of visible background) might appear in the output

image. To minimize this effect, analogous to a measurement sampling error, it is

desirable to locate the point of view as far away as possible from the canopy, to image a

larger area. However increasing the viewed area, in addition to increasing computation

time, will also increase the number of leaves and the number of traced rays that will

intersect the edges of the objects and of their shades. Because of the limited number of

rays used in the ray tracing process and the specified resolution of the output image, this

would increase what is called the aliasing error (Lindley, 1992), a consequence of the

discrete digital sampling that occurs because pixels including edges have to be allocated

to one of the classes (e.g. leaf or soil). To explore the effect of camera height on

sampling error a series of simulations was performed for view point heights

Parameter Value
Camera_FOV 6°
Camera_height 25; 80; 200
canopy_displ 1
canopy_height 6
LAI 2.2
nlsz 0.05
plot_size 50
RAA 0°
SZA 45°
VZA 0°
X_parameter 1

Table 3.4. Parameter values used 
for the POV model camera height 
tests
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corresponding to 25, 80 and 200 (arbitrary units of the scene coordinate system) at the

nadir (view zenith angle = 0). The simulations were carried out by keeping all the

parameters constant except camera_height (Table 3.4). For the height value of 25

(corresponding to a footprint area at the top of the canopy of 3 square units), 100

simulations were carried out by changing each time the seed of the random number

generator: this corresponded to changing every time the position of the leaves (thus

obtaining replicate images taken over different canopies). Similarly 20 runs were carried

out for the height value of 80 (45 square units of canopy area) and 10 runs for the 200

height (310 square units of imaged canopy area). In order to evaluate the sampling and

aliasing errors, the number of runs was decreased for larger camera_height values to

account for the fact that a larger area of viewed canopy corresponded to more

replications of smaller areas. As expected, the standard deviations of the modelled

image fractions in the replications tended to decrease with higher camera position (Fig.

3.5).
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Fig. 3.5. Results of POV model simulation  tests with different
canopy heights. Average values of the image fractions with
their standard deviation bars are shown for 100 replicated runs
for a camera height of 25, 20 replicates for a height of 80 and
10 replicates for the camera height of 100.
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Bartlett’s test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1983), widely used to test if samples have equal

variances, was carried out on 10 replicates for each camera height. It revealed highly

significant differences between the variances (P<0.001) at the different heights,

indicating that the larger canopy area sampled and not the number of replicates was

responsible for the decrease in standard deviation with camera height.

To assess the digital sampling error, excluding the effect of differing number of

replicates, the differences between the 20 replicates at height 80 and 3 replicates at

height 200, which corresponded to an equivalent sampled canopy area, were assessed.

An F test then revealed that the variance was not significantly different, so a t test for

unpaired data was carried out. No significant differences were observed for any of the

calculated image fractions between the two heights. A similar comparison was made

between the 100 replicates for the 25 height and 7 replicates for the 80 height (also

corresponding to an equal canopy area). Here the variance was significantly different

and the t test, carried out with Welch’s correction for unequal variances, revealed

significant differences between the two heights for some of the image fractions. This

indicates that below a camera height of 80 units the sampling error will be significant as

compared to higher camera positions. From these limited results it would seem therefore

advisable to use higher camera positions than 80. Since between the 80 and 200 units

heights it was found that there are no differences in the calculated image fractions, but a

much smaller variance was observed for the 200 units height, the latter camera height

was employed for all the subsequent model use.

An expedient to reduce the digital sampling problem is that of using an increased

number of rays, rather than one ray per pixel, for the pixels that include object edges

(what is called a “super-sampling” technique). The effect of using such a super-

sampling technique was tested for camera height of 200 using the adaptive recursive
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anti-aliasing technique available in POV-ray (POV-team, 1999). This method starts by

tracing four rays at the corners of each pixel. If the resulting colours differ by more than

a specified threshold, additional samples will be taken. This is done recursively, i.e. the

pixel is divided into four sub-pixels that are separately traced and tested for further

subdivision. The advantage of this method is the reduced number of rays that have to be

traced. Samples that are common among adjacent pixels and sub-pixels are stored and

reused to avoid re-tracing of rays. The recursive character of this method makes the

super-sampling concentrate on those parts of the pixel that are more likely to need

super-sampling. In the tests carried out here, a threshold of 0.3 and a recursion depth of

3 on 10 replicates of the canopy was used.

Results were not satisfactory because, in addition to a dramatic increase in computing

time (from 10.20 to 46.20 on a PC Pentium II at 600 MHz for a scene using LAI=1), the

technique produced unexpected pixel values complicating output image classification.

The  reason is that a super-sampled pixel value is returned as an average of all the ray

values obtained for that pixel, so the resulting pixel is of a different shade of colour

between the colours of the objects which are included in the pixel.

Since the digital sampling error is linked to the number of rays used, it is related to the

image resolution chosen. Increasing the resolution (i.e. the output image size) would

provide a better sampling of the scene, however longer computation time and greater

disk storage space would be necessary. A test was carried out to investigate the effect of

image resolution, obtaining 10 replicate nadir views by changing the random seed for

each replicate, at a camera height of 200 and keeping all other parameter values as in

Table 3.4 except for changing output image resolution from 160x120 pixels to 600x800

pixels. The results show that although the standard deviation in the calculated image

fractions decreased with increased image resolution (Fig. 3.6), Bartlett’s test did not
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reveal significant differences in the variances and the mean values of the calculated

class proportions were not significantly different as assessed by one-way ANOVA.

However as compared to a 160x120 resolution, computing time increased by 20% for a

320x240 resolution, by  62% for a 512x384 resolution, by 102% for a 640x480

resolution and by 221% for a 800x600 resolution. If the decrease in standard deviation

is divided by the increase in computation time, only the change from 160x120 to

320x240 improved the efficiency. Therefore the latter resolution was subsequently used

for all model runs and for setting up the look-up-table.

From these tests it can be concluded that the digital sampling (aliasing) effect has no

important implications for heights up to 200. However the sampling error introduced by

looking at a specific canopy arrangement at a height of 25 can be relevant on some

occasions. This error would be expected to decrease for off-nadir view zenith angles as

the imaged canopy area increases.

An evaluation of the kind of error included in the output values due to the specific leaf

positioning and tilting as a function of view zenith angle used was also carried out. Five

replicate runs were made by changing each time the random number generator seeds

Fig. 3.6. Effect of increasing image resolution in the POV model output
on the standard deviation of calculated image fractions. Results are from
10 replicates per each image resolution. Camera_height=200; all other
parameters as in Table 3.4.
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and using four contrasting canopy types: low LAI planophile (LAI=1,

X_parameter=0.5), low LAI erectophile (LAI=1, X_parameter=2), high LAI planophile

(LAI=4, X_parameter=0.5) and high LAI erectophile (LAI=4, X_parameter=2), while

all other parameters were as those in Table 3.4. The variability in the image fractions

output was evaluated by examining the 95% confidence intervals of the 5 runs. The

results (Fig. 3.7) show that the confidence error bars obtained are usually quite small.

The model outputs are shown here as the fraction of each image component viewed

from zenith angles ranging from –60° to +60°, at 5° intervals along the sun principal

plane. The convention used for these plots (and throughout this thesis) is that negative

view zenith angles are in the backward scattering direction. Apparently there is no clear

Fig. 3.7. Image fraction trends for 4 contrasting canopy types with their associated 95%
confidence bars.
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relationship between the error size and the view zenith angle, showing no effect of the

substantial increase (up to 102%) in imaged canopy area going from the nadir to ±60°.

This is in contrast to the expected higher variance at view angles close to nadir.

Using a wider camera FOV (e.g. 32° which is the FOV of the Dycam ADC used in the

measurements), the imaged area is sufficiently large to minimize the sampling error at

camera heights over 30 as shown by the tests reported in Fig. 3.8, where a camera FOV

of 32° was used. Above a height of 30 no relevant differences appear between image

fraction curves obtained at different heights.

Changing the camera height and FOV will affect not only the sampling error due to the

larger imaged area. It will also have consequences on the shape of the image fraction

curves, especially by influencing the “hot spot” peak observed. The hotspot only occurs

where the view zenith angle and zun zenith angle coincide and the relative azimuth

Fig. 3.8. Effect of varying camera height on the simulated image fractions. Camera_height values
of 20, 30, 50, 75 and 100. Other model parameters were: SZA= -40°; LAI=1; X_parameter=1;
nlsz=0.04; Camera_FOV=32°. Negative VZA correspond to the backscattering direction.
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angle (between the light source and the viewer) is zero. However for a finite field of

view and a point light source, only the centre of the image would correspond exactly to

the hot spot, while effectively the other points in the image are at different view zenith

and azimuth angles.  In Fig. 3.9 the effect of increasing the field of view from 6° to 30°

at a camera height of 100 is shown.

While it is evident that the hotspot peak is gradually smoothed out as the FOV

increases, it is also apparent that at narrow FOVs a sampling error is introduced. It is

also interesting to note that at wider FOVs the fraction of sunlit foliage is gradually

increased and the fraction of sunlit soil is decreased while such an effect does not

appear in the shaded leaves and soil fractions. A possible explanation could be

Fig. 3.9. Effect of varying the parameter Camera_FOV on the simulated image fractions.
Other model parameters were: SZA= -40°; LAI=1; X_parameter=1; nlsz=0.06;
Camera_height=100. Negative VZA correspond to the backscattering direction.
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associated with the joint probabilities of seeing sunlit gaps through the canopy which

could decrease by including a wider range of view zenith angles as a result of using a

wider FOV.

3.2.2.2. Sensitivity to canopy parameters

The model needs to be sensitive to variation in canopy parameter values if it is to be of

use in the retrieval of these parameters from model inversion. Outside the range of

parameter values within which the model responds with sufficient sensitivity it will not

be possible to recover useful information from the inversion.

Response to LAI:

The global sensitivity of the model output to changes in the LAI  parameter is shown in

Fig. 3.10 for simulations carried out with parameter values as reported in Table 3.5.

Fig. 3.10. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the LAI  parameter. All other
parameter values are as in Table 3.5.
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By increasing the LAI from 0.5 to 5, the fraction of shaded foliage increases for all the

view zenith angles along the principal plane, but the relative increase is inversely

proportional to LAI. The fraction of shaded soil viewed from different angles increases

with LAI up to a value of 1.5 and subsequently decreasing.

The smallest change, i.e. the least sensitivity, for the shaded foliage fraction occurs at

the “hotspot”, i.e. where illumination and view zenith angles coincide. If an

infinitesimally narrow field of view were used, no shadows should be observed at this

point as it would be hidden behind sunlit leaves for a view direction aligned with the

illumination one. However, as previously mentioned, this does not happen in the

simulations because of the finite field of view (6º) used for the camera. The sensitivity

to LAI appears higher in the forward scattering direction, i.e. when the viewer is

looking towards the light source, than for the backward direction, since it seems to be

increasing by moving away from the hotspot. Conversely both the leaf and soil sunlit

fractions show the highest sensitivity for view zenith angles close to the “hotspot”. At

small LAIs image fractions seem fairly sensitive to the variation of this parameters, but

for LAIs greater than 3.5 the differences disappear. In the sunlit soil fraction for LAI

Parameter Value
Camera_FOV 6°
Camera_height 200
canopy_displ 1
canopy_height 6
LAI 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4; 4.5; 5
nlsz 0.06
plot_size 50
RAA 0°
SZA 40°
VZA -60°  to  +60° with 5° steps
X_parameter 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 2; 3; 4

Table 3.5. Parameter values used for the POV model 
LAI and X sensitivity analysis
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values smaller than 3 it is possible to discriminate the effect of changing LAI values,

while beyond this value curves tend to zero and become hardly distinguishable.

The decreasing sensitivity at higher LAI values, most evident in the sunlit fractions

could be attributed to a phenomenon of saturation occurring after complete “canopy

closure”, since the limit where mainly the uppermost layer of the canopy is visible will

be gradually reached and for example the fraction of sunlit leaves will tend to converge

to what is expected for the given leaf angle distribution. It must be noted that this

analysis is essentially wavelength independent. However the magnitude of the response

might be modulated by the chosen wavelength, due to its influence on the contrast

between different image components. For example it is expected that in the NIR band

the contrast between shaded and sunlit leaves will be decreased by the higher multiple

scattering as compared to the visible band. Conversely, in the visible band, the contrast

between soil and foliage fraction is expected to be less than for the NIR band.

Response to leaf angle distribution (X_parameter):

The sensitivity to changes in the leaf angle distribution is shown in Fig. 3.11 for a

canopy with a LAI value of 1. In these simulations the X_parameter varied between

0.125 to 4. This corresponds to changing from a prevailingly planophile

(X_parameter<1) to a more erectophile (X_parameter >1) canopy type.
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The sensitivity of the modelled image fractions to changes in the X_parameter is

strongly dependent on the view zenith angle. The foliage fractions have a high

sensitivity towards the extreme view zenith angles in the forward scattering direction. In

general the sunlit fractions seem to show higher sensitivity to X_parameter especially

around the nadir view angle. The fraction of sunlit leaves seems the most sensitive to

changes in the X_parameter, with less sunlit foliage visible as the canopy becomes

more erectophile. Also the sunlit soil fraction is very sensitive, especially around the

nadir, while the minimum sensitivity appears at the hotspot angle.

The shaded fractions also show a complete lack of sensitivity at the hotspot angle and

also at a specific angle in the forward scattering direction (respectively 15° and 40° for

leaves or soil) where all the curves cross.

Fig. 3.11. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the X_parameter. LAI =1,  all other parameter
values are as in Table 3.5.
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Fig. 3.12. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the LAI parameter for SZA=20°. All other
parameter values are as in Table 3.5.

Fig. 3.13. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the X_parameter at SZA=20°. All other
parameter values are as in Table 3.5.
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Thus the sensitivity to both LAI and X_parameter changes seems to be strongly

influenced by the position of the hotspot peak and it is therefore expected to change

with sun zenith angle. In Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 the sensitivity to LAI and X_parameter

variation respectively are shown for a sun zenith angle of 20°. Comparing these figures

with the corresponding ones obtained at a  SZA of 40° (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9), we receive a

clear confirmation of the view angle sensitivity dependence on hotspot position, and of

the importance of the sunlit fraction data as compared with the shaded fraction.

The other canopy parameter which is likely to influence the shape of the fraction curves

is the leaf size parameter nlsz. In Fig. 3.14 the effect of changes of the nlsz parameter

value on image fractions is shown.

Fig. 3.14. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the nlsz parameter. LAI=1 and X_parameter=1. All
other parameter values are as in Table 3.5.
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It appears that by increasing leaf size we obtain a smoothing out of the hotspot peak for

the leaf fractions, while instead a more pronounced hotspot peak appears in the soil

fractions. This confirms Kuusk’s observations that the magnitude and angular width of

the ‘hotspot’ feature are influenced by average leaf size (Kuusk, 1994; Kuusk, 1995a).

However our model is less sensitive to variation of the leaf size parameter (nlsz) than to

variation in LAI or the X_parameter, for the range of values normally found in crop

canopies. In later applications of the model (inversion) it was considered that the nlsz

parameter was known a priori and no attempt was made to retrieve it from

measurements. Furthermore Fig. 3.14  shows that given the modest sensitivity of the

model to this parameter except for the hotspot VZA, its retrieval from model inversion

would probably have been difficult.

To conclude, it can be affirmed that sensitivity analysis to canopy parameters provides

essential information on the possibility than the inversion of the model can yield

meaningful results.

Figures 3.10 to 3.13 illustrate clearly that the information content of the different

illumination fractions is strongly dependent on both sun and view angles. The observed

relationships between view zenith angle and model sensitivity should provide some

guidance on the optimal sampling choice when only a limited number of view zenith

angles can be used. In addition, the contrasting directional dependence of sensitivity

between shaded and sunlit fractions suggests that different weights could be attributed

to these model outputs in the merit function based on the relative distance from the

hotspot angle.
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3.2.2.3. Tests with non random leaf distribution models

Modified versions of the model were written, in order to evaluate the potential effect of

non-random leaf distributions on the retrieval of canopy parameters through the

inversion procedure.

Two different leaf distributions were tested. In the first (Listing L6 in Appendix 3)

leaves are regularly arranged in a series of horizontal layers of 0.25 LAI each. The

leaves are regularly spaced in the horizontal directions by placing them at the

intersection points of a grid, but a random variation (±0.4) in the horizontal plane

coordinates is added in order to avoid excessive masking between leaves of different

stacked layers from the nadir. The tilting of the leaves is kept as in the original model,

i.e. constraining the leaf normal vectors inside spheroids of specified semi-axis ratio as

defined by the X_parameter. Only LAIs which are multiples of 0.5 can be used with this

model. Moreover canopy depth increases with LAI as more layers are added.

In a second regular leaf distribution model (Listing L7 in Appendix 3) the leaves are

placed in 4 stacked horizontal layers with leaf centre coordinates corresponding to grid

intersection points. However in each subsequent horizontal layer along the vertical axis

the grid is offset respect to previous underlying layers thus evenly filling the canopy

space. LAI is equally distributed between the horizontal layers and the number of leaves

present in each layer is computed from LAI values. The height and depth of the canopy

is kept the same as that used for the model with a random leaf distribution. All other

canopy parameters, e.g. leaf angle distribution, are as in the previous models. The

results of the tests carried out using these two models are reported in the section which

deals with the assessment of the robustness of the inversion procedure. The implications

of non random leaf distribution on the inversion of the random canopy model were

studied using these two models and are reported in a later section.
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Additionally a row version of the model was developed (Listing L8 in Appendix 3) in

which leaves are arranged to simulate a crop row structure. The number of leaves to be

included in each row is computed from the specified values of leaf area index, nlsz,

canopy depth as well as row and the interrow widths, by considering LAI as the average

leaf area per unit of total ground. Row length is constrained inside a square defined by

the plot size parameter as in other model versions. Row angle to the view plane is

defined by two parameters: the first one (orient) specifies whether the base orientation

is parallel or perpendicular to the view plane, while the second (row_orient) modifies

the row angle in the range 0° to 45° respect to the base direction.

The number of  leaves per row varies according to row length, which in turn depends on

row angle to the plot sides. Row structure leaf distribution is achieved by constraining

the spatial coordinates of the leaves within row volumes defined by row width and

canopy minimum and maximum heights (i.e. parallepipeds). The list of parameters of

this version of the model is reported in Table 3.6.
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In addition to its use to assess the effect on retrieval of LAI and X_parameter by the

LUT inversion procedure, reported in the relevant section, this model was also useful in

examining the effect of row structure on the frequency distribution of image fraction

components. This is an important issue related to field multiangular sampling of row

crops. The results obtained from these preliminary test are reported here below.

The effect of varying field of view in the row canopy model is shown in Fig. 3.15 using

parameter values listed in Table 3.7. This shows an apparent oscillation of recovered

image fractions as FOV changes, i.e. there is a similarity between curves at 5° at 15°

and between curves at 10° and 20° FOV.

Table 3.6. Parameters of the row POV-ray model
Name Description

Camera_FOV Horizontal field of view of the virtual camera [degrees]

Camera_height Distance of the view point from the soil at the centre of the plot [relative POV 
units]

canopy_displ Minimum height of the canopy above the soil [relative POV units]

canopy_height Maximum height of the canopy above the soil [relative POV units]

LAI Leaf area index [unitless]

interrow Distance between two succesive rows [relative POV units]

nlsz Normalized leaf size [unitless]

orient Orientation of the rows. Only valid values are: 0=perpendicular or 1= parallel to 
view plane

plot_size Length of one side of the canopy plot [relative POV units]

RAA Relative azimuth angle between camera and sun planes [degrees]

row_width  Width of the canopy rows [relative POV units]

row_or Row angle to view plane [degrees]. Range [0-1]: 0=parallel or perpendicular to 
view plane as specified by "orient" parameter. 1= 45° relative to view plane.

SZA Sun zenith angle [degrees]

VZA View zenith angle [degrees]

X_parameter Leaf angle distribution parameter [unitless]
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Fig. 3.15. Sensitivity of image fractions to changes in the Camera_FOV for the row canopy model .
All other parameter values are as in Table 3.7.

Name Value

Camera_FOV 5°; 10°; 15°; 20°
Camera_height 100
canopy_height 5.5
LAI 1
interrow 7.5
nlsz 0.06
orient 0*

plot_size 50
RAA 0
row_width 4
row_or 0*

SZA 40°
VZA  -60  to +60°
X_parameter 1

* rows perpendicular to the view plane

Table 3.7. Parameter values used in the 
tests with the row version of the POV-ray 
model
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However this can be easily explained by calculating the fraction of rows and interrows

viewed at the different FOVs for this arrangement of rows perpendicular to the view

plane. These are reported in Table 3.8 for a nadir view angle, only considering footprint

on the ground and ignoring any masking between rows due to the perspective camera

projection used.

This example highlights the problem of the bias that can occur in any measurement on

row structure canopies. A bias will occur whenever the field of view does not contain an

exact multiple of whole rows (row plus interrow). This depends on the camera position,

FOV and height as well as on canopy interrow distance, canopy height and row azimuth

angle to the view plane. In addition the bias changes in a complicated manner as a

function of view zenith angles, as shown in Fig. 3.16 in which the bias was estimated

as:

Bias = Abs(Ro-Rr)/Rr                                                      (3.5)

where Ro is the number of rows included in the field of view rounded up to an integer

value and Rr the number of rows actually included in the field of view.

Horizontal FOV 
(degrees)

Fraction 
rows

Fraction 
interrows

5° 0.39 0.61
10° 0.53 0.47
15° 0.39 0.61
20° 0.55 0.45

Table 3.8. Calculated fractions cover of rows and
interrows included in the field of view (FOV) for a
nadir view zenith angle. Row model with
parameters as listed in in Table 3.7 was used.
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Here the FOV on the top of the canopy is considered, but the effect of relative masking

between rows is ignored. It is evident that for the arrangement considered here (i.e. rows

perpendicular to the view plane and other parameters as reported in the figure caption)

that at some camera FOVs, the bias is not zero at any VZA. In these cases, replicated

measurements are needed to obtain an appropriate sampling of the canopy. A thorough

investigation on the number of samples required for nadir measurements on row crops is

reported in Daughtry et al. (1982). Also from our results it is apparent that, in general,

bias tends to decrease with wider FOVs and camera height. Careful consideration of this

effect is needed in the choice of the appropriate multiangular measurement set-up for

row crops.

3.2.3. Inversion procedure

In order to use the model to estimate canopy structure parameters from measurements, it

has to be inverted. However, because of the computer time required for each model run,

Fig. 3.16. View angle dependance of estimated bias in the sampling
of a row canopy as a function of camera field of view. Camera
height = 200, canopy height = 6, interrow distance = 5.313. At
nadir camera focal point is on the vertical of a row centre. Rows
perpendicular to the view plane.
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iterative optimisation techniques usually employed for the inversion of faster radiative

transfer models, are unsuitable in practice.

A look-up-table (LUT) approach (Knyazikhin et al., 1998b; Weiss et al., 2000) was

therefore used for the model inversion. This procedure is accomplished by storing

model outputs for a large numbers of simulations using a range of canopy parameter

values in a table. The inversion is then reduced to the search for the best fit between

measurements and model outputs included in the table and the retrieval of the

corresponding set of parameter values. The size of the LUT is determined by the range

of the model input parameters used and their sampling density. The larger the LUT size

the greater are the possibilities of retrieving accurate parameter values. Since it is

impossible to include in the LUT model runs all the possible (or physically meaningful)

parameter values, some strategy has to be used in order to minimize the LUT size while

still allowing a satisfactory coverage of all the possible canopy realizations. One option

is to use a priori knowledge of the kind of vegetation to be simulated. In this way it is

possible to establish the range of meaningful canopy parameter values. Then a sampling

of the parameter space according to some specific statistical distribution can be carried

out and the sampling density chosen according for example to model sensitivity analysis

results. Alternatively a regular grid of parameter values within the predefined ranges

can be used.  This allows one to cover evenly the range of parameter values encountered

in the real canopy. An advantage of the latter approach is that a LUT obtained by a

coarse sampling of parameter space can be upgraded easily by filling in additional runs

with parameter values intermediate between grid points.
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Our LUT was based on a regular sampling of the parameter ranges typical of a

herbaceous crop canopy (such as for example potato). The input parameter values used

are reported in Table 3.9, therefore the LUT contained 18,000 elements.

Processed model outputs, consisting of the four image fractions (sunlit and shaded

leaves and soil) for each view angle, were added to the LUT. To solve the inverse

problem, the LUT is searched and the mean squared difference (MSD) between

measurements (x) and model (y) is minimised to provide an indication of the fit:
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where n is the number of view zenith angles and q is the number of image fractions

considered (the latter is typically 4: sunlit and shaded foliage and sunlit and shaded

soil).

This MSD is therefore equivalent to the merit function that has to be minimized in

numerical optimization inversion techniques. Other functions than the MSD can be used

to evaluate the difference between measured and model data, such as absolute or

relative root mean square error. The absolute root mean square error (RMSE) is

Parameter Value

Camera_FOV 6°
Camera_height 200
canopy_displ 1
canopy_height 6
LAI 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4; 4.5; 5
nlsz 0.06
plot_size 50
RAA 0°
SZA 20°  to  60° with 5° steps
VZA -60°  to  +60° with 5° steps
X_parameter 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 2; 3; 4

Table 3.9. Parameter values used in the POV model for 
the generation of the LUT
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functionally equivalent to the square root of the MSD reported above, offering therefore

no additional advantage other than the fact of expressing the results in the same units as

measurements and model outputs.  The relative root mean square error *RMSE:
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(where all the symbols are the same as Eq. 3.6), in comparison to absolute RMSE does

not put an emphasis on the largest absolute differences between measurements and

model.

The functions reported above give equal weight to all view zenith angle values, though

the results outlined above showed that model sensitivity to canopy parameters varies

greatly according to view angle, especially in relation to the “hotspot”. Therefore an

additional possibility is that of giving less or more weight to view zenith angles close to

the hotspot. For example the MSD would become:
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where w is a weight factor which can be changed according to the VZA. In the tests done

here, a w value of 1 was used for all the VZAs except those within ± 20° of the SZA for

which w=1.5 was used, in order to increase the weight of hotspot view angle

measurements. As an alternative the converse was also tested, giving more weight

(w=1.5) to VZAs away from the hotspot.

It is difficult to evaluate objectively the advantage of the use of one or the other

functions mentioned above. The criterion used here was based on the assessment of the

fit between direct LAI measured on potato canopies and estimated from the model LUT
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inversion procedure, evaluated using the absolute RMSE. The results are reported in

detail in section 4.3.2.2.

The inversion procedure was employed to retrieve only two canopy parameters, LAI and

X_parameter. It is reasonable to assume that all the parameters related to illumination

and sensor configuration are known a priori. The only other model parameter that

needed be provided is nlsz, since other parameters such as canopy height can be

adjusted by using this nlsz as a scaling factor. It was shown above that the model has a

limited sensitivity to variation in nlsz, therefore variation of this parameter on the model

output should not have large consequences on the retrieval of LAI and X_parameter.

The LUT search algorithm (Listing L9 in Appendix 3) limited the search of the best fit

to the closest matching sun zenith angle. It first rounded up the measured SZA to the

nearest 5°, then searched the LUT and for each set in which the LUT and measurement

SZAs matched, returned the MSD and the corresponding model parameter values found

in the LUT. Observations were made only in the solar plane to exploit the maximum

variation in BRDF. Sets of 25 view zenith angles (-60° to +60° with steps of 10°) were

considered an adequate angular sampling for the LUT.

The choice of the camera_FOV was based on the characteristics of the sensor used.

Maximum camera height was chosen in relation to the model plot size parameter which

was limited in order to keep computing within reasonable limits. The value of the nlsz

chosen was based on direct measurements carried out on potato canopies. Assuming

that potato leaflets could be approximated by an ellipse, leaf radius was computed for a

circle of area equivalent to the ellipses calculated from measured leaflet maximum

widths and lengths. From real canopy measurements, nlsz values of 0.04-0.06 were

considered appropriate for the potato crop.
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Once the LUT has been searched and the fit between measurements and model values

has been assessed using one of the functions reported above, an important issue is the

choice of which values to select as best fit in order to retrieve the corresponding

parameter values. In our procedure two parameters are retrieved simultaneously, LAI

and X_parameter, so that the inversion results can be thought as a 3-D grid. The

simplest approach, i.e. selecting the single best value, may miss the true minimum

because of the quantized nature of the LUT grid. The inversion results, i.e. the grid

points, can be considered as part an error surface (e.g. Fig. 3.17).

Fig. 3.17. Representation of the LUT inversion results from mean square difference between
measurements and model (points). A surface was fitted using the LOESS technique with
bandwith=0.6 and polynomial degree of 5.
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The problem is then how to determine the coordinates of the minimum point of that

surface. For this purpose O’Dwyer (1999) developed a piecewise linear inversion

method, based on a fusion of a discrete look up table approach and a linear modelling

technique. Weiss et al. (2000), used the median of the retrieved parameter values of a

number of “closest matches”. They showed that the RMSE between actual and

estimated LAI was affected by the number of cases selected, with an optimum at around

50.

This second approach was tested here by using the median and the mean of the first 5,

10, 15, 20 and 25 best fit values. The results are reported in section 4.3.2.2.

A simple alternative can be the interpolation of the error surface. This corresponds

effectively to resampling the grid using a finer mesh. Many algorithms and techniques

are available for this purpose, including distance-weighted averaging, polynomial

fitting, and universal kriging. These make use of different weighting functions and

search methods of the points surrounding the ones to be interpolated. After visual

inspection of the fit results, a method based on the LOESS (Cleveland and Devlin,

1988) locally weighted polynomial regression was chosen. At each point in the data set

a polynomial is fit to a subset of the data, with explanatory variable values near the

point whose response is being estimated. The polynomial is fit using weighted least

squares, giving more weight to points near the point whose response is being estimated

and less weight to points further away. The value of the regression function for the point

is then obtained by evaluating the local polynomial using the explanatory variable

values for that data point. The subsets of data used for each weighted least squares fit in

LOESS are determined by a nearest neighbours algorithm. A user-specified input to the

procedure called the "bandwidth" determines the fraction of the data used to fit each

local polynomial. The weight function used was the tri-cube weight function.
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Preliminary tests using measured LAI in potato showed that a bandwidth value of 0.6

and with a polynomial degree of 5 gave the best results (Fig. 3.17). Detailed results are

given in section 4.3.2.2.  This operation was implemented using SigmaPlot 2001

Version 7.0 (SPSS Inc.) 3-D data smoothing procedure after transformation of the error

function (e.g. MSD) values using base 10 logarithms.

3.2.3.1. Assessment of the robustness of the LUT inversion procedure

Before using the actual measurements for the model inversion, a series of tests were

carried out to assess in a systematic way the robustness of the LUT inversion procedure.

Test n.1: parameter values not included in the LUT.

In this first test, the same model as used to generate the LUT was employed in the direct

mode, but using input parameter values (Table 3.10) not included in the LUT grid.

The closeness of the fit between the retrieved parameters values and the ones used in the

direct mode was assessed. This was done graphically, using contour plots (using

SigmaPlot 2001 Version 7.0, SPSS Inc.) of the mean squared difference associated with

the retrieval of LAI and X_parameter. Additionally the absolute RMSE for a number n

of simulations was calculated using Equation 3.4.

Parameter Value
Camera_FOV 6°
Camera_height 200
canopy_displ 1
canopy_height 6
LAI 0.75; 2.75; 4.75
nlsz 0.06
plot_size 50
RAA 0°
SZA 43°; 53°
VZA -60°  to  +60° with 5° steps
X_parameter 0.3; 1.3; 2.3

Table 3.10. Parameter values used in the POV model for 
LUT robustness test n.1 and n.2
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It is evident that in this test the inversion can never retrieve the exact parameter values,

since they are not included in the LUT, but an indication of the robustness of the

inversion procedure would be provided by the distance between parameter values from

the direct and the inverse modes and by the occurrence of global and not local minima.

The results showed that a unique area of solution was always found for both LAI and

X_parameter though on some occasions the area of best fit was rather large as shown in

Fig. 3.18.

Fig. 3.18. Results of test for LUT robustness n.1: inversion of model runs using the canopy parameter values
not included in the LUT (reported above each plot, other parameters as in Table 3.9). The results of the fit for
the retrieval of the LAI and X parameter are shown here as filled contour plots. The mean square difference
(MSD) values (on the z-axis) were log transformed. The colour scale goes from blue to red, where red
corresponds to the best fit (lowest MSD values).
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Changing the sun zenith angle between 43° and 53° did not change the results. The

precision of the estimated parameters is affected by the values of the other parameters

with estimates of X_parameter being particularly broad at low LAI.

The overall absolute RMSE for the n=18 tests was lower for retrieval of LAI than for

X_parameter, indicating that estimation of LAI was more robust (Table 3.11).

The interpolation of the error surface grid using the LOESS polynomial regression (as

described in section 3.2.3) yielded better estimates than the use of the single best fit

values, while no advantage resulted from using the median of the 10 bets fitting grid

points.

SZA LAI X LAI X LAI X LAI X
43° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.50 0.84 0.42 1.00 0.50
43° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.73 1.68 0.75 0.88
43° 0.75 2.30 1.00 3.00 0.73 2.84 0.50 2.00
43° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.25 2.86 0.22 3.00 0.25
43° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.75 1.58 2.75 1.00
43° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.26 3.00 3.00
43° 4.75 0.30 5.00 0.25 4.33 0.22 4.25 0.25
43° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.55 1.38 4.50 1.00
43° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.50 3.00
53° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.50 0.84 0.32 1.00 0.50
53° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.73 1.68 0.75 1.50
53° 0.75 2.30 1.00 3.00 0.73 2.84 0.75 2.00
53° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.25 2.86 0.22 3.00 0.25
53° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.86 1.48 2.75 1.00
53° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.26 3.00 3.00
53° 4.75 0.30 5.00 0.25 4.33 0.22 4.00 0.19
53° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.55 1.38 4.50 1.00
53° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.50 2.50

RMSE (a) 0.250 0.392 0.166 0.239 0.289 0.363

(a) Root Mean Square Error (Equation 3.4)

Table 3.11. Results of LUT inversion procedure robustness tests n.1. Values retrieved as single best 
fit, 3-D LOESS interpolation and median of the 10 closest matching values.

Single best fit 
values

LOESS 
interpolation

Median of 10 best 
fit values

Parameter values retrieved from LUT in test n.1Parameter values used in the 
model direct mode runs
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Test n.2: effect of decreasing number of classes.

The second test that was carried out was aimed at investigating the effect of reducing

the number of image fractions used. This test was motivated by the fact that in some

measurements, such as those using the VIFIS system, sensor characteristics do not

allow the full classification of images into 4 classes.  For example, from VIFIS data,

sunlit and shaded soil were grouped together under the “soil” class, as it was not

possible to discriminate between these two categories. The test was performed using the

same parameter values used for test 1 (Table 3.10). The results showed that the ability

to retrieve the correct LAI and X_parameter values was not affected by decreasing the

image fractions classes to three and even to only two, i.e. vegetation and soil (Table

3.12 and 3.13).

SZA LAI X LAI X LAI X LAI X
43° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.50 0.84 0.42 1.00 0.50
43° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.73 1.68 0.75 1.00
43° 0.75 2.30 1.00 3.00 0.73 3.61 0.50 2.00
43° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.25 2.86 0.22 3.00 0.25
43° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.75 1.58 2.75 1.00
43° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.26 3.00 3.00
43° 4.75 0.30 4.50 0.25 4.33 0.22 4.50 0.25
43° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.55 1.38 4.50 1.00
43° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.50 2.50
53° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.50 0.84 0.32 1.00 0.50
53° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.73 2.26 0.75 1.50
53° 0.75 2.30 1.00 3.00 0.73 3.03 0.50 2.00
53° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.25 2.86 0.22 3.00 0.25
53° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.86 1.48 3.00 1.00
53° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.26 3.00 3.00
53° 4.75 0.30 5.00 0.25 4.33 0.22 4.25 0.25
53° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.55 1.38 4.50 1.00
53° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.50 2.50

RMSE (a) 0.250 0.392 0.166 0.440 0.250 0.318

(a) Root Mean Square Error (Equation 3.4)

Table 3.12. Results of LUT inversion procedure robustness experiment no.2 for 3 image fraction
classes. Values retrieved as single best fit, 3-D LOESS interpolation and median of the 10 closest
matching values.

Parameter values used in the 
model direct mode runs

Single best fit 
values

LOESS 
interpolation

Median of 10 best 
fit values

Parameter values retrieved from LUT in test n.2, using 3 classes
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When changing from 4 to 3 image fraction classes, the RMSE for the median of 10 best

fit values shows a small decrease, indicating better agreement with ‘measurements’, in

contrast to what expected. By looking at the retrieved LAI values it appears that this is

due to the two points corresponding to ‘measured’ LAI=4.75 and X_parameter=0.3.

Examination of the 10 best fit values for each of these cases reveals that differences in

the median are due to differences of single points among the 10 best fits. It is however

difficult to explain why these single points were closer to the right solution for 3 image

classes as compared to the use of 4 classes. After decreasing the class number to two,

the overall RMSE was unaffected for LAI, while it increased for the X_parameter. This

SZA LAI X LAI X LAI X LAI X
43° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.75 0.84 0.90 1.00 0.63
43° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.84 2.74 0.75 0.88
43° 0.75 2.30 1.00 4.00 0.73 2.84 0.50 1.50
43° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.13 2.98 0.42 3.25 0.63
43° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.75 1.58 2.75 1.00
43° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.35 3.00 3.00
43° 4.75 0.30 4.50 0.25 4.78 0.22 4.50 0.25
43° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.33 1.19 4.00 0.75
43° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.00 1.50
53° 0.75 0.30 1.00 0.75 0.84 0.90 1.00 0.63
53° 0.75 1.30 1.00 2.00 0.84 2.74 0.50 1.00
53° 0.75 2.30 1.00 4.00 0.73 2.84 0.50 1.50
53° 2.75 0.30 2.50 0.13 2.98 0.42 3.25 0.63
53° 2.75 1.30 2.50 1.00 2.75 1.58 2.75 1.00
53° 2.75 2.30 2.50 2.00 2.75 2.35 3.00 3.00
53° 4.75 0.30 4.50 0.25 4.78 0.22 4.50 0.25
53° 4.75 1.30 4.50 1.00 4.33 1.19 4.00 0.75
53° 4.75 2.30 4.50 2.00 4.78 2.26 4.00 1.50

RMSE (a) 0.250 0.665 0.166 0.562 0.429 0.528
(a) Root Mean Square Error (Equation 3.4)

Table 3.13. Results of LUT inversion procedure robustness experiment no.2 for 2 image fraction
classes. Values retrieved as single best fit, 3-D LOESS interpolation and median of the 10 closest
matching values.

LOESS 
interpolation

Median of 10 best 
fit values

Parameter values retrieved from LUT in test n.2, using 
2 classes

Parameter values used in the 
model direct mode runs

Single best fit 
values
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can be explained considering the different sensitivity between LAI and X_parameters

and the different image fractions. In fact, at increasing LAI, both foliage fractions

(shaded and sunlit leaves) increase, while both soil fractions tend to decrease (Fig. 3.8).

Conversely for the X_parameter the highest sensitivity is shown for the sunlit fractions

(leaves and soil), while both shaded fractions are relatively insensitive. It is therefore

expected that by reducing the classes only to foliage and soil, some information useful

for the retrieval of the X_parameter would be lost.

LOESS interpolation of the grid provided better results than selection of the single best

fit in all cases. Conversely, the use of the median of the 10 best fit grid points did not

improve the estimates, particularly for the 2 classes case. Examination of the contour

plots of the fit surface (Fig 3.19) showed that the procedure consistently retrieved global

minima, but on decreasing the number of classes to two the area of solution was

sometimes not unique.

Fig. 3.19. Results of test for LUT robustness n.2: inversion of model runs using the canopy parameter values not
included in the LUT (reported above each plot, other parameters as in Table 3.9) and reducing image fractions to
three (shaded leaves, sunlit leaves and soil) or two classes (vegetation and soil). In the Z axis the mean square
difference (MSD) values are expressed using a logarithmic scale. The colour scale goes from blue to red, where
red corresponds to the best fit (lowest MSD values).
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Test n. 3: addition of random error

Measurements will invariably have some experimental error included, so a widely used

test for the robustness of model inversion procedure is that of simulating error by

adding random noise to modelled data. In this test a random error was added to the

model output obtained using parameter values listed in Table 3.14.

The random error had a standard (zero mean) Gaussian distribution and increasingly

higher standard deviation values of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5 and 1. The higher standard

deviation values considerably altered the pattern of the image fraction curves (Fig.

3.20).  Nevertheless the best fit values retrieved from the LUT search procedure

provided correct estimates for LAI and X_parameter, except for the cases with the

highest amount of random was noise added (Table 3.15).

Parameter Value
Camera_FOV 6°
Camera_height 200
canopy_displ 1
canopy_height 6
LAI 1
nlsz 0.06
plot_size 50
RAA 0°
SZA 30°
VZA -60°  to  +60° with 5° steps
X_parameter 1

Table 3.14. Parameter values used in the POV 
random leaf direct model run for LUT robustness 
test n.3 and 4.
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Standard deviation of 
Gaussian random noise

Measured 
LAI

Measured 
X

Estimated 
LAI

Estimated 
X

M.S.D.(a)

no noise 1.0 1.00 1.0 1.00 0.0000
0.01 1.0 1.00 1.0 1.00 0.0001
0.05 1.0 1.00 1.0 1.00 0.0028
0.1 1.0 1.00 1.0 1.00 0.0089
0.5 1.0 1.00 1.0 1.00 0.2512
1 1.0 1.00 1.0 0.75 0.8501
no noise 3.0 1.00 3.0 1.00 0.0000
0.01 3.0 1.00 3.0 1.00 0.0001
0.05 3.0 1.00 3.0 1.00 0.0024
0.1 3.0 1.00 3.0 1.00 0.0115
0.5 3.0 1.00 3.5 3.00 0.2275
1 3.0 1.00 1.5 0.13 1.1874

(a) Mean Squared Difference (Equation 3.6) associated with the fit.

Table 3.15. Single best fit values retrieved from the LUT grid search using model
output with parameter values listed in Table 3.14. and adding random noise with a
standard Gaussian distribution with the specified standard deviation.

Fig. 3.20. Effect of addition of random noise with a standard Gaussian distribution at increasing values of
standard deviation. The data for standard deviation=1 are not shown as many fell out of the scale.
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However the M.S.D. increased with higher levels of noise so that the surface of the fit

was gradually smoothed out (Fig. 3.21).

Test n.4: optimum view angle sampling.

In order to optimize the measurement procedure it is useful to know the optimal

combination and the minimum number of view zenith angles required to obtain a

sufficient accuracy in the retrieval of LAI and X_parameter. Ideally one would want to

test all possible combinations of view zenith angles, although this would result in an

exceedingly large number of tests. Therefore a sensible strategy would be that of

choosing the number of view zenith angles in relation to the nadir or even better to the

hotspot angle, as it was shown that model output sensitivity is related to the relative

position of the hotspot.

Fig 3.21. Results retrieved from the LUT search procedure using model output with parameter values listed in
Table 3.14 and adding random noise with a standard Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation
specified above each plot.
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Five different strategies of gradual reduction in the number of view zenith angles were

evalued here, starting from a complete set of 25 VZA (-60° to 60° at 5° intervals)

obtained from a model run with the parameters listed in Table 3.14 and with a Gaussian

random noise with a standard deviation of 0.05 added.

The number of view zenith angles used  in the different strategies is reported in Table

3.16.

The first strategy invoved reducing the number of VZAs but maintaining a balanced

sampling of view zenith angles. In the second strategy the off-nadir view angles were

gradually removed finally leaving only the nadir angle while the reverse was done in the

following  strategy where the angles to be gradually eliminated were those around nadir.

Similarly in the fourth strategy the angles far from the hotspot were gradually removed,

while conversely in the fifth strategy only the angles around the hotspot were gradually

removed.

The results for the best fits retrieved from the LUT, summarized in Table 3.17, reveal

that the inversion procedure is generally robust. Probably the best option for the

reduction of the number of view zenith angles is that of having a sparser but balanced

Strategy Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4
1. Sparser sampling

N. VZA 13 7 5 3
VZAs used -60° to 60°; 10° (*) -60° to 60°; 20° -60° to 60°; 30° -60° to 60°; 60°

2. Converging to nadir
N. VZA 17 9 5 1
VZAs used -40° to 40°; 5° -20° to 20°; 5° -10° to 10°; 5° only 0° (nadir)

3. Excluding nadir
N. VZA 18 10 6 2
VZAs used ±60° to ±20°; 5° ±60° to  ±40°; 5° ±60° to ±50°; 5° ±60°

4. Converging to hotspot (30°)
N. VZA 13 9 5 1
VZAs used 60° to 0°; 5° 50° to 10°; 5° 40° to 20°; 5° only 30° (hotspot)

5. Excluding hotspot (30°)
N. VZA 13 9 5 1
VZAs used 60° to 40°; 20° to  -60°; 5° 60°to 55°; +5° to  -60°; 5° -10° to -60°; 5° -30° to -60°; 5°

(*) the three values indicate respectively initial and final VZA and the interval between succesive VZAs

Table 3.16. Strategies used for the gradual reduction of number of view zenith angles (VZ) in LUT 
inversion  robustness test n.4. Starting number of VZAs was 25 (-60° ÷ 60°; 5° interval).
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sampling as in strategy 1, in which the estimated values were always correct and the

associated M.S.D. generally low.

These results also show that if only 1 VZA is available then either the hotspot angle or

the nadir angle only would be the best choice, though the latter would be preferable

because of self-shadowing problems for hotspot measurements in the field. It is unclear

why adding a few view angles around the hotspot or the nadir decreased the accuracy of

the fit and wrong parameter values were sometimes retrieved.

Strategy of reduction 
on the number of 
VZAs

n. VZAs 
used

Estimated 
LAI

Estimated 
X M.S.D.(a)

Starting data 25 3 1 0.0024

Strategy1 13 3 1 0.0025
Sparser sampling 7 3 1 0.0030

5 3 1 0.0028
3 3 1 0.0044

Strategy2 17 3 1 0.0017
Converging to nadir 11 2.5 0.125 0.0082

7 3 4 0.0190
1 3 1 0.0017

Strategy3 18 3 1 0.0026
Excluding nadir 10 3 1 0.0035

6 2.5 1 0.0035
2 4 0.75 0.0051

Strategy4 13 2.5 0.75 0.0020
Converging to hotspot 9 2.5 0.5 0.0020

5 2 0.25 0.0008
1 3 1 0.0001

Strategy5 22 3 1 0.0027
Excluding hotspot 16 3 1 0.0026

11 3 1 0.0028
7 3.5 0.75 0.0031
3 4 0.75 0.0039

(a) Mean Squared Difference (Equation 3.6) associated with the fit.

Table 3.17. Single best fit results for test n.4: gradual reduction of view zenith
angles according to 5 different strategies (see Table 3.16)
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Test n. 5: use of regular leaf distribution model n.1 (listing L6 in Appendix 3)

A possible explanation of the overall good results obtained in the previous tests could

be due to the fact that the same model was used both in the direct and the inverse mode.

Therefore we assessed the effects on inversion of the use of a substantially modified

canopy description in the direct mode. In this version the model used was the one

described earlier (Listing L6 in Appendix 3) in which the leaves were regularly

positioned inside layers of 0.5 LAI each.

The simulations were carried out using LAI values of 1 and 3 in combination with

X_parameter values of 0.25, 1 and 3. The SZA was kept at 45° and all other parameters

were as in Table 3.10.

The results of the fit were quite good: the single best fit values retrieved were correct for

LAI in all occasions (Table 3.18) although the X_parameter was retrieved less

successfully.

LAI X LAI X MSD(a)

1 0.25 1 0.125 3.7E-05
1 1 1 0.75 9E-05
1 3 1 3 1.1E-05
3 0.25 3 0.125 1.3E-05
3 1 3 0.75 1E-05
3 3 3 3 4.4E-06

RMSE (b) 0.000 0.161

(a) Mean Squared Difference (Equation 3.6)
(b) Root Mean Square Error (Equation 3.4)

Parameter 
values used in 

the model direct 
mode runs

Parameter values 
retrieved from LUT in 

test n.4

Table 3.18. Results of LUT inversion
procedure robustness tests n.5: regular leaf
distribution model n.1 (Listing L6 in
Appendix 3). Single best fit values retrieved
and their associated MSD(a)
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Test n.6:  use of regular leaf distribution model n. 2 (listing L7 in Appendix 3)

In this test the model used in the direct mode was the one reported in listing L7 in

Appendix 3, in which leaves have a regular distribution. The runs were made using the

parameters listed in Table 3.19.

The results (Fig. 3.22) show that for low LAIs up to a value of 2 the estimates were

correct (overlapping of points).

Fig. 3.22. Comparison between best fit LAI values retrieved
from LUT and used in the direct mode for 3 different
X_parameter values, using regular leaf distribution model n.2
(listing L7 in Appendix 3). Other parameter values used are
listed in Table 3.19.

Name Value
Camera_FOV 20°; 40°
Camera_height 50
canopy_height 5.5
LAI 1; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5
nlsz 0.04
plot_size 50
RAA 0
SZA 40°
ViewZenAngle  -60  to +60°
X_parameter 0.25; 1; 3

Table 3.19. Parameter values used in the 
tests with the regular leaf distribution 
model n.2 (listing L7 in Appendix 3).
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At higher LAI values the estimates were correct for the spherical leaf angle distribution,

while the retrieved values were overestimated for the erectophile and even more so for

the planophile leaf angle distribution. The X_parameter retrieval was wrong in most

cases even when the LAI was estimated correctly. These results and those of the

following test show that when the assumption of random leaf distribution are violated

(as often happens in real canopies) the accuracy in the estimation of LAI can worsen

considerably.

Test n. 7: use of row leaf distribution model (listing L8 in Appendix 3)

One of the most unrealistic assumptions of the model used for the generation of the

LUT is that of a random leaf distribution, though real plant canopies tend to exibit some

Fig. 3.23.  Effect of varying the relative view zenith angle between row direction and view plane in the
row canopy model (listing L8 in Appendix 3). Other parameter values were: SZA= 20°; LAI=1;
X_parameter=1; nlsz=0.04; camera_FOV=32; camera_height=50; Plot_size=50  ; RAA=0
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degree of clumping. In row crops the canopy is discontinuous in early development

stages and sometimes even later. The effect of using simulated data from a model with a

row structure was investigated, by using the model reported in listing L8 in Appendix 3.

Since there appeared to be a considerable effect due to the azimuth angle of the rows

relative to the view plane (Fig. 3.23), it was decided to test this effect on the parameter

retrieval though the LUT at different combinations of SZA, LAI and X_parameter values

(Table 3.20).

The values retrieved as best fit tended increasingly to underestimate LAI while going

from rows perpendicular to parallel to the view plane (Fig. 3.24).  In the latter case there

was a complete failure of the model inversion to retrieve either LAI or X_parameter.

Name Value
Camera_FOV 20°; 40°
Camera_height 50
canopy_height 5.5
LAI 1; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5
interrow 5.313
nlsz 0.04
orient 0; 0.5; 1
plot_size 50
RAA 0
row_width 2
row_or 0; 1
SZA 40°
ViewZenAngle  -60  to  +60°
X_parameter 0.5; 1; 1.5

Table 3.20. Parameter values used in the 
tests with the row leaf distribution model
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Fig. 3.24.  Comparison between best fit LAI values retrieved from LUT and used in the
direct mode with the row canopy model (listing L8 in appendix 3) for different relative
azimuth angles  between row direction and view plane. Other parameter values used are
listed in Table 3.20.
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3.3. Conclusions

In this Chapter different approaches for the extraction of canopy structure information

from multiangle measurements have been described and tested. Canopy reflectance

models can be inverted using numerical optimization techniques as already reported by

several authors. Preliminary tests of the inversion of the models PROKUUSK and

PROSAIL reported in this Chapter, using synthetic data, show that good results can be

obtained by limiting the retrieval to only the canopy structure parameters. It was evident

however, that the algorithm chosen for the optimization, the downhill simplex method

(Press et al., 1986) was extremely sensitive to the starting values provided for the

initialization, as well as to the amount of error added to the data.

This kind of model inversion is suitable for the extraction of canopy structure

information from multiangular BRF data, such as those obtained from a

spectroradiometer or from extracting average spectra from VIFIS images.

An alternative approach is that of exploiting more fully the information content of

multiangular canopy images, by classifying them into their component fractions (sunlit

or shaded leaves or soil). In order to retrieve canopy structure information from these

data, a simple ray tracing canopy model was developed, allowing the calculation of

these components for different viewing and illumination conditions.

The inversion of the latter model was performed by using a look-up-table (LUT)

approach.

Sensitivity analysis of the modelled image fractions to canopy structure parameters

showed a strongly dependency on the view zenith angle. Model output was sufficiently

sensitive to these parameters to allow their retrieval through inversion for LAI values up

to 5. The LUT-based inversion procedure was in general very robust as shown by

several tests performed. However for leaf distributions differing from the random
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distribution included in the model, particularly for row canopies, the inversion results

were worse than those obtained for a random distribution.
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Chapter 4

Experimental results

Multiangular data were obtained on plant canopies subject to water and nitrogen stress

using the equipment and techniques described in detail in Chapter 2. These data were

collected with the aim of extracting canopy structure information in order to relate it to

the presence of water and nitrogen stress. In summary they consisted of :

a) hyperspectral BRF data extracted from VIFIS images;

b) hyperspectral BRF data obtained using  the GER-1500 spectroradiometer;

c) classification results obtained from thresholding subsets of VIFIS images;

d) classification results obtained from supervised classification of Dycam ADC camera

images.

Data regarding points a), b) and c) above, were collected during field trials carried out at

Dundee (Scotland) while those regarding point d) were obtained during a field

experiment carried out at Viterbo (Italy) as reported in Chapter 2.

In this Chapter the results obtained from measurements carried out at both locations,

Dundee and Viterbo, are reported in the first two sections. At the beginning of each

section the results of ancillary data samplings on the crops are also briefly summarized.

In the third section of this Chapter, the multiangular data are used for the application of

model inversion procedures in order to obtain canopy structure information. A

discussion of the problems encountered and of the relative merits of the different

inversion procedures tested is included.
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4.1. Experiments carried out at Dundee

Multiangular data sets were acquired at Dundee using the VIFIS system on barley and

potato crops.  In both these crops two treatments, zero or full nitrogen fertilisation, had

been applied with the aim of providing differences in canopy structure. The analysis of

some ancillary data gathered on these crops is reported first, so that the effect of the

treatments on the canopy structure can be confirmed. The aim of the analysis of the

VIFIS data was, in the first instance, to evaluate the potential of the VIFIS as a system

to provide quantitative field-based multiangular data on crop canopies. In particular its

suitability for assessing canopy structure modifications such as those induced by water

and nitrogen stress. The GER-1500 spectroradiometer data were valuable to highlight

some problems in the spectra obtained using VIFIS. Secondarily an alternative approach

using classification of VIFIS images was attempted and the results obtained are reported

along with a discussion of the problems experienced.

4.1.1. Ancillary data results

As decribed in detail in Chapter 2, the field experiments carried out at Dundee involved

the imposition of nitrogen stress to spring barley and potato crops through the complete

suppression of nitrogen fertilisation, so that the only major nitrogen source for the

plants whould have been that resulting from the soil nitrogen and the mineralization of

soil organic matter. The aim of the treatments was that of obtaining substantial

modification of the canopy structure so that the ability of multiangular remote sensing

techniques to detect these differences might have been assessed.

Soil organic matter content was high in both plots where the spring barley and the

potato trials were carried out: respectively 4.4% and 5.6%. However, it was assumed

that the mineralization rate would have not kept up with the nitrogen uptake
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requirements of the crops. The data from plant samplings carried out on both crops

(reported here) would have revealed if this was the case.

The results of direct (destructive) plant samplings carried out on the plots are presented

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for spring barley and potato respectively.

The spring barley crop grown with full nitrogen fertilisation developed almost three

times more above-ground dry weight than the zero nitrogen crop. The nitrogen

treatment had the effect of greatly increasing tillering. The green leaf area index

(GLAI), the stem area index and the specific leaf area (SLA) were higher on the full N

plot, the latter indicates thinner leaves on the fertilised plot. The chlorophyll a+b content

expressed on a leaf area basis was also higher on the full N plot. When chlorophyll was

expressed on a ground area basis (canopy chlorophyll), the differences between the two

treatments were even more striking, as the full N had more than five times higher

canopy chlorophyll values than the unfertilised treatment.

The potato canopy also had a greater biomass in the fully fertilised plot. The total

above-ground dry weight was more than 70% greater in the full N than in the zero N

Stand density (tillers m-2) 449 ± 53.2 1037 ± 73.0 * *
Total above-ground biomass (g m-2) 42.6 ± 4.8 118.3 ± 11.6 * *
GLAI 0.4 ± 0.04 1.5 ± 0.15 * *
Stem AI 0.1 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.01 * *
SLA (cm2 g-1) 137.1 ± 4.7 165.6 ± 6.4 *
Chlorophyll a+b  (mg cm-2) 0.043 ± 0.005 0.055 ± 0.007 *
Canopy chlorophyll a+b  (mg m-2) 177.1 ± 20.4 905.7 ± 77.5 * *

(a) Results for unpaired t-test: * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no significant differences

Parameter

Table 4.1. Results of the sampling carried out on the Gourdie farm spring barley field trial on 
18/5/1999 (mean values ± std.err.)

Significance(a)Zero N Full N
Treatment
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plot at both harvest dates. Both leaf and stem biomass and green leaf area index (GLAI)

were also consistently higher in the fertilised treatment.

The specific leaf area (SLA) was slightly higher on the zero N plot, but the difference

was not significant. The chlorophyll concentration on a leaf area basis was higher

(P<0.01) on the full N treatment on the first sampling date, but it became lower on the

second sampling date (P<0.05). However when expressed on a ground area basis, the

canopy chlorophyll was always higher in the fully fertilised plot.

Some of the results obtained from Sunscan measurements are summarised in Table 4.3.

Relevant differences in the fraction of intercepted (≅ absorbed) photosynthetically

25/6/99 sampling
Total above-ground dry weight (g m-2) 81.2 ± 10.33 145.3 ± 11.22 * *
Green leaves dry weight  (g m-2) 66.1 ± 11.54 104.3 ± 9.86 *
Stem dry weight  (g m-2) 15.1 ± 4.8 41.0 ± 4.8 * *
GLAI 1.0 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.1 *
SLA (cm2 g-1) 212.0 ± 9.15 187.3 ± 5.80 n.s.
Chlorophyll a+b  (mg cm-2) 0.033 ± 0.001 0.039 ± 0.001 * *
Canopy chlorophyll a+b  (mg m-2) 326.4 ± 93.1 689.5 ± 36.2 *

30/7/99 sampling
Stand density (plants m-2) 3.0 ± 0.06 3.0 ± 0.04 n.s.
Plant height (m) 0.62 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01 n.s.
Total above-ground dry weight (g m-2) 169.3 ± 7.2 289.0 ± 41.6 *
Green leaves dry weight  (g m-2) 84.0 ± 6.6 118.2 ± 13.3 *
Dead and dying leaves dry weight  (g m-2) 6.4 3.0 10.6 ± 1.7 n.s.
Stem dry weight  (g m-2) 82.9 ± 4.6 160.2 ± 37.9 n.s.
GLAI 2.2 ± 0.20 3.7 ± 0.28 * *
SLA (cm2 g-1) 273.3 ± 6.5 301.1 ± 21.7 n.s.
Chlorophyll a+b  (mg cm-2) 0.033 ± 0.003 0.024 ± 0.002 *
Canopy chlorophyll a+b  (mg m-2) 735.4 ± 51.6 858.6 ± 42.1 n.s.

(a) Results for unpaired t-test: * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no significant differences

Significance(a)

Table 4.2. Results of the samplings carried out on the Invergowrie potato field trial on 
25/6/1999 and 30/7/1999 (mean values ± std.err.).

Zero N Full N
Parameter Treatment
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active radiation (fPAR) appeared between the fully fertilised and the zero nitrogen

treatments at all sampling dates for both crops.

The LAI values estimated using the Sunscan model, which assumes a spherical leaf

angle distribution and a PAR absorptance of 85%, agreed quite well with those from the

destructive measurements. Overall, the results of the two methods of analysis, Sunscan

and destructive measurements, were not significantly different (P=0.13).

The inversion of the Sunscan model from PAR transmittance gave estimates of the leaf

angle distribution parameter X (Campbell, 1986) of 0.47 and 1.76 respectively for the

zero and full nitrogen treatment potato. This indirect estimation of the leaf angle

distribution parameter X indicated an erectophile canopy for the zero nitrogen plot and a

more planophile canopy in the fertilised plot, but unfortunately no direct measurements

were available to confirm these results

In summary it is apparent that canopy development was much greater on the fully N

fertilised plots and that the difference in GLAI and fPAR would mean that a higher

ground cover was attained in these plots.

Date Crop Treatment

17/05/99 Spring barley Full N 0.62 ± 0.05 * * 1.1 ± 0.1 * *
Zero N 0.37 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.0

24/06/99 Potato Full N 0.70 ± 0.03 * * 2.2 ± 0.2 * *
Zero N 0.44 ± 0.04 1.1 ± 0.1

29/07/99 Potato Full N 0.95 ± 0.01 * 3.9 ± 0.4 *
Zero N 0.86 ± 0.04 2.6 ± 0.3

(b) Fraction of intercepted photosynthetically active radiation;

Table 4.3. Summary of Sunscan results(a) for Dundee experiments (mean values ± 
std. err.)

fPAR(b) LAI(c)

(c) Leaf area index estimated using Sunscan model assuming spherical LAD and
PAR absorbivity = 0.85

(a) Results for unpaired t-test between treatments: * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no
significant differences
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4.1.2. Average hyperspectral BRF from VIFIS and GER-1500 measurements

Multiangular VIFIS images acquired on plant canopies were processed in order to

obtain average reflectance spectra. The procedure allowed the retrieval of multiangular

hyperspectral data acquired along the sun principal plane. As described in detail in

section 2.1.3.2, the extraction procedure for spectra was based on several assumptions,

some of which might have been affected by the measurement protocol. In the first

instance only the data acquired using the Spectralon panel as a reference were

processed, in order to reduce the spectral and directional corrections needed for example

when the alternative Formica panel was used.

One of the most important criteria to be checked is that the DN values in the images  are

within the linear dynamic range of the CCD sensor, which for the VIFIS is reported to

be between DN=40 and DN=220. In practice, there are large differences in reflectivity

shown by plant canopies along the spectral dimension of the sensor, covering the red to

NIR band (e.g. going from 632 nm to 872 nm in the VIFIS sensor n.9402). As a result it

was very difficult to regulate aperture and shutter speed in order to have to the whole

image entirely within the linear dynamic range, also because it was not possible to have

any quantitative information on the values while doing measurements in the field. It was

only possible to obtain qualitative information by means of a LCD monitor attached to

the camera. Therefore on some occasions parts of the image in the low reflecting red

band fell below the DN value of 40, while conversely the highly reflective part in the

NIR band was always within the linear range (i.e. DN values less than 220). Image

masking was used in ENVI to exclude the pixels which fell out of the range from

further processing.
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Spectra extracted from the images taken using the 9402 NIR VIFIS camera on a potato

canopy during the measurements carried out on the 27/7/1999 are shown in Fig. 4.1 for

the zero N and the full N fertilised treatment.

Fig. 4.1. Spectra obtained from VIFIS images (average frames) on the 26/7/1999 on  (A) zero
N potato canopy, sun zenith angle 38°; (B) full N potato canopy , sun zenith angle 39°.
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These spectra show the trend usually observed in vegetation, in which an increase in

reflectance is apparent at the transition between the visible and the near infrared band at

around 700 nm. However some scatter appears in the data, especially for the zero

nitrogen plot, because of the heterogeneity of the scenes included in the images from

which they were extracted. In addition the absolute reflectance values seem overall high

as compared to spectra usually measured on vegetation canopies. Examples of typical

images obtained with the VIFIS on a full and a zero nitrogen potato canopy are shown

in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Raw images obtained with the VIFIS NIR camera
at a view angle of + 40° on a zero N potato canopy (top) and
a full N potato canopy (bottom).

632 647 663 678 694 709 725 740 756 771 787 802 818 833 849 864

632 647 663 678 694 709 725 740 756 771 787 802 818 833 849 864

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)
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These images show a darker side toward the left edge corresponding to the red

waveband of the interference filter, where vegetation typically has a lower reflectance,

while the brighter areas on the centre and right hand side of the images corresponds to

the NIR waveband. The  variable fraction of soil and vegetation at different wavelengths

is apparent in the images making the interpretation of these images problematic.

Although each spectrum shown in Fig. 4.1 is obtained from averaging two replicated

data sets acquired sequentially on each plot, in which each VZA measurement was

obtained from an average of 18 consecutive digitized frames, these images still

contained a variable proportion of soil and sunlit and shaded foliage for each given pixel

column (i.e. wavelength). In some cases, such as for the 0 degrees (nadir) view angle of

the zero N (Fig. 4.1a), it is apparent that a consistent fraction of the image was occupied

by soil.

It is useful to compare the spectra obtained with the VIFIS with those obtained using the

GER-1500 spectroradiometer on the same plots under identical illumination and

viewing geometry.
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Fig. 4.3. Reflectance spectra obtained from the GER-1500 (dual field of
view mode) on the 26/7/99 on (A) zero N potato canopy , sun zenith angle
40°; (B) full N potato canopy, sun zenith angle 37°.
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Fig. 4.3 shows the results from GER-1500 measurements on zero and full nitrogen plots

on the 26 of July, i.e. the previous day as those shown for the VIFIS. These data were

chosen for the comparison assuming no major changes in canopy structure had occurred

between the two days. Although GER-1500 data were also available for the same day as

the VIFIS, the time delay between VIFIS and GER measurements resulted in different

sun zenith angles, complicating the comparison. Although the GER-1500, in

comparison to the VIFIS, has a much better spectral resolution (3 nm) and a much wider

spectral range (350-1050 nm), the data reported in Fig. 4.3 have been spectrally

averaged to 10 nm and the wavelength range shown has been restricted, in order to

simulate VIFIS data. GER-1500 spectra appear smoother than equivalent VIFIS spectra.

This is explained by the fact that the GER-1500 is a linear diode array

spectroradiometer and thus no image is formed by the optics. The average spectral

radiance coming from a scene is detected by each diode of the array for each pass

wavelength. In the VIFIS, conversely the spectra are obtained by focused images on the

2-D CCD array. Much smoother spectra could be obtained using either averages of

more replicated, or possibly unfocused images.

As for the spectra obtained from VIFIS images, the reflectance values obtained from

GER-1500 measurements also seem very high, especially for the NIR region, as

compared to values usually reported in the literature for vegetation canopies. For

example  Filella et al. (1995) report NIR reflectance values up to 0.5, for wheat subject

to a range of nitrogen fertilization treatments. Similar values are reported for rye by

Rausch (1996) and for several crops by Thenkabail et al. (2000), where somewhat

higher values (0.6 – 0.7) were found for cotton and soybean. However all these

measurements were acquired at nadir. Higher reflectance values in the backscattering

directions, with NIR reflectance up to 0.7,  have been reported for example by
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Sandmeier et al. (1995) for meadow vegetation. Since the measurement procedure used

for the GER-1500 was much more rigorous than the one used for the VIFIS (see section

2.1.1.2.3) it is reasonable to assume that many common sources of error were

minimized. For example, it is unlikely that systematic differences in the irradiance on

the panel and on the canopy might have been a problem, since target and reference

spectra were acquired simultaneously and they were located a short distance away from

each other. However it cannot be excluded that the reference panel spectral response

might have changed since factory calibration (used in the calculation of reflectance

values), due for example to ageing or deterioration.

Another relevant difference between the VIFIS and the GER-1500 data was observed in

the absolute values of the reflectances. In particular, reflectance values obtained with

the VIFIS in the red part of the spectrum were consistently higher than values obtained

by the GER-1500. Also, in the VIFIS data an unexpected decreasing trend in the NIR

band at wavelengths higher than 800 nm was apparent. This trend was also evident in

spectra obtained by York (1995) using VIFIS on homogeneous vegetation patches. It

has not been possible to demonstrate conclusively what were the reasons for this

behaviour. While for the red part of the spectra a possible explanation could be the

inclusion of parts of images in which the VIFIS CCD response was not completely

within the dynamic range, this never happened for the NIR part. Both the GER-1500

and the VIFIS data (Figs. 4.1 and 4.3) show the angular dependence of canopy

reflectance.
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Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the BRF estimated from measurements respectively with the

VIFIS and the GER-1500 in the red and NIR band for full and zero nitrogen potato

canopies. These figures show that the BRF is clearly anisotropic, fitting the generally

expected pattern for vegetation (especially for the red band in the VIFIS data).

Fig. 4.4. Bidirectional Reflectance Factor (BRF) obtained from VIFIS images on the 26
July 1999, for potato canopies having received full (NF) or zero (N0) nitrogen
fertilisation, in (A) the red (632-690 nm) and (B) the NIR (743-803 nm) bands.
Negative VZA values correspond to the backscattering direction. Sun zenith angle was
49° for NF and 44° for N0.
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As explained in Chapter 1, BRF is expected to show higher values in the back-scatter

direction with a maximum where sun and view zenith angles coincide, corresponding to

the "hot spot". The shape of the BRF curve in vegetation canopies is determined mainly

by two mechanisms: the gap and the backshadow effects (Sandmeier et al., 1998). In the

case of dense vegetation, the BRF is expected to show less anisotropy in the NIR band

because of the stronger multiple scattering attenuating the contrast between shadowed

Fig. 4.5. Bidirectional Reflectance Factor (BRF) obtained from GER-1500
data on the 26 July 1999, for potato canopies having received full (NF) or
zero (N0) nitrogen fertilisation, in (A) the red (632-690 nm) and (B) the NIR
(743-803 nm) bands. Negative VZA values correspond to the backscattering
direction. Sun zenith angle was 37° for NF and 40°  for N0.
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and illuminated facets (through the backshadow effect). In sparser canopies, the

anisotropy is higher in the NIR than in the visible bands because of the larger contrast

between soil and vegetation (i.e. mainly as a result of the gap effect). Considerable

scatter is apparent in the data and this depends largely on the angular sampling

resolution and on the canopy heterogeneity. In fact, much of this scatter is due to the

different proportions of the four image classes: sunlit leaves, shaded leaves, sunlit soil

and shaded soil. The GER-1500 data (Fig. 4.5) show the same general trend as the

VIFIS for the BRF with higher values in the back-scatter region and a "hot spot" region.

However the scatter in the data points is even greater than with the VIFIS because the

field of view (FOV) used with this sensor was smaller. In fact at the distance from the

top of the canopy at which the measurements were carried out, the footprint at the nadir

view angle was a circle of only 10.5 cm of diameter (86.2 cm2 area) for the GER 1500,

while for the VIFIS it was a rectangle of 14 x 19 cm (278.3 cm2 area). The footprint

increases with angle from the nadir, so ideally more replicates should be used at the

nadir to get the same precision.

These figures confirm that the absolute reflectance values obtained were higher than

those usually found in vegetation, suggesting that some consistent error factor such as

incorrect Spectralon panel calibration might have been the cause, though visual

inspection of the panel showed no apparent damage.

From inspection of Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, it appears also that the full N plot had a higher

reflectance in the NIR as compared to the zero N treatment while the converse is true

for the red band. This is largely explained by the different amounts of soil and

vegetation visible in the images corresponding to the two treatments, while the

oscillation apparent between successive view angles is probably also associated with the

bias caused by this difference (see section 3.2.2.3)
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An important question though, is whether one is able to discriminate between zero and

full nitrogen canopies using these remotely sensed data, given the amount of

experimental error. From Figs. 4.4. and 4.5 it appears that, as expected, the canopy that

had received full N fertilisation tended to have higher reflectance in the NIR band and

lower reflectance in the red as compared to the unfertilised canopy.

Angular variation of NDVI and red edge position are reported in Fig. 4.6. NDVI was

generally higher for the fully fertilised potato canopy (Fig. 4.6a) which had a higher
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Fig. 4.6. (a) Normalised Difference Vegetation Index and (b) red edge:
wavelength of the maximum of the first derivative of the spectra (lmax)
obtained from VIFIS data on potato canopies having received full N
fertilisation (filled circles) of zero N (empty circles).
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GLAI. View-angle dependence of the NDVI is also apparent.

The red edge, i.e. the wavelength at which the maximum of the first derivative of the

spectrum is reached (Horler et al., 1983), was generally longer for the full N canopy

(Fig.4.6. b). Averaging over all the view angles, both the NDVI and the "red edge"

wavelength were found to be significantly different between the two fertilisation

treatments (P<0.05). This would confirm the ability of the techniques to discriminate

between the two canopies.

More  VIFIS and GER-1500 data were gathered on the same potato plots, but it was not

possible to use these data as additional replications, in order to decrease the

experimental error, as the sun zenith angles at which they were collected did not match

exactly.

Results from data sets obtained on potato and barley canopies, using the alternative

formica panel as a reference, are not reported here as the experimental error was even

greater because of the additional corrections that were applied.

In conclusion, it was shown here that the VIFIS can be used in the field to obtain

multiangular hyperspectral data on plant canopies. These data can be used to effectively

discriminate plots having different canopy structure as a result of fertilisation

treatments. However the practicalities of obtaining adequate replicates led us to

investigate alternative approaches.

4.1.3. Analysis of scene component fractions

The analysis of the data  obtained from VIFIS images reported above, reveals that much

scatter is present in the spectra calculated averaging across images. This is due in part to

the fact that along the pixel columns over which an average reflectance is calculated,

scene components having different reflectivity are present: shaded and sunlit leaves and

shaded and sunlit soil. This characteristics is invariably present in all remotely sensed
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data acquired over plant canopies at a high resolution. However the fraction of shaded

and sunlit leaves and soil is related to canopy structure properties (Hall et al., 1995).

Therefore, this information could be exploited rather than lost as in the averaging

process used in the previous section.

In this section an alternative approach, based on image classification, is presented,

aiming at the use of this information in order to infer canopy structure properties.

As described in detail in Chapter 2, portions of reflectance images corresponding to the

743–809 nm band were used, since inspection of a wide range of samples showed a

nearly constant spectral reflectance for that band. The fraction of pixels corresponding

to sunlit or shaded foliage and to soil were calculated after using the image histograms

to identify the class thresholds.

From the VIFIS images it was not possible to separate reliably the sunlit and shaded soil

components using reflectance alone, so they were grouped together, though ideally the

use of all four classes should improve the sensitivity of the approach.

Figure 4.7 shows the extraction of pixel frequency values from some typical images of

the potato canopy at a solar angle of 44° and view angles of  -50°,  0° and +60°.
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The histograms show the frequencies of different pixel brightnesses. Inspection of the

images shows that they can be classified into three brightness classes as defined by the

lines in the histograms, representing areas of sunlit and shaded foliage and soil.

However, this classification procedure is based on a somewhat subjective selection of

the pixel threshold values carried out on each single image by trial and error, a

procedure impossible to automate. The choice of different thresholds will obviously

affect the classification results. In order to assess this error, the effect of an extreme

assumption of ±10% variation in the selected thresholds was evaluated as shown in

Fig.4.8. Here the absolute change in percentage of the total which falls into any fraction

showed large changes, in some cases this absolute error was larger than ±20%. As a

Fig. 4.7. Process of extraction of scene fractions from VIFIS NIR images. Example for VIFIS
NIR band (743-809) images of a potato canopy for different view angles (-50º (forward
scattering), 0º and 60º). Above: histograms of the images for 3 different view angles; below:
original (left) and classified (right) images corresponding to each view angle. Sunlit foliage =
white; shaded foliage = grey; soil = black.
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consequence of the shape of the histograms (Fig. 4.7) increasing the thresholds caused

an increase in the soil and shaded leaves fractions, but a decrease of the sunlit leaves,

while the changes were in the opposite direction with a 10% decrease of the thresholds.

Evaluation of these effects on model inversion results are given in section 4.3.2.1. Using

the thresholding classification procedure, the fractions in each class (soil, shaded leaves

and sunlit leaves) at different view angles obtained for a full and zero nitrogen potato

canopy are shown in Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.8. Absolute error in calculated image component fraction from thresholding, in response to
a 10% increase (+10%)  or decrease (-10%) of the pixel threshold value for full N potato dataset of
26/7/1999.
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Each point is the average of 2 replicates from datasets obtained in the same day a short

time one after the other. Although some scatter in the data is apparent, these data show

that the fraction of shaded leaves is maximum at off-nadir view angles in the forward

scattering direction and decreases to a minimum at a view angle corresponding

approximately to the "hot spot" as expected. Conversely the fraction of sunlit leaves is

maximum for the backscattering direction while it decreases towards the forward
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Fig. 4.9. Image components fractions extracted from
NIR VIFIS images for full (NF) or zero (N0) nitrogen
potato canopy. Sun zenith angle was 49° for NF and 44°
for N0. Top: sunlit leaves, centre: shaded leaves, bottom:
soil.
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scattering direction. The fraction of soil viewed is maximum at the nadir, while it

decreases symmetrically for both off-nadir directions. The inverse relationship between

sunlit and shaded leaves can be partly explained by the fact that this is a closed number

system. However the data correspond to the expected trends considering the main BRF

mechanisms, the gap and the backshadow effects (Sandmeier et al., 1998). The

differences between the data extracted from the fully fertilised and the zero N canopies,

that appear in the fractions of the image components observed at varying view angles,

clearly reflect the contrasting canopy development between the two plots. A clear

separation between the two treatments appears for the fraction of soil viewed from

different angles. This difference is certainly due to contrasting GLAI between the two

nitrogen treatments, but possibly also to differences in leaf angle distribution, since this

class effectively represents the gap fraction. The data seem to indicate that the fraction

of shaded leaves tends to be higher for the full nitrogen canopy, while no clear

differences in the fraction of sunlit leaves appear between the two treatments.

4.2. Experiments carried out at Viterbo (ADC)

The potentialities of the approach based on the classification of multiangular images,

reported in the previous section, needed to be further explored. In addition, it was felt

that simpler procedures and less expensive equipment, of easier use in the field, as

compared to the VIFIS system, were worth testing. Therefore a field experiment was

carried out at Viterbo (Italy) in which multiangular images were acquired using a

colour-infrared digital camera. The data were gathered on potato canopies subject to

water and nitrogen stress treatments, in an experimental scheme, using the methodology

described in Chapter 2. Ancillary data were also collected in order to verify the effects
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of the treatments on the canopy structure. The results of these samplings are reported

first.

4.2.1. Ancillary data results

The main objective of the field experiment at Viterbo was to obtain a large range of

variation in canopy structure in a potato crop by imposing nitrogen and water stress.

Rather wet weather in the initial part of the growing season resulted in a delay in the

appearance of water stress as irrigation was not needed until 21 days after emergence of

the crop (May 17th). Flowering started on May 25th and the sampling for direct LAI was

carried out on June 14th when flowering had almost ended. The data, analysed using the

ANOVA for a split-plot design, revealed that the effect of nitrogen and irrigation stress

was large (Table 4.4).

Although plant height was significantly affected only by nitrogen fertilisation, total

above-ground biomass, leaf biomass and LAI were also strongly influenced by both

fertilisation and irrigation and the interaction between nitrogen and water treatments

was also significant. For example the increase in LAI caused by nitrogen fertilisation

was greater in the fully watered treatments than in the dry ones. Nitrogen fertilisation

Table 4.4. Results of direct samplings on Viterbo potato field trial(a)

Treatment
(b)

Plant 
height 
(cm)

Tot.dry 
weight 
(g m-2)

Leaf dry 
weight 
(g m-2)

LAI
N. of 
leaves 

per plant

Leaf 
length 
(cm)

N.leaflets 
per leaf

Leaflet 
length 
(cm)

Leaflet 
width 
(cm)

Leaf 
N (%)

SLA 
(cm2 g-1)

N0.I0 45.2 74.4 57.5 0.7 37.5 16.5 6.8 5.2 3.3 2.7 321.8
N0.IF 53.6 98.3 74.8 1.0 37.4 18.1 6.8 5.8 3.6 3.2 278.3
NF.I0 55.0 153.4 100.8 1.5 49.1 20.9 7.9 5.8 3.7 4.0 341.0
NF.IF 66.9 253.9 171.5 2.9 65.0 21.0 7.3 6.5 4.1 3.2 350.3

Nitrogen * * * * * * * * * * * * * * n.s. * * * *
Irrigation n.s. * * * * n.s n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
N x I n.s. * * * * * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. * * *

(a) Results for split-plot ANOVA (main plot: irrigation, sub-plot: N fertilization): * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no 
significant differences
(b) Treatments are: N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen irrigated; NF.I0 = full nitrogen non-
irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated
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also significantly increased the number of leaves per plant. Leaves were also larger,

including a higher number of larger leaflets in the full nitrogen treatment, although they

were significantly thinner than those on the zero nitrogen treatments as expressed by

SLA (specific leaf area). Leaf total nitrogen concentration was significantly increased

by fertilisation, however the interaction between irrigation and fertilisation was also

significant. This suggested that nitrogen fertilisation increased N leaf concentration

more in the droughted treatments rather than in the well irrigated ones.

The results of the sampling carried out to assess leaf cupping (Table 4.5) showed that

nitrogen fertilisation and time of sampling were significant. The amount of leaf closure,

Treatment(b)
Ratio of 

cupped:extended 
leaflet width

N0.I0 0.56
N0.IF 0.49
NF.I0 0.66
NF.IF 0.69

Average morning sampling 0.63
Average midday sampling 0.57

Nitrogen * *
Irrigation n.s.
Sampling time *

(a) Results for split-split-plot ANOVA (main plot: 
irrigation, sub-plot: N fertilization, sub-sub-plot: 
time of sampling): * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no 
significant differences

Table 4.5. Results of the sampling carried out for 
the assessment of leaf cupping on potato plants 
in the Viterbo field trial(a)

(b) Treatments are: N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-
irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen irrigated; NF.I0 
= full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full 
nitrogen irrigated
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expressed as the ratio between cupped and extended leaflet width, increased

significantly from the morning to midday (ratio decreased), confirming the visual

impression that leaves tended to cup and close during the course of the day with warmer

conditions. Low N plants tended to have an enhanced leaf closure and cupping as

compared to the fully fertilised ones, however no effect of water stress was detected in

this single sampling exercise.

Water and nitrogen stress resulted in significant effects on final yield quantity and

quality (Table 4.6).

Although nitrogen fertilisation caused a dramatic yield increase, water stress had a

major impact on other traits such as tuber size. The fact that no significant differences

appeared in the number of tubers per unit area confirmed the fact that water stress

impact occurred rather late in the season, when tuber formation had already occurred.

The changes in LAI caused by the treatments varied across different blocks (replicates)

(Fig. 4.10). To fully exploit the range of variation of canopy structure variables in the

Table 4.6. Final yield components of Viterbo potato field trial (a)

Treatment(b)
Fresh tuber 

yield 
(t ha-1)

N. 
tubers 

m-2

Tuber 
weight 

(g)

Tuber 
length 
(cm)

Tuber 
main 

diameter 
(cm)

Tuber 
secondary 
diameter 

(cm)
N0.I0 24.5 50.8 51.2 6.0 4.0 3.9
N0.IF 36.8 54.4 70.5 6.1 3.9 3.8
NF.I0 40.5 43.3 92.9 7.6 4.3 4.4
NF.IF 68.7 63.9 120.3 8.0 4.8 4.9

Nitrogen * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Irrigation * n.s. * * * * *
N x I n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
(a) Results for split-plot ANOVA (main plot: irrigation, sub-plot: N fertilization):
* * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no significant differences

(b) Treatments are: N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen 
irrigated; NF.I0 = full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated
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analysis of  remotely sensed data, data recorded on separate plots, not averages of all

replicates, were used in the subsequent analyses.

Indirect LAI measurements were also carried out using the Delta-T Sunscan on several

dates (Fig. 4.11).

Fig. 4.10. Direct LAI measurement results for single plots. Treatments are:
N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen irrigated; NF.I0
= full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated. Plant harvests
were carried out between 14 and 18 June.

Fig. 4.11. Time trend of Sunscan LAI measurement. Each point is the
average of 4 blocks. Bars are standard deviations. Treatments are: N0.I0 =
zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen irrigated; NF.I0 = full
nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated
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The large experimental error observed was partly due to the large variation between

blocks (see above) and partly to the varying lighting conditions and locations within the

plots from one measurement date to the other. It is therefore difficult to determine from

these data what kind of time trend existed for LAI during the measurement period.

Averaging over all measurements dates for each plot, a reasonable agreement is found

between indirect LAI from Sunscan data and destructive measurements (Fig. 4.12),

though at high LAI values Sunscan tended to underestimate LAI.

Fig. 4.12. Comparison between indirect LAI
measurements with Sunscan and direct LAI
measurements. For direct LAI each point is an individual
plot measurement. For Sunscan data each point is the
average over all measurement dates for the
corresponding plot. N=16
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Measured data of the fraction of PAR transmitted through the canopy, obtained with the

Sunscan, can also be used to derive the leaf angle distribution X parameter (Campbell,

1986), inverting a simplified version of Norman and Jarvis (1975) model, provided an

independent estimate of LAI is available, as explained in section 2.1.5.3. Using LAI

values from direct measurements, measured PAR transmittance data, sun zenith angle

and beam fraction data, an estimate of the X parameter was therefore obtained. In

general there was a considerable scatter in the X values retrieved, so that an ANOVA

did not reveal any significant differences between the imposed treatments, however the

fully irrigated plots had on average a more planophile leaf angle distribution than the

water stressed ones (Fig. 4.13).

Fig. 4.13. Estimated Campbell's (1986) X parameter
values form the inversion of Suncan measurements of PAR
canopy transmittance and direct LAI. Values of X lower
than 1 correspond to a more erectophile canopy and higher
than 1 to a more planophile canopy.  Treatments are: N0.I0
= zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen
irrigated; NF.I0 = full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full
nitrogen irrigated. Bars indicate means with standard
errors.
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4.2.2. Image classification results

Supervised image classification was carried out on each image of the 73 multiangular

datasets acquired on the potato canopy (for a total of 949 images) and allowed the

calculation of the variations of image components with view zenith angle. Each dataset

was composed of 13 images acquired along the sun principal plane at VZA form –60° to

+60° with 10° steps. Since each dataset was acquired on a given plot at a particular time

of the day, in practice it was impossible to obtain replicate measurements, because the

sun zenith angle would have changed between one measurement and the other. Indeed

the measurement effort was targeted more towards the sampling of the widest range of

variation in canopy parameters, by getting as many measurements as possible on

different plots in the same day, rather than having more replicates on each plot.

However on some occasions there are data sets in which the images were acquired at

similar sun zenith angles on the same plot, although on different dates. In this case, the

measurements were carried out in different locations inside the plot. Assuming that the

canopy would not have changed much between the different measurements dates (all

occurring within 2 weeks) these datasets can be considered as “replicates” and average

image fraction trends with error bars can be plotted.

In Figs. 4.14 to 4.17 the image fraction trends are shown for different plots, based on

averages of pairs of datasets obtained on the same plot when the sun zenith angles did

not differ by more than 5°. On most occasions there are only small differences between

the results of consecutive measurements, so that clear trends emerge with relatively

little scatter in the data. This seems to happen particularly for datasets acquired on fully

fertilised canopy which had a higher LAI. In other circumstances, the error bars appear

rather large, indicating considerable variation between datasets acquired on the same

plots under similar conditions. For our purposes, i.e. the estimation of canopy structure
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from model inversion, the error can be considered large when the standard deviation is

equal or higher than 0.5, since it was shown in section 3.2.3.1 (Table 3.15) that below

this value the estimation of LAI and X_parameter is unaffected. Such high error values

occur for instance in the B1.N0.IF plot. A possible explanation of the large scatter in

these data could be related to the sampling of a discontinuous row canopy as occurs in

potato, where a bias can occur whenever the fractions of images occupied by rows and

interrows is not balanced and this may vary in relation to the view zenith angles (see

section 3.2.2.3).

Fig. 4.14. Image components fractions extracted from ADC images classification  for the fully fertilised
(NF) and fully irrigated (IF) potato canopy plots. Charts are means (with standard error bars) of datasets
taken on  the same plot at sun zenith angles not differing more than 5°.
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Fig. 4.15. Image components fractions extracted from ADC images classification  for the fully
fertilised (NF) and non-irrigated (I0) potato canopy plots. Charts are means (with standard error
bars) of datasets taken on  the same plot at sun zenith angles not differing more than 5°.

Fig. 4.16. Image components fractions extracted from ADC images classification for the non-
fertilised (N0) fully irrigated (IF) potato canopy plots. Charts are means (with standard error bars) of
datasets taken on  the same plot at sun zenith angles not differing more than 5°.
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Large differences in the image fractions components appear between the different plots.

However a direct comparison of the trends can only be made for data acquired at similar

sun zenith angles.  In Fig. 4.18 the image fractions obtained from the different

treatments in block 1 at the same SZA, within 1 day of each other are reported. These

data show that the marked differences caused by the treatments on canopy structure

were clearly apparent in the image fraction trends.

Although there are errors due to ADC and image classification plus sampling error, the

tests carried out in section 3.2.3.1 show that for standard deviations lower than 0.5, the

retrievals of LAI and X-parameters are robust. Such high standard deviations

correspond to very high absolute errors in the measured fractions (in 50% of the cases

the absolute error will be more than ±34% in the computed image components).

Fig. 4.17. Image components fractions extracted from ADC images classification  for the non-fertilised
(N0) and non-irrigated (I0) potato canopy plots. Charts are means (with standard error bars) of datasets
taken on  the same plot at sun zenith angles not differing more than 5°.
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Therefore it is expected that the retrieval of the correct parameter values would be

possible from the presented ADC measurements.

Shaded leaves                                  SZA = 45°
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Fig. 4.18. Image fractions extracted from multiangular DYCAM images for potato plots in block 1
(B1) at a SZA of 45°. Treatments are: N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero nitrogen
irrigated; NF.I0 = full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated.
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4.3. Inversion of canopy models from measured data

The results of the inversion of the different models using the multiangular data

presented in the previous sections is reported in the following sections. The

hyperspectral BRF data acquired using the GER-1500 and the average BRF data

extracted from VIFIS were employed only for the inversion of the PROKUUSK and

PROSAIL models. The results of multiangular image classification, both from the

VIFIS and ADC data, were used instead for the inversion of the ray tracing model.

4.3.1. Turbid medium models (PROKUUSK & PROSAIL)

The data sets used for this exercise consisted of the GER-1500 and VIFIS

measurements obtained on the potato canopies for those days in which the Spectralon

panel was available as a reference. These data were acquired on the 26th and 27th of July

1999 at different SZAs on the different plots (Table 4.7).

Each data set actually consisted of the average of two successive measurement sets

acquired immediately one after the other. Since these consisted of hyperspectral

Instrument Date Plota SZA
GER-1500 07/26/1999 N0 40°

NF 37°

07/27/1999 N0 44°
NF 50°

VIFIS 07/26/1999 N0 44°
NF 49°

07/27/1999 N0 38°
NF 39°

Table 4.7. Data sets used for the inversion of 
PROSAIL and PROKUUSK models

a N0 = zero nitrogen plot; NF = full nitrogen 
plot.
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multiangular data, both the angular and spectral features could be exploited for the

model inversion.

As a first attempt, for the inversion of the PROKUUSK model, only the directional

component was considered, thus limiting the exercise to single wavebands. The

inversion was attempted for the red (632 nm) and NIR (748 nm) wavebands. The red

wavelength value was chosen as it was the shortest wavelength available for the VIFIS

sensor used, while the NIR was chosed from inspection of the VIFIS spectra. The

inversion was attempted only for the three canopy structure parameters l, eln and thm.

Therefore a choice of the values for all the other parameters had to be made. Table 4.8

lists the parameter values kept fixed during the inversion for the full and zero nitrogen

canopies.

Table 4.8. Parameters values of PROKUUSK (1995b) model used for the inversion

Parameter Description Full N potato Zero N potato
th0 sun zenith angle (degrees) according to measurements
phi relative azimuth angle (degrees) 0 0
bAng Angstrom turbidity factor 0 0
L LAI free parameter to be retrieved
sl leaf size parameter 0.05 0.05
lmbd_z Markov parameter 0.9 0.9
eln eccentricity of elliptical leaf angle distribution free parameter to be retrieved
thm modal leaf angle (degrees) free parameter to be retrieved
lmbda wavelength (nm) 632 632
n_ratio - factor for the refractive index 0.9 0.9
th* sun zenith angle for soil reflectance (degrees) 45 45
rsli: soil reflectance parameters

rsl1 0.02 0.02
rsl2 -0.005 -0.005
rsl3 0 0
rsl4 0 0

cAB leaf chlorophyll content (µg cm-2) 24 33
cW equivalent leaf water thickness (cm) 0.02 0.02
cP leaf protein content (g cm-2) 0.001 0.0011
cC leaf cellulose+lignin content (g cm-2) 0.002 0.002
N effective number of elementary layers in a leaf 2 2
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These values were obtained from the measurements carried out on the specific potato

canopies (e.g. Table 4.2) or from the literature (Jacquemoud et al., 1995b; Jacquemoud

et al., 1996). The inversion, carried out as described in section 3.1.1.2, produced

unrealistic results for the VIFIS data (Table 4.9). The LAI values retrieved reached the

upper bound set for this parameter in the inversion procedure (10). Somewhat more

realistic values were retrieved from GER-1500 data. These poor results could be in part

explained by the errors in the average reflectance values measured using the VIFIS,

revealed by the comparison with the corresponding GER-1500 data. No attempt was

made to correct for these error as this would have required an accurate intercalibration

of the VIFIS with the GER-1500.

However, the amount of experimental error prevented the retrieval of correct values

even with data collected using the GER-1500.

The second attempt was aimed at the exploitation of both the multiangular and

hyperspectral component of the data. Due to the uncertainties on the absolute

Instrument
Potato N 
treatment Wavelength

Measurement 
date

Measured 
LAI

Retrieved 
LAI

Retrieved 
eln

Retrieved 
thm

N. 
function 

calls
VIFIS NF Red 07/26/99 3.7 10.0 8.0 47.0 74

07/27/99 10.0 8.0 47.0 70
NIR 07/26/99 10.0 8.0 47.0 91

07/27/99 10.0 8.0 47.0 92
N0 Red 07/26/99 2.2 10.0 8.0 47.0 99

07/27/99 10.0 8.0 47.0 75
NIR 07/26/99 9.7 7.7 46.7 97

07/27/99 9.0 7.0 46.0 81
GER-1500 NF Red 07/26/99 3.7 2.0 0.0 39.0 83

07/27/99 2.0 0.0 39.0 94
NIR 07/26/99 7.5 5.5 44.5 82

07/27/99 3.1 1.1 40.1 101
N0 Red 07/26/99 2.2 2.0 0.0 39.0 74

07/27/99 2.5 0.5 39.5 73
NIR 07/26/99 2.8 0.8 39.8 101

07/27/99 3.8 1.8 40.8 94

Table 4.9. Results of the inversion of the PROKUUSK model using measured multiangular data from 
potato canopies
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reflectance values obtained from VIFIS data, only the multiangular spectra from GER-

1500 measurements were used. These data were used in the inversion of the PROSAIL

model, using the procedure described in detail in 3.1.2.2. The retrieval of only the

canopy parameters l and tl was attempted, while keeping fixed all the other parameter

values (Table 4.10). The results of the numerical inversion of the PROSAIL model are

reported in Table 4.11. The inversion procedure allowed in most cases the retrieval of

realistic LAI values, although differences between the results from the two plots were

not consistent.

These results would make it difficult to detect clearly the difference in LAI, when one

considers the measurement accuracy of current sampling techniques. The mean leaf

inclination angles retrieved indicate a rather more erectophile canopy for the full

Table 4.10. Parameters of PROSAIL (Jacquemoud et al., 2000) model used for the inversion.
Parameter Description Full N potato Zero N potato
isat sensor (0= spectroradiometer) 0 0
ihot hot spot flag (1= use hot spot) 1 1
Theta_s sun zenith angle (degrees)
tl mean leaf inclination (degrees)
l leaf area index
vai leaf internal structure parameter 1.5 1.5
cab leaf chlorophyll a+b content (µg cm-2) 24 33

cw leaf equivalent water thickness (g cm-2) 0.02 0.02
cm leaf dry matter content (g cm-2) 0.003 0.004
sl Leaf size / crop height 0.05 0.05
vis Horizontal visibility 50 50
n number of interpolation directions (Theta_v,Phi_v) 13 13
Rsoil soil albedo from measured soil spectrum

according to measurements
free parameter to be retrieved
free parameter to be retrieved

Potato N 
treatment

Measure
ment date

Measured 
LAI

Retrieved 
LAI

Retrieved 
tl

N. 
function 

calls
NF 07/26/99 3.7 6.3 69.1 108

07/27/99 2.3 64.7 115

N0 07/26/99 2.2 1.9 65.3 127
07/27/99 2.1 56.7 97

Table 4.11. Results of the inversion of the PROSAIL model 
using measured multiangular data from potato canopies
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nitrogen plot, but unfortunately no direct measurements were available to compare to

these estimates. Multiangular data collected at a different scale would have been useful

in the assessment of the potential of the techniques employed so far. However sampling

conditions and the experimental set-up employed, did not allow the collection of

additional data sets including more replicates. It is entirely possible that better results

would have been obtained by application of the LUT inversion technique to the VIFIS

and GER-1500 data, by building LUTs with the PROKUUSK or PROSAIL models.

However this was not attempted here, instead the inversion of the ray tracing model

using VIFIS multiangular image classification data was tried and is reported in the

following section.

4.3.2. Ray tracing model

4.3.2.1. VIFIS data

The data obtained by the classification of VIFIS multiangular images consisted of the

fractions of shaded and sunlit leaves and soil visible at each view zenith angle. These

data were used for the inversion of the ray tracing model using the procedure described

in 3.2.3. As reported in section 2.1.3.3 it was not possible to discriminate between

shaded and sunlit soil during image classification by histogram thresholding. Therefore

the two soil classes were similarly merged in the LUT, before carrying out the

inversion, using the same VIFIS data sets as those employed for the inversion of

PROKUUSK model (Table 4.7).  This was done simply by adding together the two soil

classes for each entry in the original LUT. The inversion results  are reported in Table

4.12.
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The impact of a ±10% change in the pixel thresholds used for image classification, was

a change of the retrieved best fit LAI ranging from 0 to 17% and of the retrieved

X_parameter ranging from 0 to 63%.

Although LAI was generally overestimated (Table 4.12), these results seemed

encouraging because they were consistent for both measurement dates and clearly

identified which plot had a higher LAI, i.e. the one that had received full nitrogen

fertilisation. The retrieved values of the X_parameter seemed questionable as they

indicated an erectophile canopy.

As revealed from inspection of the 3-D error surface represented as a contour plot (Fig.

4.19) the error function surface presented a well defined minimum although for the full

nitrogen plot it fell at the edge of the parameter space included in the LUT (the

maximum LAI included in the LUT was 5). For the zero nitrogen plot the minimum

area is more stretched along the axis of the X_parameter, because of the smaller model

sensitivity for this parameter as compared to LAI. The use of the LOESS interpolation

procedure or of the median of the 10 best fit values did not seem to offer any particular

advantage to the use of the single best fit LUT grid points (Table 4.12).

LAI X LAI X LAI X
NF 07/26/99 5.0 2.0 5.0 1.5 4.5 1.0

07/27/99 4.0 2.0 3.8 1.8 4.3 2.0

N0 07/26/99 3.0 2.0 4.1 2.5 3.5 3.0
07/27/99 3.0 2.0 3.3 3.6 3.3 3.0

LOESS 
interpolation

Median of 10 
best fit values

3.7 ± 0.3

2.2 ± 0.2

Single best fit 
values retrieved 

from LUT
Potato N 
treatment

Measurement 
date

Measured 
LAI

Table 4.12. Results of the inversion of the ray tracing model using classified VIFIS data
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Fig. 4.19. Contour plots of the fit results obtained by the LUT search, using
data from classified multiangular VIFIS images obtained over (A) fully
fertilised potato canopy (B) zero nitrogen potato canopy on 26th July 1999.
Contour values (z-axis) are mean squared differences (MSD, Equation 3.6)
between measurements and model outputs expressed on a base 10
logarithmic scale.
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4.3.2.2. ADC data

The classified image results obtained by the ADC on potato canopies in Viterbo were

similarly used for the inversion of the ray tracing model using the LUT approach. Since

these data consisted of the image fraction in each of the 4 classes (shaded and sunlit

leaves and soil) the corresponding format of the LUT was used. The retrieved canopy

parameter values were compared to those obtained from direct measurements. The

overall agreement between estimated and measured LAI values are evaluated here using

the absolute RMSE (Equation 3.9), the value of which was used to assess the success of

the alternative options described in section 3.2.3.

The use of relative root mean square error instead of MSD, to express the fit between

measurements and model LUT value,  did not seem to offer any advantage (Table 4.13).

The latter function gives more weight to the larger absolute differences.

Error function VZA weight RMSE(b)

MSD(a) equal weight to all VZAs 0.849
more weight to hotspot 0.837
less weight to hotspot 0.858

*RMSE(c) equal weight to all VZAs 0.923
more weight to hotspot 0.961

(a) Mean Square Difference (eq. 3.6, or 3.8 for
different VZA weights)

(c) Relative Root Mean Square Error (eq. 3.7)

Table 4.13. Comparison of different error function 
options for the retrieval of best fit LAI values from 
LUT inversion results. 

(b) Absolute Root Mean Square Error (eq. 3.9)
beteween LAI estimated from LUT and measured
(N=73)
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Using the MSD function and allowing a higher weight to measurements at VZAs near

to the hotspot (i.e. within ± 20° in this test) produced the best results (Table 4.13).

In these results only the single best fit point present on the LUT grid had been selected

to retrieve the parameters. As previously discussed, the accuracy of such a procedure

depends fully on density of points on the LUT grid.

Weiss et al. (2000) showed that using the median of the parameter values from a

number of the closest matching points on the LUT grid rather than just selecting the

single best fit better improved the estimates. The results reported in Fig. 4.20 confirm

this finding, showing that the best option would be that of using the median of the first

10 closest matching cases.

This figure, also shows that by increasing the number of selected points above this

threshold, the RMSE rises. This could be explained by the fact that more and more

points which are further away from the correct solution (i.e. the minimum of the error

function) are included.

Fig. 4.20. Results of fit between measured and estimated LAI (n=73),
expressed as absolute RMSE, as function of the number of closest matching
LUT grid points selected.
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Alternatively the interpolation of error surface, effectively resampling the LUT grid at a

higher density, using the LOESS locally weighted polynomial regression, with a

bandwidth of 0.6 and a polynomial degree of 5, reduced the absolute RMSE to 0.848,

just slightly less than the value for the original grid points (0.849). This was for a grid

density increased to 41 points for LAI (at 0.113 intervals from 0.5 to 5), suggesting that

the original 10 grid points used for LAI in the LUT (Table 3.9) gave a sufficient

accuracy in the retrieval.

Fig. 4.21. Comparison between estimated and measured LAI for all the datasets gathered in the
Viterbo potato experiments (n=73) using different LUT retrieval strategies of the best fit points
assessed using MSD. A) single closes matching points, equal weight to all VZAs; B) single closest
matching points, more weight to hotspot VZAs; C) points derived from LOESS interpolation, equal
weight to all VZAs; D) median of 10 closes matching points, equal weight to all VZAs.
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The plots of estimated versus measured LAI for all the ADC data sets obtained from the

experiment carried out at Viterbo are reported in Fig. 4.21 for some of the different

parameter retrieval options discussed above. The discrete nature of the LUT grid is

apparent on the ordinate axis for Fig.4.21A and B, in which single closest matching

points have been used. The discrete distribution of points on the abscissa is due to the

fact that one direct measurement per plot corresponds to several indirect estimates,

obtained on the same plot from ADC measurements at different dates. This would

assume that LAI had not changed throughout the measurement period (about 15 days).

Fig. 4.22. Comparison between estimated and measured LAI for all the
datasets gathered in the Viterbo potato experiments (n=73) using the
median of the 10 closest matching points, equal weight to all VZAs.
Different symbols are given to estimates from measurements carried out at
dates closer (within 2 days) or more distant to the direct LAI sampling.
Dashed lines correspond to ±15% of the 1:1 line (solid line).
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From Fig. 4.22 it is apparent that in a few cases the estimates obtained from

measurements carried out at times more distant to the direct LAI sampling dates

contributed to high scatter in the points. In other cases, notably for LAI smaller than 1

and for LAI = 3.25, the estimates for dates closer to the measurements seem to be the

outliers. This figure shows that estimates differed from measured values by more than

15% in many cases, especially for small LAI values. The implications of these results

are discussed in the next section.

For the X_parameter, no direct measurements were available, so estimates from PAR

transmittance data were used to relate them to LUT inversion results. In Fig. 4.23 the

results are shown for average plot values of both estimates.

It is difficult to identify a clear relationship. However, if one considers estimates of the

X_parameter from LUT inversion averaged over the irrigation and nitrogen treatments

Fig. 4.23. X_parameter values estimated from the inversion of the ray tracing
model as compared to “measurement” (estimates from PAR transmittance data).
The estimated values are from single LUT best fit points. Data were averaged
for each plot.
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(Fig. 4.24), the non-irrigated and non-fertilised plots shows a tendency to a more

erectophile canopy as compared to other treatments, in agreement with “measurements”

(Fig. 4.13).

Fig. 4.24. Estimated X_parameter values form the inversion of ADC data using the ray tracing
model. Values of X lower than 1 correspod to a more planophile canopy and higher than 1 to a
more erectophile canopy. Treatments are: N0.I0 = zero nitrogen non-irrigated ; N0.IF = zero
nitrogen irrigated; NF.I0 = full nitrogen non-irrigated; NF.IF = full nitrogen irrigated. Bars
indicate means with Standar Errors.
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4.6. Discussion

The work presented in this Chapter showed, in synthesis, that it was possible to collect

field based multiangular remote sensing data on crop canopies and to estimate from

them canopy structure parameters, related to water and nitrogen stress. The effect of

nitrogen fertilisation on canopy development was well evident in field experiments

carried out at Dundee on potato and barley. The large differences in LAI and fractional

ground cover between fully N fertilised and zero N plots could be detected from

multiangular spectra collected on potato using both the VIFIS and the GER-1500

hyperspectral sensors. However there were some problems in the use of these two

systems for this kind of field based measurements:

- large experimental error appeared because of the heterogeneity of the canopies at the

scale and FOV used. This was apparent in both VIFIS and GER-1500 data. In

addition to those errors already discussed in Chapter 2, other possibilities include: a)

directional and spectral reference panel calibration errors; b) ignoring the effect of

diffuse radiation, therefore not using an atmospheric correction; c)  errors in the

measurement of zenith view and azimuth view angles using the protractor (could

have been in the order of 5-10°); d) time lag between canopy and reference panel

measurements (only for the VIFIS); e) soil slope.

- Considerable scatter was present in the VIFIS data, because the variation in the

image components (sunlit and shaded leaves and soil) was maintained in the images

which were then averaged to obtain the spectra.

- Absolute reflectance values in the spectra extracted from VIFIS images showed

some discrepancies with those obtained using the GER-1500 spectroradiometer. In

particular, reflectance in the red part of the spectrum was much higher in the VIFIS

than in the GER-1500 data. In addition, an unexplained decline in reflectance for the
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NIR part of the spectrum (beyond about 800 nm) was evident in the VIFIS data

alone.

The scattering due to canopy heterogeneity was due to the fact that the instrument

height above the canopy did not allow a sufficient, unbiased, averaging of the different

image components (sunlit and shaded leaves and soil) needed to extract representative

spectra.

However this suggested that the variation of these image components with view zenith

angle could be exploited in order to derive canopy structure information following an

alternative approach as described in Chapter 3, provided the appropriate measurements

were available.

It was shown that it was possible in principle to extract these data from VIFIS

multiangular images, following a simple classification based on thresholding of subsets

of images in the NIR waveband. However with this method it was not possible to

discriminate between the sunlit and shaded soil fractions. This method was not followed

up in detail as easier approaches for extraction of image fractions using a cheap colour-

infrared digital camera, the ADC, were developed. It was shown that all four image

fractions could be accurately derived from supervised classification of multiangular

red/NIR images. The ADC was therefore employed to collect data in a field experiment

on potato at Viterbo. In this experiment, the imposition of severe water and nitrogen

stress, resulted in the development of a range of differing canopies. The differences in

LAI and ground cover between plots subject to the different treatments were clearly

detectable in the trends of the image fractions as function of the view zenith angles.

In order to retrieve canopy parameters from these data, model inversion techniques were

employed.
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For the average spectra obtained from VIFIS and GER-1500 measurements it was

possible to use a classical approach based on the numerical inversion, using the

downhill simplex method, of the two turbid medium models most frequently used for

this purpose: PROKUUSK and PROSAIL. The results were unsatisfactory, in part

because the data used were affected by large experimental error as mentioned above.

Two additional problems which might have contributed to these results were a) the

arbitrary choice of the parameter values kept fixed in the inversion procedure, b) the

influence of the starting values for the initialization of the simplex. The first of these

problems could be solved in principle by: a) using a different model; b) obtaining all the

required parameter values from experimental data, c) leaving more free parameters to be

retrieved from the inversion. Results from the literature (Jacquemoud, 1993; Goel,

1989) however suggest that the last option would in general lead to worse results.

The second problem could perhaps be alleviated by using an optimization technique

with increased ability to climb out of local minima, such as simulated annealing (Press

et al., 1986).

The alternative approach of exploiting the angular variation in image fraction

components allowed the retrieval of canopy parameters through the inversion of a

simple ray tracing model using a look up table approach (as described in Chapter 3).

The results were more satisfactory than those from the previous approach, for the data

derived from VIFIS measurements in Dundee, so subsequent work concentrated on this

approach.

A much larger set of data was available from measurements carried out at Viterbo using

the ADC. The comparison of direct LAI measurements to values retrieved from

different LUT inversion options showed the advantage of using some alternative to the

selection of the single closest matching LUT value. In particular, the use of the median
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of the 10 closest matching values, or in alternative the interpolation of the error surface

using 3-D LOESS locally weighted polynomial regression, improved the results. Also

the allocation of more weight to VZAs close to the hotspot, during the calculation of the

fit between measurements and model values included in the LUT, gave better results.

The estimates of LAI were realistic as compared to direct measurements and these

results were comparable to those obtained using other model inversion techniques

(Jacquemoud et al, 1995a; Kuusk, 1997; Bicheron and Leroy, 1999). Nevertheless the

accuracy of the estimates was often worse that the desirable objective of being within

±15% of the ‘true’ values (see section 1.3), although it should be noted that this

comparison involved the use of single unreplicated points. Part of this discrepancy

could be explained by the fact that estimated values were obtained from measurements

over a period of time (15 days) while the direct LAI was only for one day. In addition,

sampling error in the direct LAI measurements has to be considered. In fact these data

were obtained from plants harvested in specific points in the plots, different from those

over which the ADC measurements were carried out. Furthermore, the limited number

of harvested plants and other experimental errors, e.g. in the use of the leaf area meter

have to be considered. Other errors were introduced in the ADC measurement

procedure by the bias in imaging the crop row structure (unequal fraction of rows and

interrows), which depends on the camera FOV and height and varies with VZA as

discussed in section 3.2.2.3. Similarly to the VIFIS measurements, there was a potential

error in the measurement of view zenith angle which could have been in the order of 5°.

The effect of the camera resolution and image classification accuracy should have been

small, given the robustness of the model inversion procedure (see section 3.2.3.1).
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In addition to any experimental error, it should be noted also that the approximations

used in the canopy model employed for the inversion, may also lead to errors in

retrieval of the true canopy parameters.

Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain any information on the accuracy of the

estimate of the leaf angle distribution parameter in this study, because of a lack of

reliable direct measurements. The possibility of having these reference measurements

contrasts with the main difficulty of being able to obtain representative samples for a

range of canopies fast enough for this parameter not to change with time. This is rather

difficult as for example our measurements showed  that during the course of the day

potato plants change the degree of leaf cupping (Table 4.5), presumably altering the leaf

angle distribution. As an alternative, indirect measurements, such as those obtained

from PAR transmittance as in our work, could contain the same amount of error as

those estimated from model inversion of multiangular remote sensing data.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The objective of this research was that of demonstrating the usefulness of multiangular

remote sensing measurements for the extraction of plant canopy structure information,

in order to monitor water and nitrogen stress.

Previous work, based on the use of canopy reflectance measurements, had shown that

the assessment of these stresses is made difficult by the confounding effect of canopy

structure. Water and nitrogen stress modify the canopy structure, as also shown from the

experimental results from the present work, but rather than being an obstacle, these

effects can be directly exploited for stress monitoring.

Multiangular remote sensing, as compared to the typical use of measurements from only

one view angle, offers the possibility of exploiting the directional information, which

has been shown to be especially influenced by the geometric properties of the target.

This can be combined with the increasing availability of data at very high spectral

resolution, through the use of spectroradiometers or imaging spectrometers.

The extraction of information on vegetation properties from remotely sensed data has

for a long time relied on the use of empirical relationships between these properties and

spectral reflectances, through the use of broad or narrow band vegetation indices.

The limits of such an approach are that vegetation indices are sensitive not only to

canopy structure, but they are influenced by leaf and soil spectral properties,

illumination and view zenith angles. Although the impact of these factors can be

reduced by designing better vegetation indices, using for example narrow wavebands

combinations, still the retrieval of canopy structure information is based on empirical
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relationships lacking general validity, which therefore need to be calibrated to the

specific vegetation type and site.

In the last decades many authors have shown that vegetation properties can be

successfully retrieved from the numerical inversion of physically based canopy

reflectance models. The availability of many good models, able to simulate accurately

multiangular canopy reflectance, suggests that this approach can theoretically provide

accurate estimates of vegetation properties, particularly from multiangular and

hyperpectral remote sensing data. There is however a number of issues to be solved yet,

for the operational use of this approach. They are related to the choice of the most

appropriate model and of the mathematical inversion technique.

In the first part of this research, hyperspectral multiangular data were collected at the

field scale using the VIFIS, a low cost imaging spectrometer developed at the

University of Dundee. The data, gathered on crop canopies subject to contrasting

nitrogen fertilisation treatments, were subsequently used for the numerical inversion of

two of the most widely used canopy reflectance models, PROKUUSK and PROSAIL.

The results revealed that this approach was not suitable for the scale at which it was

used here, mainly because of the large experimental error due to the sampling of image

fraction components, namely sunlit and shaded foliage and soil. Additional problems

were evident in the inversion procedure used. In particular for the technique used,

specifically the merit function minimization using the downhill simplex, the starting

parameter values used to initialize the simplex had a substantial influence on the success

of the inversion.

Nevertheless, it is entirely possible that much better results could have been obtained

using the VIFIS at a different scale, e.g. as an airborne sensor as it was originally

planned to be.
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The use of such an approach, i.e. the inversion of canopy radiation models from

hyperspectral multiangular data, would allow the estimation of other vegetation

parameters, such as chlorophyll or dry matter content, in addition to those related to

canopy structure.

An original alternative approach was instead developed in this thesis, based on the

exploitation of the angular variation of image fraction components. This approach is

most suitable to measurements at the field scale, since very high resolution images are

needed in order to discriminate between sunlit and shaded leaves and soil. In the present

work, multiangular image fraction data, derived from supervised classification of

red/NIR images, were used for the inversion of a simple ray tracing canopy model

developed for the purpose. The use of such a model allows the application of ray tracing

algorithms to solve arbitrarily complex geometrical optical problems. An advantage of

this modelling approach is that parameters are kept to a minimum, being mostly related

to the geometrical description of the canopy. The inversion of the model was performed

using a look up table approach. This allowed the estimation of the main canopy

structure parameter, LAI, from the measurements carried out on potato canopies. The

accuracy of the estimates was in some occasions worse that the target of 15%

considered as desirable, as discussed in section 1.3. It is believed that the large

experimental error included in the measurements and the use of an overly simplified

geometrical description of the canopy in the model, might have been largely responsible

for these results. It was not possible to determine the success of the retrieval of the leaf

angle distribution parameter due to the lack of appropriate direct measurements.

The use of a look up table approach for the inversion of the model posed a series of

methodological problems. The first one was related to choice of the size of the LUT and

of the range of parameters corresponding to the canopy realizations to include in it. In
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the present case, a sampling of the parameter space according to a regular grid, within

ranges typical of a short crop canopy such as potato was used. Another issue was the

decision of the way in which the results of the LUT inversion procedure should be

employed, in order to derive the correct parameter estimates. The selection of the single

point of the LUT, corresponding to the best fit between measurements and model,

would in fact link the retrieval accuracy to the LUT size (grid density). Our tests

showed empirically, by comparing direct measurements and estimated LAI values, that

better results could be obtained by using the median of the first 10 closest matching

LUT grid points, similar to the approach employed by Weiss et al. (2000).

Alternatively, a small improvement in the estimates could be obtained also through a

procedure of 3-D interpolation of the error surface, effectively obtaining a much denser

grid through the use of loess locally weighted polynomial regression. This procedure is

much simpler than that developed by O’Dwyer (1999), who applied a linear model

around the best fitting LUT grid points in order to calculate analytically the minimum of

the error function. The interpolation of the error surface, although easier to implement,

presents however a series of drawbacks. In the first instance the decision on which

interpolation method to use and on the different options of the method chosen are

somehow subjective and will lead to different results. The results will also depend on

the density of resampling of the LUT grid, although beyond a given point this can cause

less concern  because of the limited accuracy of the measured parameter values. Finally

this approach can only be applied to the cases in  which no more than 2 parameters are

estimated simultaneously, otherwise the error surface would be extending in more than

3 dimensions.

The main result of the work presented in this thesis has been the development of a

methodology that allows the rapid collection of multiangular remote sensing data on
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crop canopies at the field scale and their use to estimate canopy structure parameters

through the inversion of a simple canopy ray tracing model. The proposed technique

seems to be promising as it would avoid many of the problems encountered for example

using reflectance measurements (e.g. the confounding effect of soil). Increased sample

replication should improve the accuracy of estimates of canopy structure parameters. In

addition the inversion technique is very robust as shown in section 3.2.3.1. The fact that

four image fractions are used simultaneously for the calculation of the merit function in

the LUT search, avoids the problem, found in the inversion of canopy reflectance

models, that the same model output (e.g. reflectance) could be obtained by different

combinations of canopy structure parameters. The advantage of using all four image

fractions could also be appreciated by comparison with gap fraction techniques, such as

hemispherical photography from above the canopy, which rely only on two fractions

(soil and vegetation). In fact, the relationship between LAI and gap fraction is a

negative exponential and at high LAI the gap fraction will become very small and

difficult to measure. Using the sunlit and shaded leaf fractions, it will instead be

possible to obtain information on canopy structure even at high LAI values. In addition

gap fraction methods theory is based on the assumption of a canopy of randomly

distributed leaves (following the Poisson distribution). While the application presented

here used a simple geometric canopy model made of randomly distributed disks, it is

straightforward to develop simple non-random canopy models (such as those presented

in section 3.2.2.3). The approach proposed lends itself to the use of much more

complicated and realistic canopy representations, e.g. using 3-D digitizer data or L-

systems.

Although the prototype methodology used here for the acquisition of ground-based

multiangular datasets is not practical enough for routine operational use, the equipment
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used in 2001 was a great improvement on that originally developed for the use of the

VIFIS and we believe that this now forms the basis for the development of a practical

method.

Future work

Additional work is required before the methodology developed here can be used

operationally to provide accurate quantitative information on canopy structure useful for

the assessment of water and nitrogen stress, for example in the context of precision

farming technologies. Based on the experience gained during the course of this work

some ideas and suggestions for possible improvements are reported here.

1. Measurement considerations.

Although the VIFIS system in its present development stage appeared not to be entirely

suitable for fast field based multiangular remote sensing measurements, there is

certainly great interest in the use of imaging spectrometers also at this scale (see e.g.

Inoue and Penuelas, 2001). The ability to extract detailed spectral information from high

resolution images would offer undoubtedly an increased capability to assess vegetation

biophysical and biochemical properties.

Cheap and simple instruments such as the ADC colour-infrared camera used in this

study are also extremely valuable, especially for field based applications. Improvements

could include the use of narrower wavebands, further addition of bands, the provision of

a suitable calibration procedure and the increase of storage memory.

In addition there is great scope for development of systems for the automated

mechanical positioning and digital recording of the angular configuration. Ideally, for a

future operational use, e.g. in precision farming, these systems should be tractor-

mounted.
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2. Modelling considerations.

One of the main advantages of the modelling and inversion approach chosen in the

present work is that both are extremely flexible and will lend themselves easily to

further improvements.

Ray tracing techniques pose no limitations to the complexity of the geometric properties

of the canopy to be simulated. Indeed, using ray tracing algorithms, many authors have

developed highly sophisticated and realistic models of plant canopies (e.g. Govaerts and

Verstraete, 1998; Lewis, 1999). The use of such models for the estimation of plant

canopy properties has been however limited due to their complexity. It is also

practically impossible to invert these models using numerical optimization techniques,

because of the excessive computing time required. The look-up-table approach is in

principle suitable for the inversion of complex and computationally intensive models.

However even using this method it seems sensible to try to limit the inversion to few

parameters simultaneously. Therefore for operational use it is still advisable to keep the

complexity (and the number of parameters) of the model to a minimum.

Some problems have still to be solved in the use of the LUT inversion technique. They

have already been mentioned and concern the decision on how to optimize LUT size

and extraction of best fit values from the error surface. In this thesis different options

were compared empirically, suggesting that for example the use of the median of a

number of closest matching cases as in Weiss et al. (2000) is a suitable and simple

method.

A more detailed repeat of the Viterbo potato experiment was conducted in 2002, but it

has not been possible to include the results here. Analysis of this will provide further

confirmatory information on the utility of the approaches being proposed here for

canopy analysis using multiangular remote sensing coupled with image classification.
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List of 1999 measurements
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Appendix 2

List of 2000  measurements



Appendix II. List of measurements carried during the 2001 season at Viterbo.

Date 

ADC Sunscan Other Plots sampled SZA Height Plots sampled SZA
05/29/01 B1.N0.IF 28

B1.NF.IF 28
B4.N0.IF 34
B4.NF.IF 35

05/30/01 B1.N0.I0 39
B1.NF.I0 39

05/31/01 B2.N0.I0 35
B2.N0.IF 40
B2.NF.I0 36
B2.NF.IF 39

06/04/01 B1.N0.IF 46 B1.N0.IF 51
B1.NF.IF 46 B1.NF.IF 50

06/05/01 B1.N0.I0 20
B1.N0.IF 20
B1.NF.I0 20
B1.NF.IF 20
B2.N0.I0 22
B2.N0.IF 21
B2.NF.I0 22
B2.NF.IF 21
B3.N0.I0 23
B3.N0.IF 24
B3.NF.I0 23
B3.NF.IF 24
B4.N0.I0 25
B4.N0.IF 26
B4.NF.I0 25
B4.NF.IF 26

06/06/01 B1.N0.I0 20
B1.N0.IF 26
B1.NF.I0 20
B1.NF.IF 26

06/07/01 B2.N0.I0 33
B2.N0.IF 38
B2.NF.I0 32
B2.NF.IF 38
B3.N0.I0 27
B3.N0.IF 23
B3.NF.I0 28
B3.NF.IF 23
B4.N0.I0 20
B4.N0.IF 23
B4.NF.I0 20
B4.NF.IF 24

06/09/01 B1.N0.I0 33
B1.N0.IF 34
B1.NF.I0 30
B1.NF.IF 38
B2.NF.IF 30
B3.N0.I0 50
B3.N0.IF 45
B3.NF.I0 50
B3.NF.IF 45

Measurements carried out ADC measurement details Sunscan measurement 
details



Date 

ADC Sunscan Other Plots sampled SZA Height Plots sampled SZA

06/14/01  plant B1.N0.I0 46 B1.N0.I0 48
harvest B1.N0.IF 51 B1.N0.IF 51
for LAI B1.NF.I0 52 B1.NF.I0 51

(B1 plots) B1.NF.IF 45 B1.NF.IF 48
B2.N0.I0 64 B2.N0.I0 56
B2.N0.IF 56 B2.N0.IF 55

B2.NF.IF 55 B2.NF.I0 56

B2.NF.I0 56

B2.NF.IF 53

06/15/01  plant B1.N0.I0 45
harvest B1.N0.IF 45
for LAI B1.NF.I0 52

(B2 plots) B1.NF.IF 53
B2.N0.I0 39
B2.N0.IF 39
B2.NF.I0 41
B2.NF.IF 41

06/18/01  plant B3.N0.I0 51 B3.N0.I0 47
harvest B3.N0.IF 20 B3.N0.I0 34
for LAI B3.NF.I0 50 B3.N0.IF 51

(B3 & B3.NF.IF 20 B3.N0.IF 34
 B4 plots) B4.N0.I0 35 B3.NF.I0 50

B4.N0.IF 40 B3.NF.I0 35
B4.NF.I0 36 B3.NF.IF 51
B4.NF.IF 40 B3.NF.IF 34

B4.N0.I0 45
B4.N0.I0 35
B4.N0.IF 45
B4.N0.IF 36
B4.NF.I0 46
B4.NF.I0 35
B4.NF.IF 44
B4.NF.IF 36

06/19/01 B1.N0.I0 19 B1.N0.I0 29
B1.N0.IF 19 B1.N0.IF 29
B1.NF.IF 19 B1.NF.I0 29
B2.N0.I0 21 B1.NF.IF 30
B2.N0.IF 21 B2.N0.I0 31
B2.NF.IF 19 B2.N0.IF 32
B3.N0.I0 24 B2.NF.I0 31
B3.N0.IF 28 B2.NF.IF 32
B3.NF.I0 24 B3.N0.I0 33
B3.NF.IF 28 B3.N0.IF 35
B4.N0.I0 37 B3.NF.I0 34
B4.N0.IF 42 B3.NF.IF 35
B4.NF.I0 37 B4.N0.I0 37
B4.NF.IF 42 B4.N0.IF 41

B4.NF.I0 38
B4.NF.IF 40

06/22/01  sampling for leaf N and chlorophyll, leaf cupping

07/27/01  sampling for final yield estimation

Measurements carried out ADC measurement details Sunscan measurement 
details
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Appendix 3

Source code of the software developed

Listing L1. ANSI C program for the extraction of average spectra from VIFIS images

saved as ASCII files.

Listing L2. ANSI C Programs for the inversion of PROKUUSK model using the

downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead (Press et al., 1986).

Listing L3. ANSI C Programs for the inversion of PROSAIL model using the downhill

simplex method of Nelder and Mead (Press et al., 1986).

Listing L4. POV-ray script language code for the random canopy model.

Listing L5. MS Visual Basic code for POV-ray model output processing and batch

runs.

Listing L6. POV-ray script language code for the regular canopy model n.1.

Listing L7. POV-ray script language code for the regular canopy model n.2.

Listing L8. POV-ray script language code for the row canopy model.

Listing L9. MS VBA for Excel code for the LUT search algorithm.
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Listing L1. C program for the extraction of average spectra from VIFIS images
saved as ASCII files.

Program AvgSpectra.c

/* Averages columns of pixels for VIFIS images (565 rows x 759 cols)
converted to ASCII*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

int main(void)
{
float tmpar[759], avera[759];
char filenm[20], line[100];
char Inputf[20], Outputf[20];
int i, j;
FILE *ifp, *ofp;
/* initializes the arrays to 0 */
for(i=0; i<759; i++){
avera[i] = 0;
tmpar[i]=0;
}
/* asks for input file name */
printf("\n Enter name of file to process: ");
scanf(" %s", &filenm);
/* Specifies the name of the output file as "Out_filename"*/
strcpy(Outputf, "Out_");
strcat(Outputf, filenm);
/* opens the input file, writes the content of image row values into
array tmpar. The content of successive rows is added up in array avera
*/
ifp=fopen(filenm,"r");
for(i=0; i<5; ++i)
fgets(line, 200, ifp);
for(j=0; j<565; j++){
for(i=0; i<759; i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f ", &tmpar[i]);
avera[i] += tmpar[i];
}
}
fclose(ifp);
/* calculates average and strores in avera */
for(i=0; i<759; i++)
avera[i] /= 565;
/* opens the output file and writes the content of array avera:
average image column values */
ofp=fopen(Outputf,"w");
for(i=0; i<759; i++)
fprintf(ofp,"\n %d\t %0.5f ", i, avera[i]);
fclose(ofp);
return;
}
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Listing L2. C Programs for the inversion of PROKUUSK model using the downhill

simplex method of Nelder and Mead (Press et al., 1986).

Program InvKuusk.c

/* Inverts Kuusk model using the amoeba algorithm */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#define ndim 3 /* dimensions of the function funk */
float  th0, phi=0.,sl=0.05, lmbda; /* Sun zenith, view azimuth leaf
size parameter and wavelength */

int main(void)
{
float FTOL=0.00000001;
float **p; /* this is the matrix of initial inputs for funk */
float *y; /* this is the array for storing function values */
float *inp; /* this is the array used as input to function
funk(float[]) */
float funk(float inp[ndim]); /* this is the prototype of the function
of which we seek the minimum i.e. merit function */
float z, li;
int i=1, j=1, nfunk;
char re, Outputf[20];
FILE *ofp;

/* defines the size of inp[] y[] and p[][] using functions in nrutil.c
(n.b. prototypes in nr.h) */
y=vector(1,ndim+1);
p=matrix(1,ndim+1,1,ndim);
inp=vector(1,ndim);

/* fixed input parameters */
printf("\n          You have to input the following FIXED parameters
\n");
printf("\nEnter SZA [0..87]:");
   scanf("%f", &th0);
/*
printf("\nEnter rel.azimuth [0..180]:");
   scanf("%f", &phi);
printf("\nEnter rel.leaf size:");
   scanf("%f", &sl);
*/
printf("\nEnter wavelength (nm):");
   scanf("%f", &lmbda);

printf("\n   You have to input n+1 times the n parameters \n");
printf("\n   for the initialisation of the simplex \n");
/* fills the arrays p and y */
for(i=1; i <= ndim+1; i++){   /* i are the rows of the array */
   printf("\nEnter LAI value [0..10]:");
   scanf("%f", &inp[1]);
   printf("\nEnter eln value [0..10]:");
   scanf("%f", &inp[2]);
   printf("\nEnter thm value [0..90]:");
   scanf("%f", &inp[3]);
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   z=funk(inp);

   p[i][j]=inp[1];
   p[i][j+1]=inp[2];
   p[i][j+2]=inp[3];
   y[i]=z;

   printf("\n p(%d, %d) = %.2f", i, j, p[i][j]);
   printf("\n p(%d, %d) = %.2f", i, j+1, p[i][j+1]);
   printf("\n p(%d, %d) = %.2f", i, j+2, p[i][j+2]);
   printf("\n y(%d) = %f", i, y[i]);

   
      }

   scanf("%f", &li);
for(i=1; i <= ndim+1; i++){   /* i are the rows of the array */
   p[i][j]=inp[1];
   p[i][j+1]=inp[2];
   p[i][j+2]=inp[3];
   z=funk(inp); /*calls the function to initialize y */
   y[i]=z;

   inp[1] += li;
   inp[2] += li;
   inp[3] += li;    

   }

}
amoeba(p,y,ndim,FTOL,funk, &nfunk);
printf("\n*************************************************");
printf("\n              HERE ARE THE RESULTS!\n");
printf("\n        Function minima are: z=f(L,eln,thm)\n");
for(i=1;i<=ndim+1;i++)
printf("\n        n. %d :\t%.2f\t=f (%.2f, %.2f, %.2f)", i, y[i],
p[i][1], p[i][2], p[i][3]);
printf("\n\n        n. of function evaluations = %d \n",nfunk);
printf("\n\n       results have been written to file: results.txt");
printf("\n*************************************************");
sprintf(Outputf,"results.txt");
ofp=fopen(Outputf,"w");
fprintf(ofp,"\n              HERE ARE THE RESULTS!\n");
fprintf(ofp, "\n        Function minima are: z=f(L,eln,thm)\n");
for(i=1;i<=ndim+1;i++)
fprintf(ofp,"\n        n. %d :\t%.5f\t=f (%.2f, %.2f, %.2f)", i, y[i],
p[i][1], p[i][2], p[i][3]);
fprintf(ofp, "\n\n        n. of function evaluations = %d \n",nfunk);
fclose(ofp);
return 0;
}

Program funk.c
/* Merit function to invert the Kuusk model. N.B. all parameters fixed
except
LAI, eln and thm  */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "nrutil.h"
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#define nVZA 13
#define HIGH 100
#define NP 3 /* number of passed input parameters */

float funk(float *inp)  /* inp[LAI, eln, thm] */
{
char Inputf[20], Outputf[20], command[30], Measf[20];
int i;
float **meas; /* matrix for storing VZAs and measurements */
float **modl;  /* matrix for storing VZAs and model */
float Lmn=0.1, Lmx=10., elnmn=0., elnmx=10., thmmn=0., thmmx=90.; /*
bounds for input parameters*/
float sum1=0., sum2=0., sqd=0., *w, merit;

/* THIS SECTION INITIALIZES FIXED PARAMETERS */
extern float  th0, phi,sl, lmbda; /* from main prog.: Sun zenith, view
azimuth leaf size parameter and wavelength */
float bAng=0.0; /*  Angstrom turbidity factor (=0 @ top of canopy) */
float L, lmbd_z=0.9; /* LAI and Markov parameter (=1 random
distr.) */
float eln, thm; /* LAD parameters */
float n_ratio=0.9; /* a factor for the refractive index */
float ths=45., rsl1=0.02, rsl2=-0.005, rsl3=.0, rsl4=.0;      /* Soil
reflectance parameters */
float cAB=24.0,cW=.05,cP=.2e-2,cC=.2e-2, N=1.24;  /* Parameters of the
PROSPECT model: chlorophyll content, water content, protein content,
cellulose+lignin content and the leaf structure parameter*/
FILE *ifp, *ofp;
meas=matrix(1,nVZA,1,2); /* allocates mem. space for meas[][] and
mod[][] */
modl=matrix(1,nVZA,1,2);
w=vector(1,NP);

/*gets input passed to funk as inp[] */
L=inp[1];
eln =inp[2];
thm=inp[3];
/* if input passed is outside param. bounds sets w to a high value and
param. to bounds*/
for(i=1;i<=NP;i++){
w[i]=0.;
}
if(L<Lmn){

w[1]=HIGH;
L=Lmn;
}

if(L>Lmx){
w[1]=HIGH;
L=Lmn;
}

if(eln<elnmn){
w[2]=HIGH;
eln=elnmn;
}

if(eln>elnmx){
w[2]=HIGH;
eln=elnmx;
}

if(thm<thmmn){
w[3]=HIGH;
thm=thmmn;
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}
if(thm>thmmx){

w[3]=HIGH;
thm=thmmx;
}

/* generates input file for model  */
sprintf(Inputf,"input");
sprintf(Outputf,"output");
ofp=fopen(Inputf,"w"); 
fprintf(ofp, "'%s'\t\t\t\t: name of the dataset\n", Inputf);
fprintf(ofp, "%.1f\t%0.1f\t%.1f\t\t\t: th0, phi, bAng\n",th0,phi,
bAng);
fprintf(ofp, "%.4f\t%.2f\t%.1f\t\t\t: L, sl, lmbd_z\n", L, sl,
lmbd_z);
fprintf(ofp, "%.4f\t%.4f\t\t\t\t: eln, thm\n", eln, thm);
fprintf(ofp, "%0.1f\t%.1f\t\t\t\t: lmbda, n_ratio\n", lmbda,n_ratio);
fprintf(ofp, "%0.1f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t: th*,rsli\n",ths,
rsl1, rsl2, rsl3, rsl4);
fprintf(ofp, "%0.1f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t:
cAB,cW,cP,cC,N\n\n",cAB,cW,cP,cC,N);
fprintf(ofp,"******************************************************");
fclose(ofp);
/* runs model using specified input file */
sprintf(command,"model %s %s",Inputf, Outputf);
system(command);
/* puts output in mod[][]*/
ifp=fopen(Outputf,"r");
for(i=1;i<=nVZA;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f %f \n", &modl[i][1], &modl[i][2]);

}
fclose(ifp);
sprintf(Measf,"meas.txt");
ifp=fopen(Measf,"r");
for(i=1;i<=nVZA;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f %f \n", &meas[i][1], &meas[i][2]);

}
fclose(ifp);
for(i=1;i<=nVZA;i++){
sqd= (pow((meas[i][2]-modl[i][2]),2)/meas[i][2]);
sum1 += sqd;
}
for (i=1;i<=NP;i++){
sum2 += (pow(w[i],2));
}
free_vector(w,1,NP);
free_matrix(meas,1,nVZA,1,2);
free_matrix(modl,1,nVZA,1,2);
merit=sum1+sum2;
return merit;
}
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Listing L3. C Programs for the inversion of PROSAIL model using the downhill

simplex method of Nelder and Mead (Press et al., 1986).

Program InvSail.c
/* Inverts PROSAIL model using the amoeba algorithm */
#include <stdio.h>
#include "nr.h"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#define ndim 2 /* dimensions of the function funk */
#define FTOL 10.e-10
#define nVZA 13
#define nWavl 141

float  Theta_s,sl, **meas; /* Sun zenith, leaf size parameter */
int main(void)
{
float **p;
float *y; float *inp;
float funk(float inp[ndim]);
float z, li;
int i=1, j=1, nfunk;
char re, Measf[20], Outputf[20];
FILE *ifp, *ofp;

y=vector(1,ndim+1);
p=matrix(1,ndim+1,1,ndim);
meas=matrix(1,nWavl+2,1,nVZA+1);
inp=vector(1,ndim);

sprintf(Measf,"meas.txt");
ifp=fopen(Measf,"r");
fscanf(ifp, "%*f"); /* suppress getting SZA */
/* gets VZA column titles */
for(i=2;i<=nVZA+1;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f ", &meas[1][i]);

}
fscanf(ifp, "\n");
for(i=1;i<=nVZA+1;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%*f ");

}
fscanf(ifp, "\n");
for(i=2;i<=nWavl+2;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f \n",
&meas[i][1],
&meas[i][2],&meas[i][3],&meas[i][4],&meas[i][5],&meas[i][6],&meas[i][7
],
&meas[i][8],&meas[i][9],&meas[i][10],&meas[i][11],&meas[i][12],&meas[i
][13],&meas[i][14]);

}
fclose(ifp);

/* fixed input parameters */
printf("\n          You have to input the following FIXED parameters
\n");
printf("\nEnter SZA [0..87]:");
   scanf("%f", &Theta_s);
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printf("\nEnter leaf size parameter (nm):");
   scanf("%f", &sl);

printf("\n    You have to input n+1 times the n parameters \n");
printf("\n    for the initialisation of the simplex \n");
/* fills the arrays p and y */
for(i=1; i <= ndim+1; i++){   /* i are the rows of the array */
   printf("\nEnter LAI value [0..10]:");
   scanf("%f", &inp[1]);
   printf("\nEnter mean leaf angle value [0..90]:");
   scanf("%f", &inp[2]);
   z=funk(inp);

      p[i][j]=inp[1];
   p[i][j+1]=inp[2];
   y[i]=z;
   printf("\n p(%d, %d) = %.2f", i, j, p[i][j]);
   printf("\n p(%d, %d) = %.2f", i, j+1, p[i][j+1]);
   printf("\n y(%d) = %f", i, y[i]);

   }

   scanf("%f", &li);
for(i=1; i <= ndim+1; i++){   /* i are the rows of the array */
   p[i][j]=inp[1];
   p[i][j+1]=inp[2];
   z=funk(inp); /*calls the function to initialize y */
   y[i]=z;
   inp[1] += li;
   inp[2] += li;

   }
}

amoeba(p,y,ndim,FTOL,funk, &nfunk);
printf("\n*************************************************");
printf("\n              HERE ARE THE RESULTS!\n");
printf("\n        Function minima are: z=f(LAI,tl)\n");
for(i=1;i<=ndim+1;i++)
printf("\n        n. %d :\t%.2f\t=f (%.2f, %.2f)", i, y[i], p[i][1],
p[i][2]);
printf("\n\n        n. of function evaluations = %d \n",nfunk);
printf("\n\n       results have been written to file: results.txt");
printf("\n*************************************************");
sprintf(Outputf,"results.txt");
ofp=fopen(Outputf,"w");
fprintf(ofp,"\n              HERE ARE THE RESULTS!\n");
fprintf(ofp, "\n        Function minima are: z=f(LAI,tl)\n");
for(i=1;i<=ndim+1;i++)
fprintf(ofp,"\n        n. %d :\t%.5f\t=f (%.2f, %.2f)", i, y[i],
p[i][1], p[i][2]);
fprintf(ofp, "\n\n        n. of function evaluations = %d \n",nfunk);
fclose(ofp);
return 0;
}

Program funk.c
/* Merit function to invert the PROSAIL model. N.B. all parameters
fixed except
l (=LAI) and tl (= leaf mean inclination angle in the ellipsoidal
distr.)   */

#include <stdio.h>
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#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "nrutil.h"
#define HIGH 100
#define nVZA 13
#define nWavl 141
#define NP 2 /* number of passed input parameters */

float funk(float inp[])  /* inp[LAI, tl] */
{
extern float  Theta_s, sl, **meas; /* from main prog.: Sun zenith,
leaf size parameter  */
float **modl;  /* matrix for storing VZAs and model */
float l, tl; /* LAI and leaf inclination */
float lmn=0.01, lmx=10., tlmn=0.01, tlmx=90.;  /*bounds for input
parameters*/
float sum1=0., sum2=0., sqd=0., *w, merit;
char  Inputf[20], Outputf[20], command[30];
int i, j;

FILE *ifp, *ofp;
modl=matrix(1,nWavl+2,1,nVZA+1);
w=vector(1,NP);

/*gets input passed to funk as inp[] */
l=inp[1];
tl =inp[2];

/* if input passed is outside param. bounds sets w to a high value and
param. to bounds*/
for(i=1;i<=NP;i++){
w[i]=0.;
}

if(l<lmn){
w[1]=HIGH;
l=lmn;
}

if(l>lmx){
w[1]=HIGH;
l=lmx;
}

if(tl<tlmn){
w[2]=HIGH;
tl=tlmn;
}

if(tl>tlmx){
w[2]=HIGH;
tl=tlmx;
}

/* generates input file for model */
sprintf(Inputf,"inp_sail.m");
ofp=fopen(Inputf,"w"); 
fprintf(ofp, "parameter=[\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   0         0         %% isat\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   1         0         %% ihot\n");
fprintf(ofp, "  %0.1f       0         %% Theta_s, Phi_s\n",Theta_s );
fprintf(ofp, "  %0.4f       0         %% tl\n", tl);
fprintf(ofp, "   %0.4f       0         %% l\n", l);
fprintf(ofp, "   1.5       0         %% vai\n");
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fprintf(ofp, "  30.0       0         %% cab\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   0.0150    0         %% cw\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   0.0035    0         %% cm\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   %0.4f     0         %% sl\n", sl);
fprintf(ofp, "  50.0       0         %% vis \n");
fprintf(ofp, "   13        0         %% na\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   60.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   50.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   40.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   30.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   20.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   10.0      0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   0.0       0.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   10.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   20.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   30.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   40.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   50.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "   60.0    180.0       %% Theta_v(j), Phi_v(j)\n");
fprintf(ofp, "];\n");
fclose(ofp);
/* runs model using specified input file */
sprintf(command,"model");
system(command);
/* reads Outputf and puts output in modl[][]*/
sprintf(Outputf,"out_sail.m");
ifp=fopen(Outputf,"r");
fscanf(ifp, "%*f");
/* gets VZA column titles */
for(i=2;i<=nVZA+1;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f ", &modl[1][i]);

}
fscanf(ifp, "\n");
for(i=1;i<=nVZA+1;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%*f ");

}
fscanf(ifp, "\n");
for(i=2;i<=nWavl+2;i++){
fscanf(ifp, "%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f \n",
&modl[i][1],
&modl[i][2],&modl[i][3],&modl[i][4],&modl[i][5],&modl[i][6],&modl[i][7
],
&modl[i][8],&modl[i][9],&modl[i][10],&modl[i][11],&modl[i][12],&modl[i
][13],&modl[i][14]);

}
fclose(ifp);
for(i=2;i<=nWavl+1;i++){

for(j=2; j<=nVZA+1; j++){
 sqd= (pow((meas[i][j]-modl[i][j]),2)/meas[i][j]);

sum1 += sqd;
}
}
for (i=1;i<=NP;i++){
sum2 += (pow(w[i],2));
}

free_vector(w,1,NP);
free_matrix(modl,1,nWavl+2,1,nVZA+1);
merit=sum1+sum2;
return merit;
}
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Listing L4. POV-ray script language code for the random canopy model.

Program Model.pov
//************ START of MODEL PARAMETERS **************************
#declare ViewZenAngle=clock;   // View zenith Angle (degrees)
// !!!!! READ PARAMETERS FROM FILE !!!!!!
#fopen Input_file "input.txt" read
#read(Input_file,SZA,Camera_height,Camera_IFOV,LAI,nlsz,X_parameter)
#fclose Input_file

// as an alternative input parameter values from here below
/*
#declare SZA=45;  // Sun Zenith Angle [degrees]
#declare Camera_height=200; // height of the camera
#declare Camera_IFOV=6.;     // Camera IFOV [degrees]

//CANOPY PARAMETERS
#declare LAI=2.2;          // Leaf Area Index
#declare nlsz=0.05;        // normalized leaf size parameter
#declare X_parameter=1;    // Campbell's leaf angle distribution

   // parameter (b/a, ratio of horizontal to
   // vertical semi-axis of the spheroid)

*/                        // n.b. X=1 spherical distribution, X>1
   // herectophile; X<1 planophile

#declare canopy_height=6;   // height of the top of the canopy
#declare plot_size=50;      // length of the side of the canopy plot
#declare Camera_X=cos(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare Camera_Y=sin(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare sun_X=cos(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare sun_Y=sin(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare plot_area=pow(plot_size,2); // area of the canopy plot
#declare leaf_radius=nlsz*canopy_height;    // radius of a single leaf
#declare leaf_area=pi*pow(leaf_radius,2);    // area of a single leaf
#declare n_leaves=(LAI*plot_area)/leaf_area; // number of leaves
#declare b=1;
#declare a=b/X_parameter;
#declare canopy_displ=leaf_radius;  // displacement (height) of the

     //bottom of the canopy from the soil
//******************* END OF MODEL PARAMETERS ************************

#include "colors.inc" // Standard Color definitions
light_source {
        <sun_X,sun_Y,0>
        color <10000,10000,10000>}
// Set a color of the background (sky)
background {color Grey}
camera
{
#declare CoordX = tan(radians(ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
location  <CoordX, Camera_height, 0> // position of camera <X Y Z>
angle Camera_IFOV  // camera field of view angle (degrees)
 look_at   <0,0,0>  // point center of view at this point <X Y Z>
}
plane { y, 0
        pigment{color rgbt<1,1,1,0.5>}
}

#declare Locations = seed(12345);
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#declare random1=seed(98756);

// LOOP FOR n_leaves STARTS HERE
#while (n_leaves > 0)
  #declare x_loc = rand(Locations)*plot_size-(plot_size/2);
  #declare y_loc = rand(Locations)*(canopy_height-
canopy_displ)+canopy_displ;
  #declare z_loc = rand(Locations)*plot_size-(plot_size/2);

// Leaf normal vector description
     #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
     #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
     #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

// loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (START)
        #while
(((pow(X_tmp,2)+pow(Z_tmp,2))/pow(b,2))+(pow(Y_tmp,2)/pow(a,2))>1)
                #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
                #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
                #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
  // loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (END)
        #end

    #declare x_tilt=X_tmp;
    #declare y_tilt=Y_tmp;
    #declare z_tilt=Z_tmp;

// leaf description
 disc
  {
  <x_loc,y_loc,z_loc>  // center position
  <x_tilt,y_tilt,z_tilt>         // normal vector
  leaf_radius,       // outer radius
        pigment{Green}
}
#declare n_leaves = n_leaves - 1;
#end
// LOOP for n_leaves ENDS HERE
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Listing L5. MS Visual Basic code for POV-ray model output processing and batch runs

(the code is presented for each form of the project).

Program 112501.vbp

Form1 (image.Frm)

Private Sub BatchMnu_Click()
BatchProcFrm.Show
End Sub

Private Sub BatchModeMnu_Click()
BatchFrm.Show
End Sub

Private Sub FileClose_Click()
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Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture()
    Form1.Xsize.Caption = ""
    Form1.Ysize.Caption = ""
    Erase ImagePixels
End Sub

Private Sub FileExit_Click()
    End
End Sub

Private Sub FileOpen_Click()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim red As Integer, green As Integer, blue As Integer
Dim pixel As Long
    CommonDialog2.Filter = "Images
(*.bmp;*.gif;*.jpg;*.dib)|*.BMP;*.GIF;*.JPG;*.DIB|All Files (*.*)|*.*"
    CommonDialog2.Action = 1
    fname = CommonDialog2.FileName
    If fname = "" Then Exit Sub
    Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(fname)
    Form1.Refresh
' the following checks if the image is too large (more than 800 x 800)
    X = Picture1.ScaleWidth
    Y = Picture1.ScaleHeight
    If X > 800 Or Y > 800 Then
        MsgBox "Image too large to process. Please try loading a
smaller image."
        X = 0
        Y = 0
        Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture()
        Exit Sub
    End If
'rescale the form to accomodate the image
'    Form1.Width = Form1.ScaleX(Picture1.Width + 30, vbPixels,
vbTwips)
 '   Form1.Height = Form1.ScaleY(Picture1.Height + 100, vbPixels,
vbTwips)
  '  Form1.Refresh
'show image size
    Form1.Xsize.Caption = X
    Form1.Ysize.Caption = Y
    Form3.Show
    Form3.Refresh
    For i = 0 To Y - 1
        For j = 0 To X - 1
            pixel = Form1.Picture1.Point(j, i)
            red = pixel& Mod 256
            green = ((pixel And &HFF00) / 256&) Mod 256&
            blue = (pixel And &HFF0000) / 65536
            ImagePixels(0, i, j) = red
            ImagePixels(1, i, j) = green
            ImagePixels(2, i, j) = blue
        Next
        'Perc = CInt(i * 100 / (Y - 1))
        Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = Perc
        Next
    Form3.Hide
End Sub

Private Sub FileSave_Click()
Dim PictureName As String
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    CommonDialog2.Action = 2
    PictureName = CommonDialog2.FileName
    If PictureName = "" Then
        Exit Sub
    End If
    SavePicture Picture1.Image, PictureName
End Sub

Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer)
Dim Resp
    Resp = MsgBox("Exit program?", vbYesNo, "Shutting down...")
        If Resp = vbNo Then
            Load Form1
            Exit Sub
        End If
    End
End Sub

Private Sub FractImgMnu_Click()
Dim fract As Single, PixN As Integer, PixCount As Long
 lfile = Len(fname)
'Histo_file = Left(CStr(fname), Lfile - 4) & "HiGr.txt"
 frac_file = Left(CStr(fname), lfile - 4) & "Fr%.txt"
'Lfile = Len(CommonDialog2.filename)
'Histo_file = Left(CStr(CommonDialog2.filename), Lfile - 4) &
"HiGr.txt"
'Frac_file = Left(CStr(CommonDialog2.filename), Lfile - 4) & "Fr%.txt"
Open "HistGrey.txt" For Input As #1
Open frac_file For Output As #2
Line Input #1, testofile$
Print #2, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. pixels"; Tab; "Fraction"
Do While Not EOF(1)
  Input #1, PixN, PixCount
    If PixCount > 0 Then
      fract = PixCount / (X * Y)
      Print #2, PixN; Tab; PixCount; Tab; fract
    End If
Loop
Close #1, #2
Kill "HistGrey.txt"
Open frac_file For Input As #1
txt = Input(LOF(1), #1)
Close #1
FracResFrm.Show
FracResFrm.FileNa.Caption = frac_file
FracResFrm.FractRes.Text = txt
End Sub

Private Sub GreyHistoMnu_Click()
' this calculates a histogram of only the first band (corressponding
to the red)
Dim Histogram(255) As Long
Dim tred As Integer, lfile As Long
' Form3.Show
'    Form3.Refresh
 For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)
        tred = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
        Histogram(tred) = Histogram(tred) + 1
        Next
' Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = i * 100 / (Y - 1)
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 Next
' Form3.Hide
 'stores the output of the histogram to an ASCII file
 lfile = Len(fname)
 histo_file = "HistGrey.txt"
 'Lfile = Len(CommonDialog2.filename)
 'Histo_file = Left(CStr(CommonDialog2.filename), Lfile - 4) &
"HiGr.txt"
 Open histo_file For Output As #1
   Print #1, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. pixels"
    For d = 0 To 255
        Print #1, d; Tab; Histogram(d)
    Next
 Close #1
'Messaggio = MsgBox("Histogram saved to file:" & Histo_file, ,
"Histogram ASCII file")
FractImgMnu.Enabled = True
End Sub

Private Sub GreyScBtn_Click()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim red As Integer, green As Integer, blue As Integer
Dim Grey As Integer
'Form3.Show
'Form3.Refresh
    For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)
            red = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
            green = ImagePixels(1, i, j)
            blue = ImagePixels(2, i, j)
            Grey = CInt(0.3 * red + 0.59 * green + 0.11 * blue)
           Form1.Picture1.PSet (j, i), RGB(Grey, Grey, Grey)
           ImagePixels(0, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(1, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(2, i, j) = Grey
       Next j
'Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = i * 100 / (Y - 1)
      Next i
'  Form3.Hide
End Sub

Private Sub LUTmnu_Click()
POV_lutFrm.Show
End Sub

Private Sub PixelViewMnu_Click()
PixelViewFrm.Show
End Sub

Private Sub PovInputMnu_Click()
POV_inputFrm.Show
End Sub

Public Sub ProcessAll_Click()
Call GreyScBtn_Click
Call GreyHistoMnu_Click
Call FractImgMnu_Click
End Sub

' Calculates a histogram of the red, green and blue bands
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Private Sub RGBHistoMnu_Click()

Dim Histogram(2, 255) As Long
Dim tred As Integer, tgreen As Integer, tblue As Integer, lfile As
Long

 Form3.Show
    Form3.Refresh

 For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)
        tred = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
        tgreen = ImagePixels(1, i, j)
        tblue = ImagePixels(2, i, j)
        Histogram(0, tred) = Histogram(0, tred) + 1
        Histogram(1, tgreen) = Histogram(1, tgreen) + 1
        Histogram(2, tblue) = Histogram(2, tblue) + 1

        Next
 Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = i * 100 / (Y - 1)
 Next
 Form3.Hide

 'stores the output of the histogram to an ASCII file
 lfile = Len(CommonDialog2.FileName)
 histo_file = Left(CStr(CommonDialog2.FileName), lfile - 4) &
"Hist.txt"
 Open histo_file For Output As #1
   Print #1, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. red"; Tab; "N. green"; Tab; "N.
blue"
    For d = 0 To 255
        Print #1, d; Tab; Histogram(0, d); Tab; Histogram(1, d); Tab;
Histogram(2, d)
    Next
 Close #1
Messaggio = MsgBox("Histogram saved to file:" & histo_file, ,
"Histogram ASCII file")
End Sub

Private Sub Picture1_MouseMove(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, Xc
As Single, Yc As Single)

    If Button <> 1 Then Exit Sub
    Picture1.Refresh
    PixelViewFrm.Show
    PixelViewFrm.Xcord.Text = Xc
    PixelViewFrm.Ycord.Text = Yc
    currX = Xc
    currY = Yc

    PixelViewFrm.PixelCalc_Click

End Sub

Private Sub setupMnu_Click()
SetupFrm.Show
End Sub
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BatcFrm(BatchForm.frm)

Private Sub ClearBtn_Click()
Selected_List.Clear
End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()
    N_select.Text = "0"
    Selected_List.Text = ""
 End Sub
Sub Drive1_Change()
    Dir1.Path = Drive1.Drive    ' When Drive changes, set Dir path.
End Sub
Sub Dir1_Change()
    File1.Path = Dir1.Path  ' When Dir changes, set File path.
End Sub
Sub File1_PathChange()
    Dir1.Path = File1.Path  ' Set Dir1 path.
End Sub
Private Sub Cancelbuttn_Click()
Unload BatchFrm
End Sub
Private Sub GoButtn_Click()
 Dim ImageFractN As String, lfile As Integer

  param = MsgBox("Did you open the corresponding parameter file in the
POV Input form ?", vbYesNo, "REMINDER!")
If param = vbNo Then
  Exit Sub
Else

  Fpath = File1.Path
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  ImageFractN = Fpath + "\" + Selected_List.List(0)
  lfile = Len(ImageFractN)
  ImageFract = Left(ImageFractN, lfile - 6) + "_Fr.txt"

  Open ImageFract For Output As #1
  Write #1, "File name", "SZA", "VZA", "Shaded leaves", "Shaded soil",
"Sunlit leaves", "Sunlit soil", "Total fractions", "LAI", "nlsz",
"X_par", "Camera height", "IFOV"
  Close #1

        For f = 0 To Selected_List.ListCount - 1
            VZA = Val(POV_inputFrm.VZA_min.Text) + f *
Val(POV_inputFrm.VZA_step.Text)
            Fpath = File1.Path
            fname = Fpath + "\" + Selected_List.List(f)
            Call BatchProcess
        Next f
Beep
MsgBox ("DONE !")
End If
End Sub
Private Sub AddBttn_Click()
    Dim i  As Integer
    ' Clear all items from the list.
    Selected_List.Clear
    ' If an item is selected, add it to Selected_List2.
    For i = 0 To File1.ListCount - 1
            If File1.Selected(i) Then
            Selected_List.AddItem File1.List(i)
        End If
    Next i
    N_select.Text = Selected_List.ListCount
End Sub
Private Sub Desel_btn_Click()
    Dim w As Integer
      If Selected_List.SelCount = 0 Then
       Exit Sub
      ElseIf Selected_List.SelCount = 1 Then
        Selected_List.RemoveItem ListIndex
      ElseIf Selected_List.ListCount > 1 Then
       For w = Selected_List.ListCount - 1 To 0 Step -1
        If Selected_List.Selected(w) Then
            Selected_List.RemoveItem w
        End If
       Next w
      End If

     N_select.Text = Selected_List.ListCount
End Sub
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BatchProcFrm(BatchProcFrm.frm)

Private Sub Cancel_Click()
Unload BatchProcFrm
End Sub
Private Sub RunBatchBtn_Click()
Dim ImageFractN As String, lfile As Integer, Param_file As String

n_sets = SetsTxtBox.Text

MsgBox ("Please open the first parameter (input.txt) file")
BatchComDial.ShowOpen
Param_file = BatchComDial.FileName

MsgBox ("Please open the first image (1_01.bmp) to be processed")
BatchComDial.ShowOpen
Bmp_file = BatchComDial.FileName

'MsgBox ("Input file=" & Param_file)
'MsgBox ("Image file=" & Bmp_file)

 FractSumm = "FractSumm.txt"
  Open FractSumm For Output As #1
   Write #1, "File name", "SZA", "VZA", "Shaded leaves", "Shaded
soil", "Sunlit leaves", "Sunlit soil", "Total fractions", "LAI",
"nlsz", "X_par", "Camera height", "IFOV", "Canopy height", "Plot
size", "Relative azimuth"
  Close #1

    BatchProcFrm.Hide

    Form3.Show
    Form3.Refresh

   'loop for all data sets
   For Set_files = 1 To n_sets
         f = 0

        'the following is needed to convert the Set_files counter into
        ' a string variable that can be used to define the file names
            If Set_files < 10 Then
               Setstr = Right(Str(Set_files), 1)
            ElseIf Set_files < 100 Then
               Setstr = Right(Str(Set_files), 2)
            ElseIf Set_files < 1000 Then
               Setstr = Right(Str(Set_files), 3)
            End If

        'this defines the name of the input.txt file to use
        lParfile = Len(Param_file)
         Param_fileNm = Left(Param_file, lParfile - 1) + Setstr
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        'MsgBox ("Param file=" & Param_fileNm)

        'Reads values from the parameter file
        Open Param_fileNm For Input As #2
         Do While Not EOF(2)
           Input #2, SZA, Camera_height, IFOV, LAI, nlsz, X_par,
Canopy_height, Plot_size, RAA
         Loop
        Close #2    ' Close parameter file

           'loop for all VZAs of a dataset
           For Vangle = 0 To 24
                VZA = -60 + f * 5

               'this defines the name of the image file to use
                   If Vangle < 9 Then
                     conta = "0" + Right(Str(Vangle + 1), 1)
                    Else
                     conta = Right(Str(Vangle) + 1, 2)
                    End If

                  lBmpfile = Len(Bmp_file)
                  Bmp_fileNm = Left(Bmp_file, lBmpfile - 8) + Setstr +
"_" + conta + ".bmp"
              '    MsgBox ("Bmp file=" & Bmp_fileNm)
               Call BatchAllSub
                'MsgBox ("SZA=" & SZA & "; VZA=" & VZA & "; LAI=" &
LAI & "; X=" & X_par)
                f = f + 1
            Next Vangle
      Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = Set_files * 100 / (n_sets)
   Next Set_files
    Form3.Hide
Beep
MsgBox ("DONE !")
End Sub
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FracResFrm(FracResFrm.frm)

Private Sub Command1_Click()
Unload FracResFrm
End Sub

PixelViewFrm(PixelViewFrm.frm)

Private Sub CanclBtn_Click()
PixelViewFrm.Hide
End Sub

Private Sub Delete_Click()
PixelViewFrm.RedVal.Caption = ""
PixelViewFrm.GreenVal.Caption = ""
PixelViewFrm.BlueVal.Caption = ""
Xcord.Text = ""
Ycord.Text = ""
End Sub

Public Sub PixelCalc_Click()
Dim red  As Integer, green As Integer, blue  As Integer

X_coord = Val(PixelViewFrm.Xcord.Text)
Y_coord = Val(PixelViewFrm.Ycord.Text)

red = ImagePixels(0, X_coord, Y_coord)
green = ImagePixels(1, X_coord, Y_coord)
blue = ImagePixels(2, X_coord, Y_coord)
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PixelViewFrm.RedVal.Caption = red
PixelViewFrm.GreenVal.Caption = green
PixelViewFrm.BlueVal.Caption = blue
End Sub

POV_inputFrm(POV_inputFrm.frm)

Private nruns As Single, IMwidth As Single, IMheight As Single

Private Sub ResList_Click()
 MsgBox ("The resolution in the list has to be SELECTED!")
End Sub

Private Sub VZA_min_change()
    lblRuns_Click
End Sub
Private Sub VZA_max_change()
    lblRuns_Click
End Sub
Private Sub VZA_step_change()
    lblRuns_Click
End Sub
'Calculates the number of runs
Private Sub lblRuns_Click()
If VZA_max.Text = "" Or VZA_min.Text = "" Or Val(VZA_step.Text) = 0
Then
    lblRuns.Caption = 1
    Exit Sub
End If

nruns = CInt((Val(VZA_max.Text) - Val(VZA_min.Text)) /
Val(VZA_step.Text) + 1)
lblRuns.Caption = nruns
End Sub
Private Sub cmdCancel_Click()
    POV_inputFrm.Hide
End Sub
Private Sub cmdRun_Click()
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Dim length As Integer, INI As String
Dim msg As String, Style, Title As String, Response As String,
MyString

SaveMnu_Click

    If CommonDialog1.FileName = "" Then
        Exit Sub
    End If

DskSp = IMwidth * IMheight * nruns
msg = "Resolution: " & IMwidth & "x" & IMheight & Chr(13) & "Total n°
of runs: " & nruns & Chr(13) & "Total disk space needed: " & DskSp & "
bytes" & Chr(13) & "Do you want to proceed ?" ' Define message.
Style = vbYesNo + vbExclamation ' Define buttons.
Title = "Confirm model runs"  ' Define title.
Response = MsgBox(msg, Style, Title)

If Response = vbNo Then    ' User chose Yes.
  Exit Sub
End If

length = Len(CommonDialog1.FileName)
INI = Left(CommonDialog1.FileName, length - 9) & "Model.ini"
POV$ = CStr("c:\Program Files\POV-Ray for Windows
v3.1\bin\pvengine.exe " & INI)

ExecCmd (POV$)

MsgBox ("DONE!")

End Sub
Private Sub cmdClear_Click()
    Dim i As Integer

    For i = 0 To POV_inputFrm.Controls.Count - 1
        If TypeOf POV_inputFrm.Controls(i) Is TextBox Then
            POV_inputFrm.Controls(i).Text = ""
        End If
    Next i
    lblRuns.Caption = ""
End Sub
'opens a POV parameters input file previously saved
Private Sub OpenMnu_Click()
On Error GoTo nofile
CommonDialog1.ShowOpen

    Input_file = CommonDialog1.FileName
    Open Input_file For Input As #1
Do While Not EOF(1)
    Input #1, SZA_f, Camera_height_f, IFOV_f, LAI_f, nlsz_f, X_p_f,
Can_h, Plo_s, RAA
Loop
SZA.Text = SZA_f
Camera_height.Text = Camera_height_f
IFOV.Text = IFOV_f
LAI.Text = LAI_f
nlsz.Text = nlsz_f
X_par.Text = X_p_f
Can_height.Text = Can_h
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Plot_sz.Text = Plo_s
RAzA.Text = RAA
VZA_min = -60
VZA_max = 60
VZA_step = 5

Close #1    ' Close file.
POV_inputFrm.Refresh

nofile:
If Err.Number = 32755 Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
Private Sub SaveMnu_Click()
Dim POV_input As String, POV_out_file As String, POV_ini As String,
DisSt As String

   If VZA_max.Text = "" Or VZA_min.Text = "" Or Val(VZA_step.Text) = 0
Then
        nruns = 1
   Else
        nruns = (Val(VZA_max.Text) - Val(VZA_min.Text)) /
Val(VZA_step.Text) + 1
   End If

    Select Case ResList.ListIndex
    Case -1
        IMwidth = 320
        IMheight = 240
    Case 0
        IMwidth = 320
        IMheight = 240
    Case 1
        IMwidth = 160
        IMheight = 120
    Case 2
        IMwidth = 320
        IMheight = 200
    Case 3
        IMwidth = 512
        IMheight = 384
    Case 4
        IMwidth = 640
        IMheight = 480
    Case 5
        IMwidth = 800
        IMheight = 600
    End Select

    If DisCheck = 1 Then
        DisSt = "Yes"
    Else
        DisSt = "No"
    End If

    POV_inputFrm.CommonDialog1.ShowSave
    POV_input = CommonDialog1.FileName
    If POV_input = "" Then
        Exit Sub
    End If
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    Open POV_input For Output As #1
    Write #1, Val(SZA.Text), Val(Camera_height.Text), Val(IFOV.Text),
Val(LAI.Text), Val(nlsz.Text), Val(X_par.Text), Val(Can_height.Text),
Val(Plot_sz.Text), Val(RAzA.Text)
    Close #1

    POV_out_file = POV_outname.Text
'Run set up parameters saved in Model.ini file
    POV_ini = "Model.ini"
    Open POV_ini For Output As #1
    Print #1, "Input_File_Name = Model.pov"
    Print #1, "Output_File_Name= " & POV_out_file
    Print #1, "Initial_Frame = 1"
    Print #1, "Final_Frame = " & nruns
    Print #1, "Initial_Clock = " & VZA_min.Text
    Print #1, "Final_Clock = " & Val(VZA_max.Text)
    Print #1, "Width = " & IMwidth
    Print #1, "Height = " & IMheight
    Print #1, "Display = " & DisSt
    Print #1, "Jitter = off"
    Print #1, "All_Console= off"
    Print #1, "Quality= 7"
    Print #1, "Statistic_File=true"
    Close #1

End Sub

POV_lutFrm(POV_lutFrm.frm)

Public conta As Integer
Public newdir As String
Private sngRuns As Single, sngSets As Single, sngIMwidth As Single,
sngIMheight As Single, sngDsk As Single
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Private intSzaRuns As Integer, intVzaRuns As Integer, intLaiRuns As
Integer, intXRuns As Integer, intNlszRuns As Integer, intRaaRuns As
Integer
'declarations

Private Sub cmdClear_Click()
'Clicking on the "Clear" button will clear the content of all
textboxes and labels
   Dim i As Integer

    For i = 0 To POV_lutFrm.Controls.Count - 1
        If TypeOf POV_lutFrm.Controls(i) Is TextBox Then
            POV_lutFrm.Controls(i).Text = ""
        End If

        If TypeOf POV_lutFrm.Controls(i) Is Label Then
            POV_lutFrm.Controls(i).Caption = ""
        End If

    Next i

    End Sub

'Calculates the number of runs and sets (a set is a group of
simulations where only the VZA varies)
Private Sub lblRuns_Click()
Dim i As Integer

    For i = 0 To POV_lutFrm.Controls.Count - 1
        If TypeOf POV_lutFrm.Controls(i) Is TextBox Then
            If POV_lutFrm.Controls(i).Text = "" Then
                lblRuns.Caption = ""
                lblSets.Caption = ""
                Exit Sub
            End If
        End If
    Next i

If SZA_step.Text = 0 Then
    intSzaRuns = "1"
   Else
    intSzaRuns = CInt((Val(SZA_max.Text) - Val(SZA_min.Text)) /
Val(SZA_step.Text) + 1)
End If

If VZA_step.Text = "0" Then
    intVzaRuns = "1"
   Else
    intVzaRuns = CInt((Val(VZA_max.Text) - Val(VZA_min.Text)) /
Val(VZA_step.Text) + 1)
End If

If LAI_step.Text = "0" Then
    intLaiRuns = "1"
   Else
    intLaiRuns = CInt((Val(LAI_max.Text) - Val(LAI_min.Text)) /
Val(LAI_step.Text) + 1)
End If

If X_par_step.Text = "0" Then
    intXRuns = "1"
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   Else
    intXRuns = CInt((Val(X_par_max.Text) - Val(X_par_min.Text)) /
Val(X_par_step.Text) + 1)
End If

If nlsz_step.Text = "0" Then
    intNlszRuns = "1"
  Else
    intNlszRuns = CInt((Val(nlsz_max.Text) - Val(nlsz_min.Text)) /
Val(nlsz_step.Text) + 1)
End If

If txtRaaStep = "0" Then
    intRaaRuns = "1"
  Else
    intRaaRuns = CInt((Val(txtRaaMax.Text) - Val(txtRaaMin.Text)) /
Val(txtRaaStep.Text) + 1)
End If

sngRuns = intSzaRuns * intVzaRuns * intLaiRuns * intXRuns *
intNlszRuns * intRaaRuns
sngSets = sngRuns / intVzaRuns
lblRuns.Caption = CStr(sngRuns)
lblSets.Caption = CStr(sngSets)

'Checks the image size chosen
    Select Case ResList.ListIndex
    Case -1
        sngIMwidth = 320
        sngIMheight = 240
    Case 0
        sngIMwidth = 320
        sngIMheight = 240
    Case 1
        sngIMwidth = 160
        sngIMheight = 120
    Case 2
        sngIMwidth = 320
        sngIMheight = 200
    Case 3
        sngIMwidth = 512
        sngIMheight = 384
    Case 4
        sngIMwidth = 640
        sngIMheight = 480
    Case 5
        sngIMwidth = 800
        sngIMheight = 600
    End Select

MsgBox ("Image size = " & sngIMwidth & "x" & sngIMheight)
sngDsk = FormatNumber(((sngIMwidth * sngIMheight * sngRuns) /
1048576), 2, vbTrue, vbFalse, vbTrue)

lblDsk.Caption = CStr(sngDsk)

End Sub
Private Sub cmdCancel_Click()
' clicking on "Cancel" will unload the form
    Unload POV_lutFrm
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End Sub
Private Sub cmdRun_Click()
Dim length As Integer, curr_INI As String, curr_input As String,
POV_set As Integer
Dim strMsg As String, strMsgTi As String, strRes As String

'opens the Save as menu
SaveMnu_Click

'warning before starting runs
strMsg = "Number of sets =" & sngSets & Chr(13) & "Total number of
runs =" & sngRuns & Chr(13) & "Do you want to proceed?"
Style = vbYesNo + vbExclamation ' Define buttons.
strMsgTi = "Confirm model runs"  ' Define title.
strRes = MsgBox(strMsg, Style, strMsgTi)

If strRes = vbNo Then    ' User chose Yes.
  Exit Sub
End If

'confirm the model file nmame
strMsg = "Name of model file =" & Left(CommonDialog1.FileName, DirPos)
& "model.pov"
Style = vbYesNo + vbExclamation ' Define buttons.
strMsgTi = "Confirm model name"  ' Define title.
strRes = MsgBox(strMsg, Style, strMsgTi)

If strRes = vbNo Then    ' User chose Yes.
  Exit Sub
End If

For POV_set = 1 To conta

    length = Len(CommonDialog1.FileName)

    curr_INI = Left(CommonDialog1.FileName, length - 9) & "Model.ini#"
& CStr(POV_set)
    INI_lut = newdir + "Model.ini"

    If Dir(newdir + "Model.ini") = "" Then
        FileCopy curr_INI, INI_lut
    Else
        Kill newdir + "Model.ini"
        FileCopy curr_INI, INI_lut
    End If

    curr_input = CommonDialog1.FileName & CStr(POV_set)
    If Dir(newdir + "input.txt") = "" Then
        FileCopy curr_input, newdir + "input.txt"
    Else
        Kill newdir + "input.txt"
        FileCopy curr_input, newdir + "input.txt"
    End If

 ChDir (newdir)
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    POVLUT$ = CStr("c:\Program Files\POV-Ray for Windows
v3.1\bin\pvengine.exe " & INI_lut)
    ExecCmd (POVLUT$)

Next POV_set

MsgBox ("DONE!")
End Sub

'opens a POV parameters input file previously saved
Private Sub OpenMnu_Click()
On Error GoTo nofile
CommonDialog1.ShowOpen

    Input_file = CommonDialog1.FileName
    Open Input_file For Input As #1
Do While Not EOF(1)
    Input #1, SZA_f, Camera_height_f, IFOV_f, LAI_f, nlsz_f, X_p_f
Loop
SZA_min.Text = SZA_f
Camera_height.Text = Camera_height_f
IFOV.Text = IFOV_f
LAI_min.Text = LAI_f
nlsz_min.Text = nlsz_f
X_par_min.Text = X_p_f

Close #1    ' Close file.
POV_lutFrm.Refresh

nofile:
If Err.Number = 32755 Then
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub

' This generates a number of POV input files and of INI files equal to
' the number of sets. Each set consists of a number of runs determined
' by the n. of VZA
Private Sub SaveMnu_Click()
Dim LAI As Single, nlsz As Single, X_par As Single, POV_input As
String, POV_outfile As String
Dim intDirPos As Integer, INI_lut As String, strDis As String
Dim intSzaLoop As Integer, intLaiLoop As Integer, intXLoop As Integer,
intNlszLoop As Integer, intRaaLoop As Integer

lblRuns_Click

'checks the display option chosen
    If chkDis = 1 Then
        strDis = "Yes"
    Else
        strDis = "No"
    End If

'opens the "Save as" form
    POV_lutFrm.CommonDialog1.ShowSave
    POV_input = CommonDialog1.FileName
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'Here it will create a new directory where the POV output will be
saved

'First it gets the position of the directory from the full path
associated with the last file saved
DirPos = InStr(1, CommonDialog1.FileName, "\input")

'Then it uses this information to create a subdirectory to it
'named "output"
newdir = Left(CommonDialog1.FileName, DirPos) & "output\"

    MkDir (newdir)

' it copies to the new directory the POV scene model file
FileCopy (Left(CommonDialog1.FileName, DirPos) & "model.pov"), newdir
+ "model.pov"

'These are the loops that generate the model input and .ini files
conta = 0

For intSzaLoop = 1 To intSzaRuns
For intLaiLoop = 1 To intLaiRuns
For intXLoop = 1 To intXRuns
For intNlszLoop = 1 To intNlszRuns
For intRaaLoop = 1 To intRaaRuns

conta = conta + 1
    POV_in = CStr(POV_input & conta)
    Open POV_in For Output As #1

    SZA = Val(SZA_min.Text) + Val(SZA_step.Text) * (intSzaLoop - 1)
    LAI = Val(LAI_min.Text) + Val(LAI_step.Text) * (intLaiLoop - 1)
    nlsz = Val(nlsz_min.Text) + Val(nlsz_step.Text) * (intNlszLoop -
1)
    X_par = Val(X_par_min.Text) + Val(X_par_step.Text) * (intXLoop -
1)
    RAA = Val(txtRaaMin.Text) + Val(txtRaaStep.Text) * (intRaaLoop -
1)

' Writes parameter values to the model input file
    Write #1, SZA, Val(Camera_height.Text), Val(IFOV.Text), LAI, nlsz,
X_par, Val(Can_height.Text), Val(txtPlot.Text), RAA
    Close #1
    POV_outfile = CStr(conta)
'Writes the animation settings for a set of VZA runs to the Model.ini
files
    POV_ini = "Model.ini#" & conta
    Open POV_ini For Output As #1
    Print #1, "Input_File_Name =" + newdir + "model.pov"
    Print #1, "Output_File_Name= " & POV_outfile + "_"
    Print #1, "Initial_Frame = 1"
    Print #1, "Final_Frame = " & intVzaRuns
    Print #1, "Initial_Clock = " & Val(VZA_min.Text)
    Print #1, "Final_Clock = " & Val(VZA_max.Text)
    Print #1, "Width = " & sngIMwidth
    Print #1, "Height = " & sngIMheight
    Print #1, "Display = " & strDis
    Print #1, "Jitter = off"
    Print #1, "All_Console= off"
    Print #1, "Quality= 7"
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    'Print #1, "Statistic_File=true"
    Close #1

Next intRaaLoop
Next intNlszLoop
Next intXLoop
Next intLaiLoop
Next intSzaLoop

End Sub

Module1(Module1.bas)

Declare Function GetPixel Lib "gdi32" (ByVal hdc As Long, ByVal X As
Long, ByVal Y As Long) As Long
Public ImagePixels(2, 800, 800) As Integer 'declares a 3D array of
size 3*801*801
Public X As Long, Y As Long
Public fname As String, ImageFract As String
Public Bmp_fileNm As String, Param_fileNm As String, VZA As Integer,
SZA As Integer, Camera_height As Integer
Public IFOV As Integer, LAI As Single, nlsz As Single, X_par As
Single, Canopy_height As Single, Plot_size As Single, RAA As Single

Private Type STARTUPINFO
                   cb As Long
                   lpReserved As String
                   lpDesktop As String
                   lpTitle As String
                   dwX As Long
                   dwY As Long
                   dwXSize As Long
                   dwYSize As Long
                   dwXCountChars As Long
                   dwYCountChars As Long
                   dwFillAttribute As Long
                   dwFlags As Long
                   wShowWindow As Integer
                   cbReserved2 As Integer
                   lpReserved2 As Long
                   hStdInput As Long
                   hStdOutput As Long
                   hStdError As Long
               End Type

               Private Type PROCESS_INFORMATION
                   hProcess As Long
                   hThread As Long
                   dwProcessID As Long
                   dwThreadID As Long
               End Type

               Private Declare Function WaitForSingleObject Lib _
               "kernel32" (ByVal hHandle As Long, ByVal dwMilliseconds
_
               As Long) As Long

               Declare Function CreateProcessA Lib "kernel32" _
               (ByVal lpApplicationName As Long, ByVal lpCommandLine
As _
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               String, ByVal lpProcessAttributes As Long, ByVal _
               lpThreadAttributes As Long, ByVal bInheritHandles As
Long, _
               ByVal dwCreationFlags As Long, ByVal lpEnvironment As
Long, _
               ByVal lpCurrentDirectory As Long, lpStartupInfo As _
               STARTUPINFO, lpProcessInformation As
PROCESS_INFORMATION) _
               As Long

               Declare Function CloseHandle Lib "kernel32" (ByVal
hObject _
               As Long) As Long

               Private Const NORMAL_PRIORITY_CLASS = &H20&
               Private Const INFINITE = -1&
Public Sub ExecCmd(cmdline$)
               Dim proc As PROCESS_INFORMATION
               Dim start As STARTUPINFO

               'Initialize the STARTUPINFO structure:
               start.cb = Len(start)

               'Start the shelled application:
               ret& = CreateProcessA(0&, cmdline$, 0&, 0&, 1&, _
               NORMAL_PRIORITY_CLASS, 0&, 0&, start, proc)

               'Wait for the shelled application to finish:
               ret& = WaitForSingleObject(proc.hProcess, INFINITE)
               ret& = CloseHandle(proc.hProcess)
               End Sub
' Calculates the fractions for the files selected using the Manual
Batch mode
Sub BatchProcess()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim red As Integer, green As Integer, blue As Integer
Dim Grey As Integer
Dim pixel As Long
Dim PictureName As String, FractSumm As String
Dim Histogram(255) As Long, histo_file As String, frac_file As String
Dim tred As Integer, lfile As Long
Dim fract As Single, PixN As Integer, PixCount As Long
Dim Sun_leaves As Single, Shade_leaves As Single, Sun_soil As Single,
Shade_soil As Single

    BatchFrm.Hide
    Form1.Show
    Form1.Refresh

    PictureName = fname
  If PictureName = "" Then Exit Sub
 'possible call to (or from) sub FileOpen_Click() in Form1 ?

    Form1.Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(PictureName)
    Form1.Refresh
' the following checks if the image is too large (more than 800 x 800)
    X = Form1.Picture1.ScaleWidth
    Y = Form1.Picture1.ScaleHeight
    If X > 800 Or Y > 800 Then
        MsgBox "Image too large to process. Please try loading a
smaller image."
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        X = 0
        Y = 0
        Exit Sub
    End If
'rescale the form to accomodate the image
  '  Form1.Width = Form1.ScaleX(Picture1.Width + 30, vbPixels,
vbTwips)
  '  Form1.Height = Form1.ScaleY(Picture1.Height + 100, vbPixels,
vbTwips)
  '  Form1.Refresh
'show image size

    Form1.Xsize.Caption = X
    Form1.Ysize.Caption = Y

  '  Form3.Show
   ' Form3.Refresh

    ' This is the "optimized" code for reading pixels
    For i = 0 To Y - 1
        For j = 0 To X - 1
            pixel = GetPixel(Form1.Picture1.hdc, j, i)
            red = pixel Mod 256
            green = ((pixel And &HFF00) / 256&) Mod 256&
            blue = (pixel And &HFF0000) / 65536
            ImagePixels(0, i, j) = red
            ImagePixels(1, i, j) = green
            ImagePixels(2, i, j) = blue
        Next
        Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = i * 50 / (Y - 1)
        DoEvents
    Next
   ' Form3.Hide
'---------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
' Converts to greyscale
i = 0
j = 0

'Form3.Show
'Form3.Refresh
    For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)

            red = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
            green = ImagePixels(1, i, j)
            blue = ImagePixels(2, i, j)
            Grey = CInt(0.3 * red + 0.59 * green + 0.11 * blue)
           Form1.Picture1.PSet (j, i), RGB(Grey, Grey, Grey)
           ImagePixels(0, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(1, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(2, i, j) = Grey
       Next j
'Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = 50 + (i * 50 / (y - 1))
      Next i
 ' Form3.Hide
'----------------------------------------------------------
'calculates histogram
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' Form3.Show
'    Form3.Refresh
i = 0
j = 0
 For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)
        tred = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
        Histogram(tred) = Histogram(tred) + 1
        Next
' Form3.ProgressBar1.Value = i * 100 / (Y - 1)
 Next
' Form3.Hide

 'stores the output of the histogram to the ASCII file "HiGr.txt"
 lfile = Len(fname)
 histo_file = "HiGr.txt"
 Open histo_file For Output As #1
   Print #1, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. pixels"
    For d = 0 To 255
        Print #1, d; Tab; Histogram(d)
    Next
 Close #1
'--------------------------------------------------------
' Calculates image fractions

 lfile = Len(fname)
' frac_file = Left(CStr(fname), lfile - 4) & "Fr%.txt"

Open histo_file For Input As #1
'Open frac_file For Output As #2
Open ImageFract For Append As #3
FractSumm = "FractSumm.txt"
Open FractSumm For Append As #4

Line Input #1, testofile$
'Print #2, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. pixels"; Tab; "Fraction"; Tab;
"Total n. pixels=", x * y

Do While Not EOF(1)
  Input #1, PixN, PixCount
    If PixCount > 0 Then
       fract = PixCount / (X * Y)
 '      Print #2, PixN; Tab; PixCount; Tab; fract
    End If

    PixSheaLea = SetupFrm.PixSheaLea
    PixShSoil = SetupFrm.PixShSoil
    PixSunLea = SetupFrm.PixSunLea
    PixSunSoil = SetupFrm.PixSunSoil

'MsgBox ("PixSheaLea: " & PixSheaLea)
'MsgBox ("PixShSoil: " & PixShSoil)
'MsgBox ("PixSunLea: " & PixSunLea)
'MsgBox ("PixSunSoil: " & PixSunSoil)

    If PixN = PixSheaLea Then
        Shade_leaves = PixCount / (X * Y)
    ElseIf PixN = PixShSoil Then
        Shade_soil = PixCount / (X * Y)
    ElseIf PixN = PixSunLea Then
        Sun_leaves = PixCount / (X * Y)
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    ElseIf PixN = PixSunSoil Then
        Sun_soil = PixCount / (X * Y)
    End If

Loop
total = Shade_leaves + Shade_soil + Sun_leaves + Sun_soil
' Write #1, "File name", "SZA", "VZA", "Shaded leaves", "Shaded soil",
"Sunlit leaves", "Sunlit soil", "Total fractions", "LAI", "nlsz",
"X_par", "Camera height", "IFOV"
Write #3, fname, POV_inputFrm.SZA.Text, VZA, Shade_leaves, Shade_soil,
Sun_leaves, Sun_soil, total, POV_inputFrm.LAI.Text,
POV_inputFrm.nlsz.Text, POV_inputFrm.X_par.Text,
POV_inputFrm.Camera_height.Text, POV_inputFrm.IFOV.Text
Write #4, fname, POV_inputFrm.SZA.Text, VZA, Shade_leaves, Shade_soil,
Sun_leaves, Sun_soil, total, POV_inputFrm.LAI.Text,
POV_inputFrm.nlsz.Text, POV_inputFrm.X_par.Text,
POV_inputFrm.Camera_height.Text, POV_inputFrm.IFOV.Text
Close #1, #3, #4 ', #2

Kill histo_file

End Sub

'Calculates the fractions in the batch mode for the number of
' sets (25 files each) specified
Sub BatchAllSub()
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim red As Integer, green As Integer, blue As Integer
Dim Grey As Integer
Dim pixel As Long
Dim PictureName As String, FractSumm As String
Dim Histogram(255) As Long, histo_file As String, frac_file As String
Dim tred As Integer, lfile As Long
Dim fract As Single, PixN As Integer, PixCount As Long
Dim Sun_leaves As Single, Shade_leaves As Single, Sun_soil As Single,
Shade_soil As Single

'Opens the image Bmp_file in the Form1 picture and reads the pixel
'values storing them into the Imagepixels array

  If Bmp_fileNm = "" Then Exit Sub
    Form1.Picture1.Picture = LoadPicture(Bmp_fileNm)
    Form1.Refresh
' the following checks if the image is too large (more than 800 x 800)
    X = Form1.Picture1.ScaleWidth
    Y = Form1.Picture1.ScaleHeight
    If X > 800 Or Y > 800 Then
        MsgBox "Image too large to process. Please try loading a
smaller image."
        X = 0
        Y = 0
        Exit Sub
    End If

    ' This is the "optimized" code for reading pixels
    For i = 0 To Y - 1
        For j = 0 To X - 1
            pixel = GetPixel(Form1.Picture1.hdc, j, i)
            red = pixel Mod 256
            green = ((pixel And &HFF00) / 256&) Mod 256&
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            blue = (pixel And &HFF0000) / 65536
            ImagePixels(0, i, j) = red
            ImagePixels(1, i, j) = green
            ImagePixels(2, i, j) = blue
        Next
    Next

'---------------------------------------------------------------------
' Converts to greyscale
i = 0
j = 0

    For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)

            red = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
            green = ImagePixels(1, i, j)
            blue = ImagePixels(2, i, j)
            Grey = CInt(0.3 * red + 0.59 * green + 0.11 * blue)
           Form1.Picture1.PSet (j, i), RGB(Grey, Grey, Grey)
           ImagePixels(0, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(1, i, j) = Grey
           ImagePixels(2, i, j) = Grey
       Next j
      Next i

'----------------------------------------------------------
'calculates histogram

i = 0
j = 0
 For i = 0 To (Y - 1)
        For j = 0 To (X - 1)
        tred = ImagePixels(0, i, j)
        Histogram(tred) = Histogram(tred) + 1
        Next

 Next

 'stores the output of the histogram to the ASCII file "HiGr.txt"
 lfile = Len(fname)
 histo_file = "HiGr.txt"
 Open histo_file For Output As #3
   Print #3, "Pixel value"; Tab; "N. pixels"
    For d = 0 To 255
        Print #3, d; Tab; Histogram(d)
    Next
 Close #3
'--------------------------------------------------------
' Calculates image fractions

 lfile = Len(fname)
' frac_file = Left(CStr(fname), lfile - 4) & "Fr%.txt"

Open histo_file For Input As #3
FractSumm = "FractSumm.txt"
Open FractSumm For Append As #1
Line Input #3, testofile$
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Do While Not EOF(3)
  Input #3, PixN, PixCount
    'If PixCount > 0 Then
    '   fract = PixCount / (x * y)
 '      Print #2, PixN; Tab; PixCount; Tab; fract
   ' End If

    PixSheaLea = SetupFrm.PixSheaLea
    PixShSoil = SetupFrm.PixShSoil
    PixSunLea = SetupFrm.PixSunLea
    PixSunSoil = SetupFrm.PixSunSoil

    If PixN = PixSheaLea Then
        Shade_leaves = PixCount / (X * Y)
    ElseIf PixN = PixShSoil Then
        Shade_soil = PixCount / (X * Y)
    ElseIf PixN = PixSunLea Then
        Sun_leaves = PixCount / (X * Y)
    ElseIf PixN = PixSunSoil Then
        Sun_soil = PixCount / (X * Y)
    End If
Loop
total = Shade_leaves + Shade_soil + Sun_leaves + Sun_soil
Write #1, Bmp_fileNm, SZA, VZA, Shade_leaves, Shade_soil, Sun_leaves,
Sun_soil, total, LAI, nlsz, X_par, Camera_height, IFOV, Canopy_height,
Plot_size, RAA

Close #1, #3

Kill histo_file

End Sub
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Listing L6. POV-ray script language code for the regular canopy model n.1.

Program Model_grid.pov

//  MODEL FOR THE GRIDDED CANOPY  //
//  Dundee February 2001  //
// The LAI is set by deciding the number of layers of LAI=0.25
//************ START of MODEL PARAMETERS
#declare ViewZenAngle=clock;   // View zenith Angle (degrees)
#declare SZA=45;  // Sun Zenith Angle [degrees]
#declare Camera_height=200; // height of the camera
#declare Camera_IFOV=6.;     // Camera IFOV [degrees]
#declare Camera_X=cos(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare Camera_Y=sin(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare sun_X=cos(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare sun_Y=sin(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare plot_size=50;
#declare plot_area=pow(plot_size,2);
#declare leaf_radius=0.5;
#declare leaf_area=pi*pow(leaf_radius,2);
#declare X_parameter=0.25;
#declare b=1;
#declare a=b/X_parameter;
// leaves required for a layer of LAI=0.5
#declare leaves_X=40;
#declare leaves_Z=40;
// SPACING BETWEEN LEAVES
#declare delta_x=1.25;
#declare delta_z=1.25;
#declare random1=seed(98756);
#declare random_X=seed(8765);
#declare random_Z=seed(46532);
//******************* END OF MODEL PARAMETERS

#include "colors.inc" // Standard Color definitions
light_source {
        <sun_X,sun_Y,0>
        color <10000,10000,10000>}
background {color Grey}

camera
{
#declare CoordX = tan(radians(ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
location  <CoordX, Camera_height, 0> // position of camera <X Y Z>
location  <Camera_X, Camera_Y, 0> // position of camera <X Y Z>
  angle Camera_IFOV  // camera field of view angle (degrees)
  look_at   <0,0,0>  // point center of view at this point <X Y Z>
}

plane { y, 0
        pigment{color rgbt<1,1,1,0.5>}
}

// Set the coordinates for the first leaf
#declare x_loc=25;

// FOR A LAI=1 USE THE FOLLOWING
#declare y_loc=3;
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// FOR A LAI=3 USE THE FOLLOWING
//#declare y_loc=0.5;

#declare z_loc=25;
#declare counter=0;

// FOR A LAI=1 USE THE FOLLOWING
#declare layers=2;

// FOR A LAI=3 USE THE FOLLOWING
//#declare layers=6;

        #while (counter<layers) // LOOP for y axis (START)
#declare leaves_Z=40;

            #declare z_loc=25;
               #while (leaves_Z>0)  // LOOP for Z axis (START)
                #declare leaves_X=40;
//                #declare z_loc=z_loc+(rand(random_Z)*0.8-0.4);
// it adds some random variation (between -0.4 and +0.4) to the Z
// coordinate
                #declare x_loc=25;
// N.B.! This is necessary to reset the X position for the next Z row

#while  (leaves_X > 0) // LOOP for X axis (START)
// Leaf normal vector description
     #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
     #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
     #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

// loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (START)
  #while

(((pow(X_tmp,2)+pow(Z_tmp,2))/pow(b,2))+(pow(Y_tmp,2)/pow(a,2))>1)
          #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
          #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
          #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

 // loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (END)
           #end

    #declare x_tilt=X_tmp;
    #declare y_tilt=Y_tmp;

            #declare z_tilt=Z_tmp;
#declare z_loc_t=z_loc+(rand(random_Z)*0.8-0.4);  // it adds some
random variation (between -0.4 and +0.4) to the Z
// coordinate
                        #declare x_loc=x_loc+(rand(random_X)*0.8-0.4);
// it adds some random variation (between -0.4 and +0.4) to the X
// coordinate
// leaf description

     disc
      {
       <x_loc,y_loc,z_loc_t>  // center position
       <x_tilt,y_tilt,z_tilt>         // normal vector
        leaf_radius,       // outer radius

                    pigment{Green}
                }

                              #declare x_loc=x_loc-1*delta_x;
// moves the posistion of the next leaf by delta_x
                                #declare leaves_X = (leaves_X - 1);
// to know when the X loop needs to stop

                            #end  // LOOP for X axis (END)

                #declare z_loc=z_loc-1*delta_z;
                #declare leaves_Z = (leaves_Z - 1);
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                #end  // LOOP for Z axis (END)

        #declare counter=counter+1;
// FOR A LAI=3 USE THE FOLLOWING
 //     #declare y_loc=y_loc+1; //moves the position of the Y coord
for the next layer
        // FOR A LAI=1 USE THE FOLLOWING
      #declare y_loc=y_loc+3; //moves the position of the Y coord for
the next layer
#end // LOOP for y axis (END)
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Listing L7. POV-ray script language code for the regular canopy model n.2.

Program Model_regular.pov

//  MODEL FOR THE REGULAR LEAF DISTRIBUTION CANOPY  //
//  Dundee November 2001  //
// it consists of 4 non overlapping (offset) layers of leaves
// regularely positioned
// !!! N.B. THE ONLY LAI VALUES VALID ARE: 0.5,1,2,3
#include "colors.inc" // Standard Color definitions

//************ MODEL DECLARATIONS & CALCULATIONS
#declare ViewZenAngle=clock;   // View zenith Angle (degrees)
#fopen Input_file "input.txt" read
#read(Input_file,SZA,Camera_height,Camera_IFOV,LAI,nlsz,X_parameter)
#fclose Input_file
#declare canopy_height=5.5;
#declare n_layers=4;
#declare plot_size=50;      // length of the side of the canopy plot
//***camera & sun position
#declare Camera_X=cos(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare Camera_Y=sin(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare sun_X=cos(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare sun_Y=sin(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
//*** canopy
#declare b=1;
#declare a=b/X_parameter;
#declare leaf_radius=nlsz*canopy_height;
#declare leaf_area=pi*pow(leaf_radius,2);
#declare canopy_displ=leaf_radius;
#declare inter_lay=(canopy_height-canopy_displ)/(n_layers-1);
#declare plot_area=pow(plot_size,2);
#declare nleaves_ly=int(((LAI/n_layers)*plot_area)/leaf_area);
#declare n_rows=int(sqrt(nleaves_ly));
#declare nleaves_ly=pow(n_rows,2);
#declare X_or=-(plot_size/2);
#declare Z_or=X_or;
#declare D_X=plot_size/(n_rows-1);
#declare D_Z=D_X;
/*
#declare delta_x=1.25; //Random horizontal variation
#declare delta_z=1.25;
*/
#declare random1=seed(98756);
#declare random_X=seed(8765);
#declare random_Z=seed(46532);

// Set the coordinates for the first leaf
#declare x_loc=X_or;
#declare y_loc=canopy_displ;
#declare z_loc=Z_or;

#declare counter=0;
#declare offset_val=D_X/2;
#declare offset_X=0;
#declare offset_Z=0;
#declare Col_leaf=Green;
//******************* SCENE DESCRIPTION
light_source {
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        <sun_X,sun_Y,0>
        color <10000,10000,10000>}
// Set a color of the background (sky)
background {color Grey}
camera
{
location  <Camera_X, Camera_Y, 0> // position of camera <X Y Z>
  sky x
  angle Camera_IFOV  // camera field of view angle (degrees)
  look_at   <0,0,0>  // point center of view at this point <X Y Z>
}
plane { y, 0
        pigment{color rgbt<1,1,1,0.5>}
}
#while (counter<n_layers)
#declare leaves_Z=n_rows;
              #declare z_loc=Z_or+offset_Z;
              #while (leaves_Z>0)  // LOOP for Z axis (START)
                #declare leaves_X=n_rows;
//              #declare z_loc=z_loc+(rand(random_Z)*0.8-0.4);
// it adds some random variation (between -0.4 and +0.4) to the Z
//coordinate
                #declare x_loc=X_or+offset_X;
                    #while  (leaves_X > 0) // LOOP for X axis (START)

// Leaf normal vector description
     #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
     #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
     #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

// loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (START)
  #while
(((pow(X_tmp,2)+pow(Z_tmp,2))/pow(b,2))+(pow(Y_tmp,2)/pow(a,2))>1)

          #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
          #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
          #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

/ loop to constrain leaf normal vector inside spheroid volume (END)
           #end

    #declare x_tilt=X_tmp;
    #declare y_tilt=Y_tmp;

            #declare z_tilt=Z_tmp;
/*  #declare z_loc_t=z_loc+(rand(random_Z)*0.8-0.4);
#declare x_loc=x_loc+(rand(random_X)*0.8-0.4);
*/
           // leaf description

     disc
      {
       <x_loc,y_loc,z_loc>  // center position
       <x_tilt,y_tilt,z_tilt>         // normal vector
       leaf_radius,       // outer radius
                pigment{Col_leaf}

                    }
#declare x_loc=x_loc+D_X;
                                #declare leaves_X = (leaves_X - 1);
#end  // LOOP for X axis (END)
#declare z_loc=z_loc+D_Z;
                #declare leaves_Z = (leaves_Z - 1);
              #end  // LOOP for Z axis (END)
                #declare counter=counter+1;

#switch (counter)
                #case(1)
                  #declare offset_X=offset_val;
        //          #declare Col_leaf=Red;
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                #break
                #case(2)
                  #declare offset_X=0;
                  #declare offset_Z=offset_val;
        //          #declare Col_leaf=Blue;
                #break
                #case(3)
                  #declare offset_X=offset_val;
                  #declare offset_Z=offset_val;
        //          #declare Col_leaf=Yellow;
                #break
              #end

              #declare y_loc=y_loc+inter_lay;
        #end // LOOP for y axis (END)
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Listing L8. POV-ray script language code for the row canopy model.

Program Model_row.pov
//**********************************************
// Model for a row canopy  Dundee November 2001
// N.B. ROWS perpendicular to the Z axis i.e.
//**** START of MODEL PARAMETERS ***************
#declare ViewZenAngle=clock;   // View zenith Angle (degrees)
#fopen Input_file "input.txt" read
#read(Input_file,SZA,Camera_height,Camera_IFOV,LAI,nlsz,X_parameter)
#fclose Input_file
#declare interrow=5.313;
#declare row_width=0.25*interrow;
#declare canopy_height=5.5;   // height of the top of the canopy
#declare plot_size=50;      // length of the side of the canopy plot
#declare Camera_X=cos(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare Camera_Y=sin(radians(90+ViewZenAngle))*Camera_height;
#declare sun_X=cos(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare sun_Y=sin(radians(90-SZA))*10000;
#declare plot_area=pow(plot_size,2); // area of the canopy plot
#declare leaf_radius=nlsz*canopy_height;    // radius of a single leaf
#declare leaf_area=pi*pow(leaf_radius,2);    // area of a single leaf
#declare b=1;
#declare a=b/X_parameter;
#declare canopy_displ=leaf_radius;
#declare row_area=plot_size*interrow;
#declare n_leaves_row=int(LAI*row_area/leaf_area);
#declare row_or=0.5; // N.B. RANGE [0:1] orientation of the
//roWs:0=parallel (or perpendicular) to view plane; 1=45°
#declare alfa=atan2(row_or,1);
#declare x_max = (plot_size/2);
//#declare n_leaves_row=n_leaves/n_rows;
#declare Dz=interrow/cos(alfa); // displacement on the Z axis for the
//interrow
#declare d_z=row_width/cos(alfa); // displacement on the Z axis for
//the row width
#declare n_rows=(plot_size+((plot_size/2)*2*tan(alfa)))/Dz;  // n of
//row calculated as to fill the plot area
#declare orient=1; // N.B. CAN ONLY BE 0 or 1  0=perpendicular to view
//plane; 1= parallel
//******************* END OF MODEL PARAMETERS
light_source {
        <sun_X,sun_Y,0>
        color <10000,10000,10000>}
// Set a color of the background (sky)
background {color Grey}
camera
{
location  <Camera_X, Camera_Y, 0> // position of camera <X Y Z>
  sky x
  angle Camera_IFOV  // camera field of view angle (degrees)
  look_at   <0,0,0>  // point center of view at this point <X Y Z>
}
plane { y, 0
        pigment{color rgbt<1,1,1,0.5>}
}

#declare Locations = seed(12345);
#declare random1=seed(98756);
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#declare count_row=0;
#while (n_rows>0)
   #declare row_position=(count_row*Dz)-(plot_size/2)-
(plot_size/2)*tan(alfa); //position of the row in the z coord
(intercept of row eq.)
   #declare x_min=-plot_size/2;
   #declare x_man=plot_size/2;
   #if (row_or!=0)
#if (row_position<0)
#declare x_min=max(x_min,((-plot_size/2)-row_position)/row_or);
#declare row_ld=((plot_size/2)-x_min)/cos(alfa);
#declare row_fr=row_ld/(plot_size/cos(alfa));
#else
#declare x_max=min(x_max,((plot_size/2)-row_position)/row_or);
#declare row_lu=((plot_size/2)-x_max)/cos(alfa);
#declare row_length=plot_size/cos(alfa);
#declare row_fr=(row_length-row_lu)/row_length;
#end
    #declare n_leaves=n_leaves_row*row_fr;
     #end
       #declare n_leaves=n_leaves_row;
         #while (n_leaves > 0)
                 #declare x_1 = rand(Locations)*(x_max-x_min)+x_min;
#declare y_loc = rand(Locations)*(canopy_height-
canopy_displ)+canopy_displ;
#declare z_1 = (row_or*x_1+rand(Locations)*d_z)+row_position;
#declare y_loc = 1;
#if(orient)
#declare x_loc=x_1;
#declare z_loc=z_1;
#else
            #declare x_loc=z_1;
            #declare z_loc=x_1;
#end
        // Leaf normal vector description
             #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
             #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
             #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;

#while((pow(X_tmp,2)+pow(Z_tmp,2))/pow(b,2))+(pow(Y_tmp,2)/pow(a,2))>1
)
                        #declare X_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
                        #declare Y_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*a;
                        #declare Z_tmp = (rand(random1)*2-1)*b;
#end
            #declare x_tilt=X_tmp;
            #declare y_tilt=Y_tmp;
            #declare z_tilt=Z_tmp;
// leaf description
         disc
          {
          <x_loc,y_loc,z_loc>  // center position
          <x_tilt,y_tilt,z_tilt>         // normal vector
          leaf_radius,

pigment{Green}
                    }
#declare n_leaves = n_leaves - 1;
        #end
#declare count_row=count_row+1;
 #declare n_rows=n_rows-1;
#end
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Listing L9. MS VBA for Excel code for the LUT search algorithm.

Program LUT-search()

'*********************************************************************
'LUT-search()
'Excel VBA Subroutine to search the LUT and compute the ABSOLUTE mean
'squared difference
'from differences between measurement and LUT for each image fraction,
'if the SZA and VZA of measurement and LUT are the same.
' NO different weight is given to the error function (absolute mean
'squared difference)according to the VZA
'N.B. IT NEEDS to have already open the following worksheets!!!
'     "LUT"             : where LUT values must be stored.
'     "Measurements"    : measurement values.
'     "Output"          : where the results will be output '

  temporarily.
'     "Summary"         : where the best fit results are summarized.
'     "To test"         : it must have in the 2nd row measured SZA, '

   LAI and X.
'     "Results"         : where it will save the extended results.
' Version 26 July 2002, Viterbo, by R.Casa
'*********************************************************************
Sub LUT_search()
Dim Meas_row As Integer, LUT_row As Long, SZA_meas As Integer, SZA_LUT
As Integer
Dim Meas_col As Integer, LUT_col As Integer, VZA_meas As Integer,
VZA_LUT As Integer
Dim Fract As Integer, Fract_meas As Single, Fract_LUT As Single
Dim SqDiff As Single, SqTot As Single, SqCount As Integer, MSD As
Single
Dim LAI As Single, X_par As Single, Counter As Integer, VZA_n As
Integer, VZA_run As Integer
Dim Summ_row As Integer, Summ_col As Integer, iColRes As Integer
Dim sngMesSZA As Single, sngMesLAI As Single, sngMesX As Single,
sngReLAI As Single, sngReX As Single, sngReMSD As Single
Dim sngSzaTst As Single, intNSets As Integer, sngNlsz As Single, nlsz
As Single
Dim stgMesPlot As String
' Input the n. of view zenith angles
VZA_n = InputBox("Please enter the number of VZAs in the
measurements", "View Zenith Angles in the measurements", 13)
' VZA_n = 25

'initializing some variables
LUT_row = 2
LUT_col = 2
Counter = 0
intNSets = 0
Meas_row = 2
Meas_col = 2

'printing the titles of the output columns
Worksheets("Output").Cells(1, 1).Value = "Est. LAI"
Worksheets("Output").Cells(1, 2).Value = "Est. X"
Worksheets("Output").Cells(1, 3).Value = "MSD"
Worksheets("Output").Cells(1, 4).Value = "nlsz"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 1).Value = "Meas SZA"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 2).Value = "Meas Date"
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Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 3).Value = "Plot"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 4).Value = "# VZA used"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 5).Value = "Est. LAI"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 6).Value = "Est. X"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 7).Value = "Est. nlsz"
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(1, 8).Value = "MSD"

'Main Loop for all datasets
sngSzaTst = Worksheets("To test").Cells(Meas_row, Meas_col).Value
'Gets the SZA from the data "To test"
Do While sngSzaTst <> 0        ' 1. Loops until finds a blank row in
the data to test

'Loop for all LUT
    SZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col).Value 'Gets
the SZA from the LUT
    Do While SZA_LUT <> 0             ' 2. Loops until finds a blank
row in the the LUT
        SqCount = 0
        SqTot = 0
        Meas_row = 2 + intNSets * VZA_n
        Meas_col = 2

        'gets the SZA from the LUT
        SZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col).Value

        'Gets the SZA from the measurements and rounds it to the
nearest 5°
        SZA_meas = Worksheets("To test").Cells(Meas_row,
Meas_col).Value
        SZA_check = SZA_meas / 5
        SZA_meas = CInt(SZA_check) * 5

        Do While SZA_meas <> SZA_LUT                ' Small loop until
SZA in LUT and meas. are the same
            If SZA_LUT = 0 Then
  '              MsgBox ("All the LUT has been scanned")
' #@# CAUTION GOTO STATEMENT !!!!
                GoTo Fine
            End If
            LUT_row = LUT_row + 25                      ' it assumes
that a set of data in the LUT is 25 rows
            SZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col).Value
        Loop                                        ' Ends small loop

        For VZA_run = 1 To VZA_n ' 3. Loop for all VZAs in the
measurements
            VZA_meas = Worksheets("To test").Cells(Meas_row, Meas_col
+ 1).Value
            VZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col +
1).Value

            Do While VZA_meas <> VZA_LUT            ' Small loop until
VZA in LUT and meas are the same
                LUT_row = LUT_row + 1
                VZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col +
1).Value
            Loop                                    ' Ends small loop
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            'Gets measured fraction values and computes the squared
difference
            For Fract = 1 To 4
                Fract_meas = Worksheets("To test").Cells(Meas_row,
Meas_col + 1 + Fract).Value
                Fract_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col +
1 + Fract).Value
                SqDiff = (Fract_meas - Fract_LUT) ^ 2
                SqTot = SqTot + SqDiff
                SqCount = SqCount + 1
                  If SqCount > VZA_n * 4 Then
                    MsgBox ("Something wrong!....")
                    Exit Sub
                  End If
            Next Fract

            Meas_row = Meas_row + 1
            LUT_row = LUT_row + 1
        Next VZA_run  ' 3. Ends loop when VZAs in the measurements are
finished

            LUT_row = LUT_row - 1
            MSD = SqTot / SqCount
            LAI = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col + Fract +
2).Value
            X_par = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col + Fract +
4).Value
            nlsz = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col + Fract +
3).Value
            Counter = Counter + 1
            Worksheets("Output").Cells(1 + Counter, 1).Value = LAI
            Worksheets("Output").Cells(1 + Counter, 2).Value = X_par
            Worksheets("Output").Cells(1 + Counter, 3).Value = MSD
            Worksheets("Output").Cells(1 + Counter, 4).Value = nlsz

            VZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col +
1).Value 'gets the LUT VZA

            Do While VZA_LUT <> 60 'needed to go to the end of LUT
dataset
                LUT_row = LUT_row + 1
                VZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col +
1).Value 'gets the LUT SZA
            Loop
            LUT_row = LUT_row + 1

            SZA_LUT = Worksheets("LUT").Cells(LUT_row, LUT_col).Value
'gets the LUT SZA
            If SZA_LUT = 0 Then
               Meas_row = 2 + intNSets * VZA_n
            End If
    Loop  ' 1.Ends loop because the LUT has finshed

Fine:  '[FIND GOTO WHERE THIS SIGN IS: #@#] it goes to here when all
LUT has been scanned

    ' This sorts the output according to MSD
    Worksheets("Output").Select
    Worksheets("Output").Range("A1:D161").Select
    Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("C2"), Order1:=xlAscending,
Header:=xlGuess, _
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            OrderCustom:=1, MatchCase:=False,
Orientation:=xlTopToBottom

    'gets the values of the the measured and retrieved SZA, LAI and X
     sngMesSZA = Worksheets("To Test").Cells(Meas_row, 2).Value
    sngMesLAI = Worksheets("To Test").Cells(Meas_row, 9).Value
stgMesPlot = Worksheets("To Test").Cells(Meas_row, 1).Value
    sngReLAI = Worksheets("Output").Cells(2, 1).Value
    sngReX = Worksheets("Output").Cells(2, 2).Value
    sngReMSD = Worksheets("Output").Cells(2, 3).Value
    sngNlsz = Worksheets("Output").Cells(2, 4).Value

    Summ_row = 2
    Summ_col = 1
    Date_summ = Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col).Value

  Do While Date_summ <> 0
   Summ_row = Summ_row + 1
   Date_summ = Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col).Value
  Loop

Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col).Value = sngMesSZA
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 1).Value = sngMesLAI
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 2).Value = stgMesPlot
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 3).Value = VZA_n
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 4).Value = sngReLAI
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 5).Value = sngReX
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 6).Value = sngNlsz
Worksheets("Summary").Cells(Summ_row, Summ_col + 7).Value = sngReMSD

'it writes them also to the "Results" worksheet on the next empty
' column
    iColRes = 1
    Date_summ = Worksheets("Results").Cells(5, iColRes).Value

    Do While Date_summ <> 0
        iColRes = iColRes + 1
        Date_summ = Worksheets("Results").Cells(5, iColRes).Value
    Loop

    Worksheets("Results").Cells(1, iColRes).Value = "Meas Date"
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(1, iColRes + 1).Value = "Meas PLOT"
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(1, iColRes + 2).Value = "Meas SZA"
    'Worksheets("Results").Cells(1, iColRes + 3).Value = "# VZA used"
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes).Value = sngMesLAI
Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes).NumberFormat = "m/d/yy"
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes + 1).Value = stgMesPlot
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes + 2).Value = sngMesSZA
    Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes + 2).NumberFormat = "0.0"
    'Worksheets("Results").Cells(2, iColRes + 2).Value = VZA_n

    ' it copies extensive results to the "Results" worksheet
    Worksheets("Output").Select
    Worksheets("Output").Range("A1:D161").Copy
    Worksheets("Results").Select
    Cells(4, iColRes).Select
    ActiveSheet.Paste

'resets some variables
    LUT_row = 2
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    LUT_col = 2
    Counter = 0
    intNSets = intNSets + 1
    Meas_row = 2 + intNSets * VZA_n
    sngSzaTst = Worksheets("To test").Cells(Meas_row, Meas_col).Value
'Gets the SZA from the data "To test"
Loop ' end of data "To test"

MsgBox ("I'VE FINISHED!!!")
End Sub
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Abstract. Our aim was to investigate different approaches for the estimation of
canopy structure properties from multiangular measurements at the field scale. We
acquired hyperspectral multiangular data on potato canopies using a
spectroradiometer (GER-1500) and corresponding multiangular images using the
VIFIS (Variable Interference Filter Imaging Spectrometer). The data obtained using
the spectroradiometer were used in the inversion of the PROSAIL model using a
numerical optimization technique. The images obtained with the VIFIS were
classified into the component image fractions: shaded and sunlit leaves and soil.
These classification results were then directly used in the inversion of a simple ray
tracing canopy model. The inversion technique was based on a look-up-table
approach. Field sampling was carried out for the direct measurement of LAI and
other canopy properties. The experimental error in the data of both sensors was large
since the canopy appeared non-homogeneous at the measurement height used,
mainly because of the crop row structure. However LAI values retrieved from both
approaches were realistic and allowed the discrimination of potato canopies which
had received different nitrogen fertilization treatments. The relative merits and
practicalities of the two approaches (multiangular hyperspectral reflectance versus
image classification) are discussed.

1. Introduction
Canopy structure characteristics, summarized by parameters such as leaf area

and leaf angle distribution, are extremely important for ecological and agronomic
reasons. They affect most processes that couple plants to their surrounding
environment, such as radiation interception and hence photosynthesis and
evapotranspiration. They are also useful for the detection of water and nitrogen
stress in crops, given their influence on the development of leaf area and on the
inclination of the leaves. It has been shown that the discrimination of subtle leaf
spectral variations, caused for example by nutrient stress or plant diseases, is
made difficult by the confounding effect of canopy structure (Daughtry et al.
2000). Thus the assessment of canopy structure effects within remotely sensed
data is also important to improve the detection other features more evident at the
leaf scale.

The availability of hyperspectral field and airborne sensors and of models that
incorporate simulation of leaf spectral properties into canopy BRDF models, such
as the combination of PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990) with SAIL
(Verhoef 1984) or Kuusk (1995) models, have stimulated in the last decade a
number of studies in which crop canopy properties are inferred from remote
sensing measurements by inverting these models. Using this approach it has been



possible to estimate canopy characteristics including leaf area index (LAI), leaf
angle distribution (LAD) and chlorophyll concentration.

However in in many circumstances the theoretical capability of a model
inversion procedure to retrieve the correct parameter values has not been matched
by the practical applicability using measured data, in which large experimental
errors are usually included. In addition it has been shown that the same
multiangular reflectances (BRF) or spectra can be modelled by different
combinations of input parameter values (Jacquemoud et al. 1995). Therefore it
seems useful to investigate alternative ways to estimate canopy parameters from
remotely sensed data especially using simple models and fast inversion
procedures. In this work we report some results obtained using the inversion of a
simple ray tracing model using a look-up-table approach from multiangular
images, comparing it to a classical numerical optimization procedure using
multiangular spectral data.

2. Field measurements
Multiangular images and reflectance spectra were acquired on two potato

plots (var. King Edward) during a completely clear day (27 July 1999) at the
experimental farm of the Scottish Crop Research Institute at Invergowrie, Dundee,
Scotland. One of the plots had received normal fertilization (including 147 kg ha-1

of N) while the other had been subject to the same husbandry practices as the
fertilized plot except that it had not received any nitrogen fertilization. Additional
information on the field trial is reported in Jones et al. (2000).

 Multiangular images were acquired using the VIFIS system (Variable
Interference Filter Imaging Spectrometer). The VIFIS is a low-cost hyperspectral
optical imaging system developed at the University of Dundee (Sun and Anderson
1993). In the present study the VIFIS was employed for ground based
measurements using a 55 mm lens giving a narrow field of view (7°).
Multiangular reflectance images were obtained by ratioing images acquired over
the canopy to images obtained over a calibrated 99% Spectralon reference panel,
after subtraction of a dark current image. The camera was fitted to a tripod with a
protractor and freely rotating plumb weight to determine the vertical. The view
angles used were approximately in the principal (solar) plane ranging between 0°
(nadir) and ± 60° with steps of 10°. The camera was rotated manually between
each view angle which was read on the protractor. A measurement sequence was
bracketed by reference panel measurements and typically lasted about 5 min for
13 view angles. Measurements were taken from a platform so that the distance
from the top of the canopy to the sensor was about 2 m. Image subsets
corresponding to the 743-809 nm band were used for the classification into scene
component fractions. The images were classified into fraction of sunlit or shaded
foliage and soil using the image histograms to identify the class thresholds (Jones
and Casa, 2000). Further details on the VIFIS, the measurement procedure and
data processing can be found in Jones et al. (2000).

Multiangular spectral reflectances were obtained using two GER-1500
spectroradiometers operated in the field in the "dual-beam" mode (Rollin et al.,
1998) using the same set-up (tripod, platform, plumb and panel) as for the VIFIS.

Measurements with the GER-1500 were carried out within half an hour of
corresponding VIFIS measurements. A field of view (FOV) of 3° was used.



Each measurement set was composed of spectra acquired at 13 view zenith
angles (± 60° with steps of 10°) plus additional replicated measurement at nadir
where the ground measurement area (footprint) was smallest and so the
experimental error was maximum.

Simultaneously to VIFIS and GER-1500 data acquisition, photosynthetic
active radiation (PAR) was measured above and inside the canopy using the
Delta-T (Cambridge, UK) Sunscan Canopy Analysis System, for the purpose of
estimating independently canopy structure parameters. Measuring the fraction of
transmitted PAR through the canopy and knowing the fraction of direct incoming
radiation (beam fraction), it is possible to estimate LAI for a given leaf angle
distribution, expressed as Campbell’s X parameter (1986). This is calculated
automatically by the Sunscan using a simplified version of a model by Norman
(1979). However if independently measured values of LAI are available, in
addition to all the other measured model parameters, this same model can be
inverted to estimate X. This method was applied to estimate the leaf angle
distribution parameter X from Sunscan measurements using values of LAI
obtained from direct sampling on potato plots.

Direct sampling of biomass and leaf area was carried out on the 30 July 1999,
collecting 6 plants from 4 replicated lengths of rows per each treatment. Leaf area
was measured on a sub-sample of leaves on a Delta-T area meter. For chlorophyll
analysis 10 leaf discs were punched out for each replicate. Leaf discs were then
dried in the oven at 70°C. Chlorophyll was then extracted with methanol.
Chlorophyll a and b concentrations were then calculated from absorptances at 666
and 653 nm using the equations proposed by Lichtenthaler and Wellburn (1983).

3. Models and inversion techniques
3.1 Ray tracing model and its inversion

The data acquired with the VIFIS were used for the inversion of a simple ray-
tracing model developed using the freeware POV-ray (Persistence of Vision
Raytracer, version 3.1). In the model it is assumed that the vegetation canopy can
be represented by a set of disks of uniform size randomly positioned within a
defined volume (a parallelpiped), at some specified distance (plant base height)
over a plane representing the soil. The leaf size (i.e. disc radius) is specified using
the parameter nlsz (normalized leaf size) which is the ratio of the canopy height to
leaf radius. The number of leaves that has to be included in the canopy is
calculated from the specified LAI and leaf size. Each leaf  is positioned in the
canopy volume by defining its spatial coordinates using a pseudo-random number
generation function. No mechanism was introduced to avoid the possible
intersection or overlapping of leaves positioned by consecutive assignement of
random positions. This is most likely to occurr with high LAI values. Leaf angle
distribution is modelled by setting disk tilting angle distribution in a similar way
to the ellipsoidal leaf angle distribution function of Campbell (1986). This was
accomplished by constraining leaf normal vectors inside spheroids of specified
horizontal and vertical semiaxes, by appropriate transformation of another
pseudo-random number sequence. Adjustment of the ratio between the horizontal
and vertical semi axes (the X_parameter) allows simulation of a wide range of
leaf angle distributions. A prolate spheroid (X_parameter <1) simulates a
planophile leaf angle distribution while an oblate spheroid (X_parameter >1) a



more erectophile one. This is the inverse of Campbell’s (1986) original
formulation. An uniform leaf azimuth distribution is assumed in the model.

A perspective projection camera is simulated with a specified FOV. For
multi-angular model applications, data sets were obtained by changing the camera
position, but keeping constant the distance from the camera to a point on the soil
at the centre of the plot and varying the view zenith angle.

The output generated by the model consists of 24-bit colour images. An
automated procedure was implemented to classify the output images into the
fractions of illuminated and shaded disks (foliage) and background (soil).

In the present application the ray tracing model is used only to calculate the
fraction of lighted and shaded objects according to geometrical optics, i.e. using
ray intersections with the scene objects, but the overall canopy reflectance is not
of concern. The reflection model implemented by the raytracer, which takes into
account optical scattering characteristics of the objects represented in the scene, is
therefore irrelevant. In this respect the approach used here is basically different
from the one used in Monte Carlo ray tracing models where stochastic sampling
techniques are used to simulate the interactions between rays and objects based on
probability density functions describing objects scattering behaviour (Disney et al.
2000).

For the inversion we used a look-up-table (LUT) approach (Kynazikhin et al.
1998, Weiss et al. 2000). This involves storing model outputs into a table for a
large numbers of simulations using a range of canopy parameter values. The
inversion is then reduced to the search for the best fit between measurements and
model ouputs included in the table and the retrieval of the corresponding set of
parameter values.

Our LUT was based on a regular sampling of parameter ranges typical of a
crop canopy and it included the output of 18,000 model runs (table 1).

[Insert table 1 here]
We used the inversion procedure to retrieve only two canopy parameters, LAI and
leaf angle distribution (X_parameter). It is reasonable to assume that all
parameters related to illumination and sensor configuration are known a priori.
Model runs were made only in the solar plane. In the LUT, sets of 25 view zenith
angles (-60° to +60° with steps of 10°) were used.

To solve the inverse problem, the LUT was searched and the mean squared
difference (MSD) between measurements and model was calculated to provide an
indication of the fit:
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where n is the number of view zenith angles and q is the number of image
fractions considered (typically 4: sunlit and shaded foliage and sunlit and shaded
soil), xij is the measurement and yij the corresponding model output for view
zenith angle i and image fraction j.

3.2 PROSAIL model and its inversion
The PROSAIL model, which combines SAIL (Verhoef 1984) and

PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990), has been frequently used in the



inverse mode (Jacquemoud et al. 1995, Jacquemoud et al. 2000). Its suitability for
this use is due to the reduced number of parameters and to the speed of simulation
of multiangular spectra.

In the version used here, leaf biochemical properties are specified by 4
parameters: leaf chlorophyll a+b concentration, leaf structural parameter N
(numbers of equivalent layers), equivalent water thickness and dry matter content.
Canopy structure is described by 3 parameters: LAI, mean leaf angle of the
ellipsoidal (Campbell, 1986) distribution and the hotspot parameter given by the
ratio of leaf size to canopy height. A soil reflectance spectrum can be provided by
means of an input file. In our applications we employed a soil spectrum acquired
using the GER-1500 spectroradiometer on the 26th of June 1999 on a bare soil plot
at Invergowrie (Dundee) next to where the potato field trial was carried out.

To carry out the inversion,  a merit function has to be defined and then a
suitable numerical optimization routine has to be chosen in order to find the
minimum of that function. The merit function used was the same as Nilson and
Kuusk (1989):
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where n is the number of observations, m the number of free parameters, xi,b
is the limiting value of parameter i.  If xi  is between xi,min  and xi,max then wi=0,
otherwise wi=w, with w given a very large value. The  xi,min  and xi,max extrema
correspond to the bounds of the validity range of parameter xi. In this way, if
during the optimization process the estimated parameters assume unrealistic
values, a penalty is assigned to the merit function. The method chosen for the
iterative minimization of the merit function was the downhill simplex method of
Nelder and Mead (Press et al. 1986).

The inversion was carried out using simulated multiangular hyperspectral
data. Spectra for the waveband 400-1100 nm at 5 nm intervals (i.e. 141
wavelengths) were generated at 13 view zenith angles (-60° to +60° at 10°
intervals). Therefore the merit function was computed using the differences
between the 1833 (141 wavelengths x 13 view zenith angles) modelled and
measured reflectances.

The retrieval was attempted only for LAI and mean leaf angle. All other
parameters were kept fixed to the values listed in table 2.

[Insert table 2 here]
To evaluate the inversion results, the root mean square error (RMSE) was
computed as:
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where xi is the parameter value used in the direct mode and yi the
corresponding value retrieved from the inversion procedure in the run i, where n is
the total number of runs carried out.

4. Results
4.1 Direct measurements



The results obtained by direct measurement on the potato plots are reported in
table 3, which also includes the estimates of Campbell’s (1986) leaf angle
distribution parameter X obtained by inverting a simplified Norman’s model
(1979) using PAR transmittance data.

[Insert table 3 here]
It can be observed  that nitrogen fertilization strongly affected canopy structure,
causing a smaller leaf area index in the unfertilized plot. The indirect estimation
of the leaf angle distribution parameter X indicated an erectophile canopy for the
zero nitrogen plot and a more planophile canopy in the fertilized plot, but
unfortunately no direct measurements were available to verify these results.

4.1 Inversion of multiangular classified images
The data obtained by the classification of VIFIS multiangular images

consisted of the fractions of shaded and sunlit leaves and soil visible at each view
zenith angle. As reported by Jones and Casa (2000) it was not possible to
discriminate between shaded and sunlit soil during image classification. Therefore
the two soil classes were similarly merged in the LUT, before carrying out the
inversion.

The inversion retrieved as single best fit values LAI = 5 and X_parameter =2
for the full nitrogen plot and LAI=3 and X_parameter =2 for the zero nitrogen
plot.

As an alternative to using the single best-fit values obtained from the LUT,
which may miss the true minimum because of the limited sampling in the LUT, it
is possible to obtain a more precise estimate of the position at which the global
minimum occurs by interpolation in a plot of the mean squared difference
between measurements and model output which shows the shape of the region of
best fit (figure 1).

 [Insert figure 1 here]
For the full nitrogen plot this area falls at the edge of the parameter space included
in the LUT (the maximum LAI included in the LUT was 5). For the zero nitrogen
plot the area of best fit is more stretched along the axis of the X_parameter,
indicating reduced sensitivity for this parameter as compared to LAI.

The LAI retrieved from the single best fits values overestimated the measured
data, but nevertheless allowed one to discriminate between the two treatments and
correctly assigned a higher LAI to the full nitrogen plot. The values of the X
parameter seemed questionable as they indicated a rather erectophile canopy.

4.1 Inversion of multiangular hyperspectral data
In order to make a preliminaryt estimate of the robustness of the inversion

procedure a series of model runs in the direct mode were used to generate
“measurements” on which the inversion was successively tested. This is
considered not a proof, but a necessary test of the invertibility of the model
(Jacquemoud et al. 2000). The simulations were carried out using l (LAI) values
of 1, 2, 3 and 4 and tl (mean leaf angle) values of 20º, 40º, 60º and 80º (for a total
of 16 simulations). The other parameters were fixed at values reported in table 2.
The simplex was initialized using the following set: point1: l=1, tl=10, point 2:
l=3, tl=45 and point 3 l=5, tl=85. Following these tests, Gaussian noise with zero



mean and increasing standard deviation values (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) was added to
the outputs of the model runs before attempting the inversion.

The inversion procedure was able to retrieve exactly the starting values of the
parameters used in the direct mode runs of the model in each one of the 16
simulations (RMSE=0) for the data with no error added. The average number of
evaluations of the merit function, an indication of the speed of the inversion, was
109. When random Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.01
was added, the inversion procedure was still successful, i.e. the algorithm
converged to global minima. Though the retrieved parameter values were close to
the right ones, they were not exactly the same as those used in the generation of
the “measurements” (figure 2).

[Insert figure 2 here]
The RMSE was 0.210 for l and 3.009 for tl. After the addition of noise with a
standard deviation of 0.05, in some cases the algorithm did not converge and in
others it provided values rather different from those used in the direct mode
(figure 2). Adding a larger error caused in most cases the failure of the inversion
algorithm.

Inspection of the multiangular hyperspectral data collected over the potato
canopy (figure 3) reveals that although directional effects are evident, there is
considerable scatter in the data.

[Insert figure 3 here]
This was probably largely due to the row structure of the crop resulting in a non
homogeneous canopy at the measurement height used.

The results of the numerical inversion of the PROSAIL model using the
measured multiangular spectra were the following. For the full nitrogen plot an
LAI of 2.31 and a mean leaf angle of 65° were retrieved. For the zero nitrogen
plot the LAI retrieved was 2.09 , while the mean leaf angle was 57°. The number
of merit function calls were 115 for the former case and 97 for the latter.
Therefore the inversion procedure was able to retrieve realistic values of LAI
although the differences between the values estimated for the two plots would
make it difficult to detect clearly the difference in LAI, when one considers the
measurement accuracy of current sampling techniques. The mean leaf inclination
angles retrieved, indicate a rather more erectophile canopy for the full nitrogen
plot.

5. Discussion and conclusions
Our results show that the inversion of a simple ray tracing model from

classified multiangular canopy images can be an additional alternative option to
the numerical inversion of a canopy reflectance model form spectral reflectance
data. Although the results from the former approach overestimated LAI, they
allowed the discrimination of the two nitrogen treatments.

Estimated leaf angle distribution appeared to be erroneous,  indicating a
rather erectophile canopy in contrast to the literature in which potato is reported to
have a value of X of Campbell’s ellipsoidal distribution (1986) between 1.7 to
2.47 (Campbell and Van Evert, 1981), corresponding to a rather more planophile
canopy. The independent estimates of the LAD, obtained from PAR transmittance
data, were presumably affected by the same degree of uncertainty as they were
also derived from model inversion, therefore they were not considered as useful



references. Unfortunately no direct leaf angle distribution data were available to
compare with the estimates.

In the present work the multiangular images were classified into sunlit or
shaded leaves or soil based on NIR reflectance images acquired using the VIFIS
system which can be difficult to use in the field. In subsequent work we have
shown that it is possible to use simpler and cheaper equipment such as digital
cameras which can acquire images in the visible and/or near infrared bands to
obtain the necessary images for classification. It is also possible to avoid the use
of reference panels if absolute reflectance is not of concern.

Both field measurement techniques, whether acquisition of spectra or of
multiangular images, require sunny weather conditions. However more strict
requirements apply to the acquisition of hyperspectral data, for example
completely clear skies are necessary so that the incident radiation is dominated by
its directional component, and a perfectly lambertian lossless reference panel is
required (Milton et al. 1995, Rollin et al. 1997). Nevertheless, the collection of
hyperspectral data would allow the estimation of additional leaf parameters such
as chlorophyll and water content in addition to canopy structure. Moreover
spectral reflectance data can be collected at a range of scales (field, airborne
sensors, satellite). If multiangular images need to be classified into the sunlit and
shaded leaves and soil components, they need to be acquired at very high
resolution, i.e. only at the field scale. An alternative approach could be developed
in which mixture decomposition modelling is used to infer the component
fractions from reflectance data acquired at different scales (Hall  et al. 1995). The
inversion of a simple ray tracing model, such as the one reported here, would then
allow the estimation of canopy structure parameters.
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TABLES

Parameter name Description Value used in the LUT
Camera_FOV Horizontal field of view of the virtual camera 

[degrees]
6°

Camera_height Distance of the view point from the soil at the 
centre of the plot [relative units]

200

canopy_displ Minimum height of the canopy above the soil 
[relative units]

1

canopy_height Maximum height of the canopy above the soil 
[relative units]

6

LAI Leaf area index [unitless] 0.5; 1; 1.5; 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5; 4; 4.5; 5

nlsz Normalized leaf size [unitless] 0.06

plot_size Length of one side of the canopy plot 
[relative units]

50

RAA Relative azimuth angle between camera and 
sun planes [degrees]

0°

SZA Sun zenith angle [degrees] 20°  ÷  60° with 5° steps
ViewZenAngle View zenith angle [degrees] -60°  ÷  +60° with 5° steps
X_parameter Leaf angle distribution parameter [unitless] 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1; 2; 3; 4

Table 1. Parameter values of the ray tracing model used for the generation of LUT



  

Plant height (m) 0.62 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01 n.s.

LAI 2.2 ± 0.20 3.7 ± 0.28 * *
SLA (cm2 g-1) 273.3 ± 6.5 301.1 ± 21.7 n.s.
Chlorophyll a+b  (mg cm-2) 0.033 ± 0.003 0.024 ± 0.002 *
X parameter (b) 0.47 1.76

(a) Results for unpaired t-test: * * P<0.01; * P<0.05; n.s. no significant differences.
(b) Campbell's (1986) leaf angle distribution parameter, estimated from PAR transmittance data.

Table 3. Results of the samplings carried out on the potato plots (mean values ± std.err.).

Significance(a)Zero N Full N
Parameter Treatment

Table 2. Parameters of PROSAIL model kept fixed during the inversion procedure
Parameter name Description Value in inversion

isat sensor [0= spectroradiometer] 0
ihot hot spot flag [1= use hot spot] 1
Theta_s sun zenith angle [degrees] *
phi_s relative azimuth angle between sun and sensor [degrees] 0
tl mean leaf inclination [degrees] *
l leaf area index [unitless] *
vai leaf internal structure parameter [unitless] 1.5
cab leaf chlorophyll a+b content [µg cm-2] 30
cw leaf equivalent water thickness [g cm-2] 0.015
cm leaf dry matter content [g cm-2] 0.0035
sl Leaf size / crop height [unitless] 0.05
vis Horizontal visibility 50
n number of interpolation directions (Theta_v, Phi_v) 13
Rsoil soil albedo spectrum from input file

* = the same Theta_s  as the measurements was used; l  and tl  were retrieved from the inversion



 Figure captions

Figure 1. Contour plots of the fit results obtained by the LUT search, using data
from classified multiangular images obtained over (A) fully fertilized potato
canopy (B) zero nitrogen potato canopy. Contour values (z-axis) are mean squared
differences (MSD) between measurements and model outputs.

Figure 2. Retrieval of LAI from the inversion of the PROSAIL model using
synthetic data generated by direct mode runs of the model itself and the addition
of Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.01 or 0.05.

Figure 3. Hyperspectral multiangular data obtained with the GER-1500
spectroradiometer on (A) fully fertilized potato canopy at a sun zenith angle of
50° (B) zero nitrogen potato canopy at a sun zenith angle of 43°. Positive view
zenith angles are used for the backscattering direction.
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Summary

  The increasing availability of sensors in satellites, aircraft or at the field level
allowing the collection of multi-spectral and multi-angular data offers exciting new
possibilities for the early detection of plant stress resulting from water or nitrogen
deficits. Our work aims to develop new approaches for the use of bi-directional
reflectance (BRF) information for the estimation of canopy characteristics such as
leaf area index and leaf angle distribution. The method presented here is based on
VIFIS (Variable Interference Filter Imaging Spectrometer) a low-cost instrument
developed at the University of Dundee. This instrument can be used to acquire
information on the BRF and also on the frequency distribution of reflectance
intensity. We review here some approaches for the collection and analysis of BRF
data describing field comparisons for potato canopies using multiple view angle
measurements. The value of different approaches to the acquisition and analysis of
such information will be discussed.

Key words: bidirectional reflectance, BRDF, BRF, nitrogen stress, potato, VIFIS

Introduction

  The successful remote sensing of plant stress should open up a number of applications in precision
agriculture which would allow the correction of stresses detected to optimise production and
quality. Any management response to alleviate the effects of stress would require a knowledge of
the actual stress that caused the observed reduction in growth. Indeed an effective management
strategy really requires identification of the stress at a stage before it has seriously affected the crop
or its growth. The difficulties in diagnosing stresses remotely therefore include the problem of
identifying the stress at an early enough stage and the problem of identification of the precise stress
involved in any situation.
  There are a number of ways in which remote sensing can be used to diagnose ‘stress’; these nearly
all depend on sensing some plant response to the stress of interest, rather than the stress per se. In
general any stress, almost by definition, leads to sub-optimal growth. Such sub-optimal growth can
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be detected remotely through the resulting reduction in leaf area index (LAI); this reduction in LAI
can it turn be determined through the use of one of the many spectral vegetation indices that have
been developed over recent years (for reviews see: De Wulf, 1992; Baret, 1995). Nearly all these
vegetation indices, including the popular Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) are
based on the differences in spectral reflectance of soil and vegetation in the red and the near infra-
red (IR) regions of the spectrum, with the vegetation reflecting much more in the near IR than in
the red.
  In addition to effects on crop growth, which can be followed remotely by the use of vegetation
indexes, many stresses including nitrogen and some other mineral deficiencies or toxicities as well
as water deficits can lead to a yellowing of the leaves as a result of reductions in leaf chlorophyll
content. Unfortunately many nutrient stresses can only be accurately diagnosed from the actual
patterns of altered colouration on the leaves, rather than from the average change in colour (e.g.
Marschner, 1995). Where hyperspectral sensors are available it is possible to estimate changes in
chlorophyll content from the shape and position of the “red edge”, the sharp increase in reflectance
in the transition from the red to near infra-red (Horler, Dockray & Barber, 1983).
  Perhaps the most effort, and the most progress, has been made in the remote estimation of water
deficit stress. The approaches used have been largely based on the concept that stomatal closure is a
measure of the stress (though it is really a measure of the response to the stress) and that stomatal
closure leads to detectable increases in canopy temperature. The use of canopy temperature as a
measure of stress was pioneered by Tanner (1963), and then developed into a viable technique by
Idso and co-workers (Idso et al., 1981; Jackson et al., 1981). Throughout, application of this
approach has been limited by the fact that leaf or canopy temperature depends not only on stomatal
aperture, but also on a wide range of environmental conditions (e.g. windspeed, radiation, humidity
and temperature). Furthermore the remotely sensed temperatures can be biased by the amount of
soil (which tends to be hotter than the vegetation) visible within each pixel. Although a combined
NDVI and thermal approach has been suggested to correct for the soil effect (Moran et al., 1996),
this approach has not yet been widely adopted.
  Another characteristic response of plants to drought that might form the basis for a remote
diagnostic tool is the change in leaf angle distribution that occurs in many herbaceous and other
species as leaves wilt in response to drought. Determination of leaf angle distribution remotely is
based on the observation that canopy reflectance is anisotropic and varies as a function of both the
angle of illumination (solar angle) and the angle of view. This variation is described by the Bi-
directional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) which has been shown, at least in principle,
to be characteristic for a given vegetation type and leaf angle distribution (LAD). Unfortunately
inversion of the BRDF to obtain canopy characteristics is not simple, though there have been a
number of attempts (Goel, 1989; Jacquemoud et al., 1995). The ability to correctly determine
canopy parameters from model inversion depends on the validity of the model, the number and
the accuracy of reflectance measurements available and the ability of the minimisation
procedure to find a global (and not a local) minimum. In practice measurements are always
associated with experimental error and the estimate of parameter values such as LAD can be
greatly affected by this.
  In this paper we investigate the capability of multiangular remote sensing to detect changes in leaf
area and leaf angle distribution such as might occur in response to stress. The objective of the
present work is to compare alternative approaches for the measurement of multi-angular reflectance
data obtained on potato canopies at contrasting fertilisation level with available BRDF modelling
strategies.

Materials and Methods
  Multiangular reflectance measurements were carried out on potato canopies during completely
clear days in July 1999 . The potato variety King Edward was planted on 27 April 1999 on two
50 x 40 m plots at the experimental farm of the Scottish Crop Research Institute at Invergowrie,
Dundee (lat. 56°27’N, long. 03°04’, alt. 15 m). The soil is a sandy loam belonging to the Forfar
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Airntully series. The pH is 6.1, organic matter 5.6%, P and K are 92 and 132 ppm respectively.
The measured planting density used was of 3 plants m-2 with an interrow of 78 cm and within
row spacing of 35 cm. A base fertilisation with 50 kg K ha-1 was applied at pre-planting on both
plots. On the full nitrogen plot a fertilisation using 147 kg ha-1 of N and P and 220 kg K ha-1 was
applied on 7 April 1999. On the other plot 147 kg P ha-1 and 100 kg K ha-1, but no nitrogen,
were applied on 14 May 1999.
  Above-ground biomass and leaf area of the potato crop were determined on the 30 July 1999,
collecting 6 plants from 4 replicated lengths of rows per each treatment. Samples were dried at
70 °C prior to determining dry weight of leaves and stems. Leaf area was measured on a sub-
sample of leaves on a Delta-T area meter. For chlorophyll analysis 10 leaf discs were punched
out for each replicate. Leaf discs were dried in the oven at 70°C. Chlorophyll was then extracted
with methanol. Chlorophyll a and b concentrations were then calculated from absorptances at
666 and 653 nm using the equations proposed by Lichtenthaler & Wellburn (1983). Canopy
chlorophyll content was obtained by scaling the concentration calculated on a leaf area basis
using the measured LAI.
  Reflectance measurements were carried out using the VIFIS System (Variable Interference
Filter Imaging Spectrometer).The VIFIS is a hyper-spectral optical imagery system developed in
the University of Dundee (Sun & Anderson 1993). It consists of two imaging sensors, one
covering the visible range (VIS) over wavelengths from 420 nm to 620 nm at 10 nm resolution,
the other covering the near infra-red range (NIR) between 620 nm and 870 nm at 12 nm
resolution. A variable interference filter placed in front of a 2-D CCD array causes the pass
wavelength to vary in different regions along one of the axis of the CCD. In this way each line
(column) of pixels along the CCD plane receives monochromatic light at a different wavelength
from the others. Camera settings include interchangeable lenses with adjustable focus and
aperture and electronic shutter (integration) speeds. The data acquisition equipment consists of a
Hi-8 video recorder and a frame grabber board is used to digitise the video data and save it as 8-
bit binary image files on a PC. The VIFIS was conceived as an airborne sensor to be used in the
pushbroom mode so that hyperspectral images could be reconstructed off-line. However in the
present study the VIFIS was employed for ground based measurements using a 55 mm lens
giving a narrow field of view (7°), to allow easier multiple-view-angle data collection. The
camera was fitted to a tripod with a protractor and freely rotating plumb weight to determine the
vertical. View angles used were approximately in the principal (solar) plane (the azimuth was
determined using a compass) ranging between 0° (nadir) and ± 60° with steps of 10°. The
camera was rotated manually between each view angle which was read on the protractor. A
measurement sequence was bracketed by reference panel measurements and typically lasted
about 5 min for 11 view angles. A calibrated 99% Spectralon panel was used as a reference.
Measurements were taken from a platform so that the distance from the top of the canopy to the
sensor was about 2 m.
  Spectrally variable image frames were acquired and pre-processed by subtracting a dark
current image and by dividing each canopy image to the corresponding Spectralon panel image
for that data set. Absolute reflectance data from VIFIS measurements were calibrated using
measurements carried out concurrently with the VIFIS and two GER-1500 spectroradiometers
configured in the dual field of view mode (Rollin, 1998). Spectra were extracted from the
images by averaging along each pixel column. Average reflectances were calculated averaging
over the red (632-690 nm) or near infra-red (743-803 nm) wavebands. The red edge wavelength
was assumed to correspond to the wavelength at which a maximum value of the first derivative
of the spectra was reached (Horler et al., 1983). Image subsets corresponding to the 743-809 nm
band were used for the extraction of scene reflectance fractions assuming a nearly constant
spectral reflectance for that band. This assumption was based on inspection of the overall
reflectance spectra of several samples. The fraction of pixels corresponding to sunlit or shaded
foliage and to soil was calculated after using the image histograms to identify the class
thresholds. Multiangle measurements of average scene BRDF obtained with the VIFIS were
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compared with simulation obtained from the PROKUUSK model (Kuusk, 1994) and from the 5-
scale model (Leblanc & Chen, 1999). The model developed by Kuusk (1994) is a one-
dimensional model based on the turbid medium analogy, but modified by taking into account
the "hot-spot" and specular reflectance. It includes the leaf model PROSPECT (Jacquemoud et
al., 1990) to account for leaf spectral reflectance as influenced by leaf biochemical and physical
properties. The 5-scale model by Leblanc & Chen (1999) is instead a geometrical-optical model
(Li & Strahler, 1985), which considers the canopy as an assembly of discrete geometrical
objects. Geometrical-optical models compute the fraction of sunlit and shaded crowns and sunlit
and shaded soil viewed in a given direction for a specific sun zenith angle from geometrical
considerations. The overall reflectance is then calculated as a weighted average by summing the
products of the specific reflectances by the area fractions of each class (Li & Strahler, 1985).
  The parameter values used in the models were obtained from measured data when available
while defaults or first guesses were used for missing parameters. For the PROKUUSK model
the measured values of LAI, chlorophyll concentration and hot spot parameter (ratio of mean
leaf size to plant height) were used, while a spherical leaf angle distribution with a modal leaf
angle value of 60 was assumed for both N treatments. All the other parameters were kept fixed
to default values assumed to be valid for average soil and canopy types. For the 5-scale model
the measured parameters included LAI, stand density and plant height. A Poisson distribution
was used as the model did not allow for a regular (in rows) plant spatial distribution. Assumed
average branch and leaf angles of 60° were used. The plant radius was estimated to be 0.45 m
for the zero N and 0.55 m for the full N canopy. A spheroidal plant shape was assumed.

Results
  The effects of the nitrogen treatment on potato canopy appeared to be rather dramatic, strongly
affecting above ground biomass and leaf area, but the effect on chlorophyll content was not
clear (Table 1).

Table 1. Results of the sampling carried out on the potato field trial on 30/7/1999 (mean
values ± standard error).
Parameter Treatment

Zero N Full N Significance
Plant height (m) 0.62 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01 *
Total above-ground biomass (g m-2) 169.3 ± 7.2 289.0 ± 41.6 *
Green leaves biomass  (g m-2) 79.5 ± 6.6 118.2 ± 13.3 *
Dead and dying leaves biomass  (g m-2) 8.4 ± 3.0 10.6 ± 1.7 N.S.
Stem biomass  (g m-2) 81.3 ± 4.6 160.2 ± 37.9 N.S.
GLAI 2.2 ± 0.20 3.7 ± 0.28 * *
SLA (cm2 g-1) 273.3 ± 6.5 301.1 ± 21.7 N.S.
Chlorophyll a+b  (mg cm-2) 0.033 ± 0.00 0.024 ± 0.00 *
Canopy chlorophyll a+b  (mg m-2) 735.4 ± 51.6 858.6 ± 42.1 N.S.

The total above-ground dry weight was more than 70% higher in the full N than in the zero N
plot. The biomass of green leaves was significantly higher in the fertilised treatment. The green
leaf area index (GLAI) was also significantly higher on the fully fertilised plot. The chlorophyll
concentration on a leaf area basis was lower (P<0.05) in the full N treatment than in the zero N
in contrast to what expected. However when expressed on a ground area basis, the canopy
chlorophyll content was higher in the fully fertilised plot (although this difference was not
significant).
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  The results of multiangular measurements carried out with the VIFIS on both nitrogen
treatment plots on the 26/7/1999 are shown in Fig.1. As they were carried out at different times
of the day the sun zenith angle was 44° for the zero nitrogen canopy and 49° for the full nitrogen
canopy. The multiple-view angle reflectance measurements revealed the strong anisotropy of the
potato canopies both in the red (Fig.1a) and in the near-infrared band (Fig. 1b), although as
expected less view-angle variation was apparent in the NIR because the increased scattering
reduced the effects that cause the hot spot (Sandmeier et al., 1998). Some scatter (experimental
error) in the data points is apparent and it is mainly due to the small field of view used in
relation to the canopy heterogeneity. However, especially for the red band, the canopy
reflectance shows maxima at view angles corresponding approximately to the "hot spot". The
zero nitrogen canopy shows an increased reflectance in the red band and a decreased reflectance
in the NIR as compared to the full nitrogen treatment. As a consequence the NDVI results
higher for the fully fertilised potato canopy (Fig. 1c) which had a higher GLAI. However the
view-angle dependence of the NDVI is also apparent from our measurements. The "red edge"
wavelength (Fig.1d) was generally higher for the full N canopy, however some view angle
dependence seems also apparent. However averaging over all the view angles, both the NDVI
and the "red edge" wavelength were found to be significantly different between the two
fertilisation treatments (P<0.05). This provides an effective way of discriminating between the
two canopies.
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Fig. 1. Multiple-view-angle VIFIS measurements on potato canopies having
received zero nitrogen (N0) or full nitrogen (NF) fertilisation. View zenith angles
values are negative for the forward scattering  direction and positive for the
backscattering direction. Average measured reflectances in the (a) red (632-690
nm) and in the (b) NIR (743-803 nm) wavebands. (c) Normalised Difference
Vegetation Index and (d) red edge: wavelength of the maximum of the first
derivative of the spectra (λmax).

  The results obtained from area-averaged BRF measurements are compared to simulations
carried out with 2 different types of canopy reflectance models in Fig. 2 using measured
parameter values when available (see methods).
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Fig. 2. Multiple-view-angle reflectance in the red band (632-690 nm) from VIFIS
measurements (symbols) and simulated using the PROKUUSK model (continuous
line) and 5-scale (dotted line) for the (a) full nitrogen and (b) zero nitrogen potato
canopy.

  The one-dimensional model by Kuusk (1994) shows a reasonable agreement with the data for
the full N canopy, but it largely underestimates the reflectance in the backscatter direction for
the zero N canopy. In general it shows a less pronounced anisotropy and "hot spot" as compared
to measurements and to simulations carried out with the 5-scale model. The latter shows a very
pronounced "hot spot" peak, but greatly underestimates the reflectance especially in the forward
scattering direction. Given also the experimental error included in the data points a numerical
inversion of these models to retrieve model parameters such as LAD would have been
problematic and hence it was not attempted here. Instead a different way of analysing these
multiple-view-angle data is presented in Fig. 3. It is based on the extraction of the different
fractions of the image components that contribute to the average BRF as described in the
methods.
  Measurements were compared with simulations of the fractions contributing to the average
reflectance as calculated by the model 5-scale for the same model runs used also in Fig. 2. The
fraction of soil viewed is maximum at the nadir, while it decreases symmetrically for both off-
nadir directions. A clear separation between the two treatments appears for the fraction of soil
viewed from the different angles. This difference can be attributed to the large contrast found in
the GLAI between the two nitrogen treatments, but possibly also to differences in leaf angle
distribution between the two treatments as this is effectively a measurement of the gap fraction.
Although some scatter in the data points is apparent, the data extracted from the VIFIS images
show that  the fraction of shaded leaves is maximum at off-nadir view angles in the forward
scattering direction and decreases to a minimum at a view angle corresponding approximately to
the "hot spot". Conversely the fraction of sunlit leaves is maximum for the backscattering
direction while it decreases towards the forward scattering direction. Data extracted from the
VIFIS images suggest that the fraction of both shaded and sunlit leaves tends to be higher for the
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full nitrogen canopy. The model fits quite well the measured values for the fraction of soil and
shaded leaves, but underestimates the sunlit fraction in the forward scattering direction.
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Fig. 3. Multiple-view-angle distribution of image components for the zero
nitrogen (N0) and full nitrogen (NF) potato canopies extracted from VIFIS images
(points) and calculated using the 5-scale model (lines). Percentages of (a) soil,
shaded leaves (b) and sunlit leaves (c).

Discussion
  The data presented here for potato provide some good evidence that multiangular and
hyperspectral remote sensing approaches may have real potential for discriminating crop stress
remotely. However, the various approaches tested for fitting BRF models to the observed data
for high and low nitrogen potato crops show that it is still difficult to simulate accurately the
observed BRF, and that significant further work is required to improve the simulation. Further,
there is a need to derive readily applicable methods for deriving key canopy parameters, such as
leaf angle distribution and leaf area index, from observed BRF data.
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